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Abstract
The primary objective of this thesis is to develop robust algorithms for the incorporation of statistical information in the problem of estimating object boundaries in image
data. We propose two primary algorithms, one which jointly estimates the underlying
field and boundary in a static image and another which performs image segmentation
across a temporal sequence. Some motivating applications come from the earth sciences
and medical imaging. In particular, we examine the problems of oceanic front and sea
surface temperature estimation in oceanography, soil boundary and moisture estimation
in hydrology, and left ventricle boundary estimation across a cardiac cycle in medical
imaging.
To accomplish joint estimation in a static image, we introduce a variational technique that incorporates the spatial statistics of the underlying field to segment the
boundary and estimate the field on either side of the boundary. For image segmentation across a sequence of frames, we propose a method for learning the dynamics
of a deformable boundary that uses these learned dynamics to recursively estimate the
boundary in each frame over time. In the recursive estimation algorithm, we extend the
traditional particle filtering approach by applying sample-based methods to a complex
shape space. We find a low-dimensional representation for this shape-shape to make
the learning of the dynamics tractable and then incorporate curve evolution into the
state estimates to recursively estimate the boundaries.
Experimental results are obtained on cardiac magnetic resonance images, sea surface
temperature data, and soil moisture maps. Although we focus on these application
areas, the underlying mathematical principles posed in the thesis are general enough
that they can be applied to other applications as well. We analyze the algorithms on
data of differing quality, with both high and low SNR data and also full and sparse
observations.
Thesis Supervisor: Alan S. Willsky
Title: Professor of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
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Chapter 1

Introduction

T

HE primary objective of this thesis is to develop robust algorithms for the incorporation of statistical information in the problem of estimating object boundaries
in image data. We propose two primary algorithms, one which jointly estimates the
underlying field and boundary in a static image and another which performs image
segmentation across a temporal sequence. To accomplish the former, we introduce a
variational technique that incorporates the spatial statistics of the underlying field to
segment the boundary and estimate the field on either side of the boundary. For the latter, we propose a method for learning the dynamics of a deformable boundary that uses
these learned dynamics to recursively estimate the boundary in each frame over time.
Experimental results are obtained on cardiac magnetic resonance images, sea surface
temperature data, and soil moisture maps. This thesis shows how the proposed methods are robust to low quality data or sparse measurements. In Section 1.1, we introduce
the problem of image segmentation first performed jointly with static field estimation
and then computed across a sequence of frames. In Section 1.2, we describe the main
contributions of this work. We complete the chapter by outlining the organization of
the thesis in Section 1.3.

¥ 1.1 Image Segmentation Problem
Image segmentation involves locating feature boundaries in an image. This problem
has been approached using a variety of different techniques, including adaptive binary
thresholding methods [133, 152], local edge detection [21, 126] coupled with a postprocessing step of grouping edges (based on Gestalt proximity laws [14]) to form a
continuous boundary [181, 202], and approaches based on minimum description length
criteria [93,110,112]. Alternatively, much work on segmentation is based on the so-called
active contours approach [22, 30, 94, 108, 114, 142, 143]. Originated by Kass et al. [94],
active contours are curves that evolve towards the boundary of an object according
to some force function. When the segmentation is formulated as the optimization of
a variational problem, this force is determined by the first variation of an associated
functional whose minimization yields the boundary estimate.
Image segmentation has applications in many different scientific disciplines, including computer vision, oceanography, hydrology, medical image analysis, and im25
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Figure 1.1. (a) Sample SST image obtained from a Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite
(GOES) [132]. The dark region in the upper left is land, while white areas are unobserved. The
color bar indicates temperature in degrees Celsius. (b) Single frame of cardiac cycle (courtesy of the
Cardiovascular MR-CT Program at Massachusetts General Hospital).

age and video coding. For video sequences, semantic object1 tracking, which requires segmentation, is used for some methods of compression [75, 76, 199, 200] (e.g.
it is a coding option in the MPEG-4 standard). In oceanography, localizing oceanic
fronts [24, 63, 121, 146, 147, 150, 191] by segmentation provides value for ship navigators,
ecologists, and oil rig drill teams. For illustration, Figure 1.1(a) shows a sea surface
temperature map of the North Atlantic Ocean with the Gulf Stream’s north wall, an
example of an oceanic front, separating warm (red) waters from cooler (blue) waters.
The localization of the boundary is made difficult because of missing observations and
the diffusion of warm and cool waters in the eastern portion of the North Atlantic.
In medical imaging, automatic segmentation of internal organs such as the cardiac
left ventricle [25, 65, 71, 141, 156, 190, 201] or subcortical structures of the brain such
as the hippocampus, thalamus, globus pallidus, and putamen [4, 79, 95, 153], provides
assistance in medical diagnosis and surgical planning. Without prior information, the
segmentation problem for medical imaging is difficult because the region of interest has
non-constant intensity and other high intensity objects appear nearby such as the right
ventricle in left ventricle (LV) segmentation (see Figure 1.1(b), an example of a cardiac
magnetic resonance (MR) image).

¥ 1.1.1 Joint Field and Boundary Estimation
Besides segmentation, there is an interest in estimating the underlying field, generally
assumed smooth, from a given image. The problem of obtaining a smooth field estimate
has been addressed by approaches such as kriging [41], gradient smoothing [174], and
smoothing splines [184]. In some instances, there is a desire to locate the boundaries of
1

Semantic objects are objects in a video that correspond to some real world object.
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a region as well as estimate the field within each region. Stephenson et al. [168] pose
a variant of kriging which simultaneously determines region boundaries and piecewise
smooth field estimates by kriging within each region. Mumford and Shah [130,131] also
pose a mathematical model that solves this joint problem using a variational formulation. In particular, they find the set of discontinuities and the underlying field which
optimize an associated functional.
Tsai et al. [180], restricting the discontinuities to a family of closed curves, develop
a curve evolution-based method for minimizing the Mumford-Shah functional. In that
work, the curve evolution equation necessary to evolve the curve is explicitly computed.
In all of these joint estimation methods, the underlying field models are spatially invariant. For instance, the Mumford-Shah approach smoothes the underlying field by
enforcing a gradient penalty on the field, implicitly assuming a constant spatial mean.
Such an assumption limits the class of problems that can be estimated accurately using this approach. For instance, the sea surface temperature field exhibits a spatially
varying mean (one can see from Figure 1.1(a) that the temperatures generally become
warmer at points farther south in the North Atlantic). Therefore, something besides a
constant mean model is needed to estimate such fields accurately.

¥ 1.1.2 Segmentation of Dynamically Evolving Objects
Temporally adjacent frames in a video sequence often exhibit strong correlation. Thus,
incorporating information from neighboring frames can improve the segmentation process. For example, consider the problem of segmenting the LV boundary across a cardiac
cycle. If we have a dynamic model for the LV as well as an estimate of the LV in adjacent frames, this information can be incorporated with the current observation to
obtain a reasonable estimate of the boundary. For illustration, Figure 1.2 shows a low
SNR cardiac image with estimates of the LV obtained in two different ways. Using a
static segmentation (yellow curve), a suboptimal solution is found. However, by incorporating information from adjacent frames using an approach we discuss in Chapter 4,
we obtain a better estimate (red curve).
Past work has incorporated prior knowledge of an object’s shape to aid the segmentation process in a noisy image or one in which regions of an image are missing [35, 36, 101, 113, 178]. This prior knowledge can come from a variety of sources such
as historical data or a physical model of the object. Alternatively, as illustrated, information from temporally neighboring frames can also aid the segmentation problem. In
the application of LV boundary estimation, early work using temporal information for
segmentation rely on taking the previous frame’s estimate of the boundary and using it
as a prediction for the current frame [26, 86]. More recently, the predictions have been
improved by incorporating knowledge of the dynamic evolution of an object [156, 201].
In particular, given the previous frame’s LV boundary estimate, one can dynamically
evolve the boundary from a model to obtain the prediction for the boundary in the
current frame. However, these papers which include evolution models for LV boundary
estimation have assumed that the dynamics are linear. Such an assumption may limit
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Figure 1.2. Segmentation of the left ventricle using only the image data (yellow) as compared to a
segmentation that incorporates information from neighboring frames (red).

the effectiveness of the prediction, making a more complex dynamic model more desirable. In addition, the dynamic models are either assumed known [201] or determined
based on the mean shape at only two points (end systole and end diastole) [156]. A more
general approach for learning these dynamics is needed to accurately model deformable
objects such as the LV.

¥ 1.2 Contributions
¥ 1.2.1 Incorporation of Spatially Varying Statistics
The first major contribution of the thesis is the incorporation of spatially varying statistics in the joint estimation of a boundary and the underlying field. This method provides improved field and boundary estimates for applications such as SST estimation
in oceanography in which the underlying field exhibits systematic spatial variability.
Furthermore, this formulation does not require a specific field prior. Rather, the framework is general enough that for a given application the appropriate field prior can be
used based, for instance, on the statistics of the underlying field.
In addition to proposing a functional to enforce these statistics, another major contribution is the derivation of the curve evolution equation necessary to evolve the curve
to the final solution. In particular, to iterate towards the solution, we apply coordinate
descent, alternating between intermediate field estimates and gradient descent steps
for the curve. To accomplish the latter, we take the first variation of the functional
we propose (with respect to the boundary) to determine in what direction we should
evolve the curve to most rapidly decrease the functional.
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¥ 1.2.2 Principled Recursive Boundary Estimation using a Low-Dimensional
Representation
The second major contribution of the thesis is formulating a principled framework
for recursively segmenting a deformable object through the use of a low-dimensional
representation. Representing the evolution of deformable objects is difficult because the
object itself is of high dimensionality. Using an implicit parametric state representation
based on principal components analysis (PCA) [113,180], we capture the salient parts of
the object’s evolution in a low-dimensional state. Since this information is not sufficient
to estimate the boundary of the object, we incorporate an active contours approach
with the predictions based on this state representation to produce an estimate for the
deformable boundary.
We pose the estimation problem in three different ways, with the specific choice of
method dependent on the data available and the structure of the problem. First, we
formulate the problem as one of causal filtering. Using this approach, posterior density
estimates of the state are obtained based on current and past observations. Next, given
the fact that non-causal processing is possible for some types of problems, we pose the
problem as one of fixed-interval smoothing on a simple chain. The incorporation of the
entire set of observations can lead to improvements in the posterior estimates at each
frame. Finally, exploiting the fact that some applications, such as LV boundary estimation, have quasi-periodic structure, we model the system as a graphical model having
a single cycle. This interpretation allows for a stronger coupling between estimates at
the beginning and the end of a sequence. We apply a sample-based technique known
as non-parametric belief propagation (NBP) [171] in the fixed-interval smoothing and
loopy graph problems.

¥ 1.2.3 Learning the Dynamics of a Deformable Object
The third major contribution of the thesis is learning the dynamics of a deformable
object using an information-theoretic approach. This pure statistical approach allows
one to determine the dynamics even without a physical model or prior information
about the deformable object. Different types of dynamic models should be considered
depending on the availability of data and the type of problem to be solved. For instance,
in the LV boundary estimation problem, the limited amount of training data requires
that the dynamic model be different in each phase of the cardiac cycle rather than
different at every instance of time. In addition, when using NBP, both the forward and
backward dynamics need to be learned.

¥ 1.3 Thesis Summary
The thesis is organized as follows: an introduction, an overview of background information, three chapters on the technical aspects of the thesis, and a final chapter providing
a summary and discussion of future work. In this section, we detail the contents of each
chapter.
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Chapter 2, Background
This chapter presents background material relevant to the development and understanding of the thesis. It begins by explaining existing field estimation algorithms used
for interpolation on noisy data and observations having unobserved regions. Then, active contour methods for image segmentation are discussed. Existing active contour
algorithms based on the so-called level set method are explained in detail. Next, the
idea of joint field estimation and image segmentation is analyzed. The chapter then
discusses the concept of shape priors for use in segmentation. Subsequently, methods
for recursive estimation over time are discussed. In particular, sample-based methods
such as particle filters are explained. Finally, belief propagation and the more general
non-parametric belief propagation algorithm are discussed.

Chapter 3, Joint Boundary and Field Estimation in Fields with SpatiallyVarying Statistics
This chapter describes both the application of a recently developed variational technique
called the Mumford-Shah functional to problems in earth science and the proposal of
a new method to jointly estimate the field and boundary of an image that allows for
more general prior means and covariances on the field statistics.
The algorithmic framework developed is an extension of existing work that involve
energy minimizations that jointly localize a boundary as well as estimate the surrounding field. We apply this technique to remote sensing data containing regions of missing
observations and demonstrate how using this additional knowledge helps to locate the
discontinuity in the data as well as provide a reasonable field estimate despite the
sparsity and noisiness of measurements.

Chapter 4, Recursive Segmentation of Deformable Objects through Learning
the Dynamics
In this chapter, we consider the concept of recursively estimating a boundary across
a time sequence applied to LV boundary estimation. Using an implicit parametric
representation for the boundary [113, 180], we determine a low-dimensional state for
each LV boundary. This state attempts to capture the portion of the boundary which
undergoes dynamic evolution.
Next, using a training set, we learn a non-parametric conditional density of the
current state conditioned upon the previous state. We incorporate this density into a
Bayesian framework to create a method for recursively estimating the state, which in
turn allows us to obtain estimates of the LV boundary. The recursive estimation of
posterior densities is approximated using sample-based methods such as the particle
filter [3, 50]. We justify why our particular choice of a time-varying dynamic is reasonable for the application of left ventricle segmentation by discussing our dataset and
comparing the results with an alternate choice of dynamic model.
Two different approaches for the filtering problem are examined, one using sample-
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based methods alone and another that uses the simplifying assumption of a Gaussian
posterior density. We compare the two approaches and explain when it is appropriate
to use a Gaussian assumption. In addition, the observations used for this chapter and
the next include both low and high SNR data.

Chapter 5, Smoothing in Markov Chains and Single Cycle Graphs for Deformable Objects
This chapter generalizes the discussion of the previous one by introducing the concept of
smoothing for the estimation of deformable objects. In smoothing, future observations
are incorporated with the present and past data from the filtering problem to produce
an improved estimate.
Here, we apply two different approaches to solving the problem. First, we apply
a forward-backward algorithm on a sample-based approach which merely re-weights
the filtered samples based on the future observations. Second, we use non-parametric
belief propagation (NBP) to solve the problem. For the latter, we model the cardiac
cycle as a simple Markov chain with non-parametric probability densities. We apply
the message-passing algorithm of NBP to approximate the posterior densities. Curve
evolution is then applied to these densities to segment the image.
We alternatively reformulate the segmentation problem to enforce the periodicity of
the left ventricle. This involves a graphical model having a single cycle loop by adding
an edge between the end nodes of the Markov chain. We approximate the solution using
loopy NBP. Quantitative results of all methods are compared.

Chapter 6, Contributions and Suggestions for Future Research
The thesis concludes by summarizing the major contributions of the thesis. In addition,
there is a discussion of future research based on the work presented in the thesis.
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Chapter 2

Background

T

HE primary focus of this background chapter is to provide details for some specific
concepts which are relevant to the development of the material in the thesis. In
Section 2.1, we provide an overview of some existing field estimation algorithms. Next,
we discuss existing active contour-based image segmentation methods in Section 2.2.
In Section 2.3, we consider the case of jointly solving the boundary and field estimation
problem. We then provide background on shape priors in Section 2.4. In Section 2.5, we
discuss the use of sample-based methods to approximate probability densities, and in
Section 2.6, we introduce the concept of belief propagation (BP) as a tool for estimation.
Finally, in Section 2.7, we discuss a generalization to BP called non-parametric belief
propagation (NBP).

¥ 2.1 Field Estimation Algorithms
Many applications involve estimating an underlying field from noisy and/or incomplete
observations. For example, remotely-sensed measurements from satellites may exhibit
missing observations due to cloud cover, and the radiance measurements obtained are
also noisy observations of the true field of interest [17,132]. Similarly, raw data acquired
from magnetic resonance (MR) imaging can contain different levels of noise [164].
Methods for estimating a field from such data often involve a smoothness assumption
on the field. In this section, we introduce Markov random fields (MRFs), commonly
used in the computer vision community in estimation problems, as a prior for a field
to be estimated. Then, we discuss algorithms for field estimation, including smoothing
splines, which uses specific MRF models as a prior, and kriging. Both of these techniques
are common in the earth science community.

¥ 2.1.1 Bayesian Models
The field estimation problem involves the use of a Bayesian model which consists of
a prior model p(f ), where f is a discrete random field, and a likelihood model p(y|f ),
where the collection of variables comprising y are noisy observations of the field [172].
The combination of these two models allows one to obtain a posterior model p(f |y)
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using Bayes’ Rule. In particular,
p(f |y) =

p(y|f )p(f )
.
p(y)

(2.1)

Once the posterior model p(f |y) is obtained, we are often interested in finding a single
optimal field f ∗ . The best choice depends on the metric chosen for cost, which is
determined based on the relative importance for different types of errors in the estimate.
Three common estimates are the MAP estimate, the minimum mean-squared error
(MMSE) estimate, and the linear least-squares error (LLSE) estimate [193] (Appendix A
provides a brief discussion of these estimators while a more detailed analysis may be
found in [91]). For example, the MAP estimate of f can be written as1
f ∗ = arg max p(f |y) = arg min[− log p(f |y)] = arg min[− log p(y|f ) − log p(f )]. (2.2)
f

f

f

¥ 2.1.2 Markov Random Fields
In field estimation problems, we often desire some form of spatial smoothness. This can
be accomplished through the choice of a prior model which describes the correlation
between neighboring points. One such model often used is the Markov random field. A
Markov random field is a probability distribution defined over a field where the probability density at any point x in the field f depends only on a small set of neighboring
points. In our work, we deal only with the discrete version of Markov random fields.
Thus, continuous-space fields encountered are converted to discrete-space ones through
sampling. Mathematically, we write
p(f (x)|f ) = p(f (x)|fN (x) ),

(2.3)

where fN (x) represents field values for neighbors of x ≡ (x1 , x2 ), a two-dimensional
position vector. Alternatively, we can represent an MRF using an undirected graphical
model where the local structure can be determined from the graph. This is possible
because the conditional independence of the variables is represented in the graphical
model through graph separation. For example, consider the graph shown in Figure 2.1.
We can conclude that, conditioned on f (X3 ) and f (X4 ), random variables f (X1 ) and
f (X2 ) are independent of f (X5 ) and f (X6 ).
The Hammersley-Clifford Theorem [11, 15] relates MRFs to a Gibbs distribution.
Mathematically, the field prior can be written (with Z a normalizing constant) as
p(f ) ≡

E(f )
1
exp(−
),
Z
T

(2.4)

a Gibbs distribution with T some parameter (in thermodynamics, where the Gibbs
distribution has its origins, T represents the temperature) and E(f ) represents some
1
We write only the formula for the MAP estimate because this specific estimate is referenced later
in the chapter.
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Figure 2.1. Sample undirected graph where each node represents a random variable f (i).

energy function that can be further decomposed into a sum of local energies
X
E(f ) =
EN (x) (f ),

(2.5)

x∈N

with each EN (x) (f ) depending only on the neighboring points N (x) and N is some
subset of points. This representation shows the Markovian nature of the problem.
In the next section, we discuss how MRFs can be used as a prior in the field estimation problem. In particular, we discuss the method of smoothing splines.

¥ 2.1.3 Smoothing Splines
Smoothing splines [184] create smoothness in the interpolation process by minimizing
derivatives of the underlying field. The main goal is to obtain a field estimate which
trades off, depending on the choice of tunable parameters, field smoothness with fidelity
to the potentially noisy observations. Mathematically, the functional to be minimized
is
Z X
Z
m
∂mf
2
(2.6)
Em (f ) = α (y(x) − f (x)) dx +
( i m−i )2 dx,
U
Ω i=0 ∂x1 ∂x2
where Ω is the overall two-dimensional spatial region of interest, U is the subset of Ω
where data are available, f is the unknown field to be estimated, y is the observed data,
and α is a tunable parameter. The discrete form of Equation (2.6) is2
X
(y(x) − f (x))2 + f T LTm Lm f ,
(2.7)
Em (f ) = α
x∈U

where Lm is a matrix version of the differential operator. We can relate this to the
posterior model of Equation (2.1) in the following manner. If the noise in the measurement model is independent, identically-distributed (IID) and Gaussian, the likelihood
2

Note that f and y are the discrete counterparts to f and y, respectively.
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function may be written as
p(y|f ) ∝

Y

exp(−β(y(x) − f (x))2 ),

(2.8)

x∈U

where β is proportional to the inverse of the variance. Next, we assume that the prior
model is an MRF written as a Gibbs distribution (see Equation (2.4)). Exploiting the
local nature of the energies (Equation (2.5)), the MAP estimate shown in Equation (2.2)
can be written as
f ∗ = arg min
f

X

(y(x) − f (x))2 +

x

1 X
EN (x) (f ).
T

(2.9)

x∈N

From this equation, one can observe that finding the MAP estimate of f is equivalent to
finding the f which minimizes Equation (2.7). This relation holds because the differential operator acts locally on the field. In particular, as shown for the m = 1 case below
(see Equation (2.12)), the second term of Equation (2.7), f T LTm Lm f , can be written as
a sum of local energies EN (x) (f ).
In Chapter 3, we compare our proposed method of field estimation to smoothing
splines of the first and second order. Because we provide results using those two methods, we focus the following discussion on these particular two choices of MRF priors.
First-Order Smoothing Splines

First-order smoothing splines are also referred to as gradient smoothing [174]. Gradient
smoothing creates a field estimate which is made smooth through a gradient penalty
term. Mathematically, this involves a minimization of
Z
Z
2
|∇f (x)|2 dx,
(2.10)
Em=1 (f ) = α (y(x) − f (x)) dx +
Ω

U

where the variables are as previously defined and ∇ is the gradient operator. For
convenience, we solve the discrete version of the estimation problem which involves
minimizing
X
Em=1 (f ) = α
(y(x) − f (x))2 + f T LT1 L1 f ,
(2.11)
x∈U

with LT1 L1 = LTx1 Lx1 + LTx2 Lx2 , where Lx1 is a matrix of first differences in the x1
direction and Lx2 is a matrix of first differences in the x2 direction. If we write the
Gibbs energy as E(f ) = f T LT1 L1 f , it is easy to show that this can be decomposed into
a sum of local energies, where at each point,

EN (x1 ,x2 ) (f (x1 , x2 )) ≡ (4f (x1 , x2 )−[f (x1 −1, x2 )+f (x1 +1, x2 )+f (x1 , x2 −1)+f (x1 , x2 +1)])2 .
(2.12)
From an estimation-theoretic standpoint, the preference for smooth fields can be viewed
as a specific prior on the first and second order statistics of the field. For instance, the
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gradient terms impose a particular covariance (the inverse of LT1 L1 ) and a spatiallyconstant mean. Gradient smoothing is also equivalent to finding the MAP estimate
using the so-called thin membrane prior model [12, 37] with IID and Gaussian noise.
Second-Order Smoothing Splines

Second-order smoothing splines [184] create more smoothness than gradient smoothing
by minimizing the second order order derivatives of the field. Mathematically, we
minimize
Z
Z
∂2f
∂2f
∂2f 2
2
) ]dx. (2.13)
Em=2 (f ) = α (y(x) − f (x)) dx + [( 2 )2 + ( 2 )2 + 2(
∂x1 ∂x2
∂x2
Ω ∂x1
U
In discrete form, we have
Em=2 (f ) = α

X

(y(x) − f (x))2 + f T LT2 L2 f ,

(2.14)

x∈U

where L2 is a matrix determined by second differences. Second-order smoothing splines
are equivalent to finding the MAP estimate using a thin plate prior model.

¥ 2.1.4 Kriging
Kriging is a method of field estimation commonly used to deal with missing measurements in earth science applications, such as in oceanographic and hydrological studies [6, 9, 119, 175]. Also referred to as optimal analysis [54, 62], kriging attempts to
provide a smooth estimate of a field given some observations by obtaining an estimate
which minimizes the mean-squared estimation error. As with smoothing splines, the
estimate at each point is directly dependent only on a local neighborhood of points, the
size being a tunable parameter. Appendix B briefly describes the process of kriging [41],
mainly to provide terminology to a reader unfamiliar with this specific technique.

¥ 2.2 Active Contour Methods for Image Segmentation
In this section, we discuss the topic of active contour methods for image segmentation.
First, we discuss the concept of active contours, or curve evolution. Then, we examine
how these methods are applied to image segmentation problems.

¥ 2.2.1 Active Contours
Active contours [22, 30, 94, 108, 114, 142, 143] are curves which evolve to minimize an
associated objective functional that incorporates constraints from available data (e.g.
imagery). The goal of this technique is to obtain a segmentation (i.e. locate a boundary)
in the spatial field or image of interest. Mathematically, this amounts to determining
~
Ĉ = argmin[E(C)],
~
C

(2.15)
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(b)

Figure 2.2. (a) Given an image with two regions R1 with mean u and R2 with mean v, we want a
curve which can separate them. (b) An initialization of the active contour evolution process shows the
~ and arrows indicating its evolution towards the desired final solution.
curve C

where Ĉ represents the segmentation and E is the energy functional to be minimized.
If we introduce an iteration time parameter t, we may evolve our curve according to a
differential equation of the form
~
∂C
~
= −F(C),
(2.16)
∂t
~ is a force functional. Choosing F(C)
~ as the first variation of E(C)
~ allows
where F(C)
the curve to move in the direction of steepest descent. The curve is evolved until
~ = 0).
steady-state is reached (i.e. F(C)
The evolution of such a contour can be performed in a variety of ways. One standard
approach involves discretizing the curve into a set of marker points that are moved
from iteration to iteration [32, 94]. At each iteration, a curve can be constructed by
some method of interpolation. Kass [94] parameterizes an initial curve and moves
individual marker points to evolve the curve. The evolving curves in such approaches
are commonly referred to as ”snakes.” This technique has several drawbacks [158, 177].
First, nothing in the equations of motion prevent the discretized points from moving
together, leaving an unevenly discretized curve. Second, stable evolution requires a very
small time-step. Third, marker points cannot easily handle changes in topology of the
evolving curve. Some modifications can help to remedy these problems, such as more
frequent resampling of the points on the curve to redistribute them evenly. However, the
added complexity leads many, including us, to consider alternate methods. One such
technique, which we use for our curve evolution, involves level set methods. Level set
methods, developed by Osher and Sethian [137, 159], provide a robust way of evolving
a contour because they handle topological changes seamlessly and do not require labels
or marker points. Instead of evolving discretized points on the curve, level set methods
evolve a surface whose zero level set represents the curve.
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Level Sets

Level sets provide a robust way of evolving the contour towards the solution through
the process of representing an n-dimensional boundary in an (n + 1)-dimensional space
as an (n+1)-dimensional surface in an (n+2)-dimensional space. Devised by Osher and
Sethian [137,159], this Eulerian technique does not have the same problems inherent in
Lagrangian methods3 , as it handles topology changes seamlessly and does not require
labels or marker points. For visualization purposes, we explain the level set method
for the case of a one-dimensional curve in a two-dimensional space. The technique
generalizes to arbitrary n-dimensional boundaries in an (n + 1)-dimensional space. We
~ This curve is an initial guess for the
begin with an initial (one-dimensional) curve C.
desired location of the contour. Then, we create a two-dimensional surface (embedded
in <3 ) whose zero level set is the curve. Since an infinite number of surfaces satisfy this
condition, one often makes the choice that the initial level set is the signed distance
function, where each point (x1 , x2 ) in the original two-dimensional space maps to the
point (x1 , x2 , x3 ) on the surface, where |x3 | is the Euclidean distance to the curve, with
x3 > 0 on one side of the boundary, x3 < 0 on the other, and x3 = 0 on the boundary
itself. When the boundary is a closed curve, we choose as a matter of convention x3 < 0
inside the boundary. The signed distance function has the special characteristic that it
satisfies |∇Ψ| = 1 (where Ψ is the surface), known as the Eikonal equation [169].
Figure 2.3 shows an example of an elliptical boundary evolving into two objects,
a circle and a rectangle. The evolution is performed using level sets, and is shown in
(a-c). Shown in (d-f) is the shape formed at the zero level set of the surface. Note how
the topology change from (e) to (f) occurs naturally with level sets in the evolution
from frame (b) to frame (c).

¥ 2.2.2 Gradient-Based Methods
Different methods exist for active contour segmentation, with most of the early work
focused on edge-based models [22, 23, 94, 99]. Kass et al. [94] are generally given credit
as the first to use active contours for segmentation. Caselles et al. [22] and Malladi et
al. [122, 123] introduce the use of level sets to solve the segmentation problem, creating
a stopping function that reaches a minimum at points of maximal gradient. In further
work, Caselles et al. [23] relates energy-based active contours to the computation of
geodesics, minimal distance curves for a given metric. They derive a new flow equation
and prove the existence, uniqueness, and stability of the solution using the theory of
viscosity [31,39]. Meanwhile, Kichenassamy et al. [99] introduce a similar stopping term
in their energy functional which encourages curves to settle in a so-called potential well
occuring in high gradient areas. They further extend the gradient-based segmentations
to three dimensional problems.
All of these edge-based methods rely primarily on local information; in particular,
3
Eulerian methods rely on a fixed coordinate grid, whereas Lagrangian methods involve a parameterized set of points that represent the front or boundary of interest, which move over time.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.3. Visualization of the level set method. Frames (a-c) show the two-dimensional surface
evolving in three-dimensional space, with the zero level set drawn. Frames (d-f) show the corresponding
evolution as seen in the original two-dimensional space for the one-dimensional boundary.

a strong image gradient. In some instances, region statistics provide useful information
for segmentation. This is the subject of our next section.

¥ 2.2.3 Region-Based Methods
Region-based information is particularly useful when no sharp image discontinuity exists
at the object’s boundary. In such problems, gradient methods may fail. For example,
the boundary is not well-defined by gradients in images where there is a smooth transition from one region to the other. Alternatively, the data may be so noisy that it is
difficult to determine which points of strong gradient are indeed part of the boundary.
In both instances, region-based methods may be more appropriate than edge-based
approaches for segmentation of such images.
While early active contour methods focused on gradient terms to locate boundaries,
Ronfard [151], Mumford and Shah [130], and Zhu and Yuille [203] assert that edgebased terms alone are not always sufficient in finding the boundary. As a result, they
separately propose region-based techniques which consider the statistics of the entire
region on either side of the curve to aid in the boundary localization problem. More
recently, region-based methods have been extended by Chan and Vese [27, 28], Tsai
et al. [177, 179], Paragios and Deriche [142, 143], Kim et al. [103], and Chakraborty
et al. [25], with Kim’s work involving higher order statistics of the regions via nonparametric density estimates. The following subsections provide more detail on some of
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the different region-based image segmentation techniques introduced above. In particular, we discuss separation of means and variances [177], the Chan-Vese functional [29],
and the Mumford-Shah functional [130].
Building upon the development of edge and region-based methods, Chakraborty et
al. [25] introduce a method which combines these two techniques (along with a shape
prior, which we will discuss in Section 2.4) to produce an improved algoritm for segmentation. Citing that each method alone has drawbacks, they describe a probabilistic
framework which depends on a shape term, an image gradient term, and a region homogeneity term. Similarly, Paragios [141] uses gradient and region techniques jointly
for segmentation.
Separation of Means

We consider a technique which uses region statistics for image segmentation. In particular, we seek the boundary which maximizes the difference in mean intensities of the
two regions separated by the boundary. Proposed by Tsai [177], the objective can be
written as
I
1
2
~
ds,
(2.17)
Emean (C) = − (u − v) + γ
2
~
C
where u and v are the mean intensity values on either side of the boundary separated
~ and the second term is a regularization term which encourages a smooth curve.
by C,
Without this curve length term, the minimized objective can result in a jagged curve or
boundaries almost everywhere, something not meaningful or useful in an image segmentation. This objective functional works well when the two regions have clearly different
mean values.
Chan-Vese Functional

Chan and Vese [27] use a similar functional involving the mean statistics on either side
of the curve. Using the assumption that an image of interest is formed by two regions
of approximately piecewise-constant intensities, they minimize
I
Z
Z
2
2
~
|I(x1 , x2 ) − v| dA) + γ
ds, (2.18)
|I(x1 , x2 ) − u| dA +
EChan/V ese (C) = (
R1

R2

~
C

where I(x1 , x2 ) is the intensity of the image at (x1 , x2 ), and u and v are the mean
values of the observations in R1 and R2 , the two regions separated and defined by
the boundary. Again, the other term of the functional is a regularization term which
enforces smoothness through a curve length penalty.
Separation of Variances

When the mean values of two regions are the same, but the variances are different,
consider an objective of the form
I
~ = − 1 (σu2 − σv2 )2 + λ
Evar (C)
ds,
(2.19)
2
~
C
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Figure 2.4. The tree line shown in the SAR image is captured by using gradient flow to separate two
regions having the same mean but different variances. The four images show the evolution of the curve,
from initialization (left) to the final segmentation (right). Taken from [177].

where σu2 and σv2 are the variances of the two regions, respectively. Separation of means
and the Chan-Vese functional described above will not separate the regions in this case
because the means are the same. However, using this energy functional, we can separate
these regions having the same mean by different variances. Figure 2.4 shows four steps
~ as the objective to segment trees from
of the contour evolution achieved using Evar (C)
a grassy region in a noisy synthetic aperture radar (SAR) image, where the two regions
have similar mean intensities.

¥ 2.3 Joint Segmentation and Field Estimation Algorithms
In Section 2.1 we discussed methods of field estimation, while in Section 2.2 we examined
techniques of estimating boundaries. In some instances, we are interested in solving both
problems simultaneously. For example, several problems require localizing a boundary
(e.g. an oceanic front, the boundary between different soils, or the left ventricle) while
obtaining a smooth field estimate on either side of such a boundary (e.g. sea surface
temperature, soil moisture, or blood intensity in a magnetic resonance image). In this
section, we examine methods which jointly segment a boundary and estimate a field.

¥ 2.3.1 Thin Plate and Thin Membrane with Line Processes
In Section 2.1, Markov random fields are used as a prior for the estimation of smooth
fields. In certain applications, however, discontinuities in the field may be expected.
To address this issue, Geman and Geman [66] discuss the addition of a so-called line
process to allow for discontinuities in the field.
Blake and Zisserman [12] refer to prior models which allow for line processes as
weak plate and weak membrane models (as opposed to thin plate and thin membrane
for fields which do not have a discontinuity). They examine the sensitivity of the
estimation to different types of discontinuities and provide an algorithm for numerically
solving a discretized version of the joint estimation problem. They formulate an energy
functional to be minimized across field values and locations of discontinuities. The
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discrete energy functional to be minimized over f and l (written in 1-D) is
X
X
E(f , l) = α
(f (x) − y(x))2 +
[(1 − l(x))(f (x) − f (x − 1))2 + γl(x)],
x

(2.20)

x

where the line process function l is a binary function which takes a value of 1 when there
is a line or discontinuity between x and x − 1, and 0 when there is not. In the second
term, (f (x) − f (x − 1))2 represents a gradient penalty on the field (other smoothness
penalties can be used). This formulation, known as a weak membrane model, is also
equivalent to the functional proposed by Mumford and Shah [130,131]. We now discuss
an active contour approach that minimizes this functional to find the optimal field and
boundary.

¥ 2.3.2 Active Contour Implementation of the Mumford-Shah Functional
In early applications of Mumford-Shah, or equivalently the weak membrane model,
finding the solution involved the arduous process of searching for the optimal set of arbitrary discontinuities in the data. Tsai et al. [180], restricting the set of discontinuities
to a family of closed curves, propose a curve evolution-based technique that minimizes
the Mumford-Shah functional to produce a boundary and field estimate. Their method
results in a smooth closed curve which separates two discontinuous regions and also
provides smooth estimates of the field within each region.
The Mumford-Shah functional (as re-formulated by Tsai et al.) is a three-term
energy functional written in continuous space as
Z
Z
I
2
2
~ ≡ α (y(x) − f (x)) dx +β |∇f (x)| dx + γ
EM S (f, C)
ds,
(2.21)
U

~
Ω\C

~
C

~ is
where the variables in common with Equation (2.6) are defined in the same way, C
the unknown boundary to be estimated, and α, β, and γ are tunable parameters. The
first term in the functional, the likelihood term in the Bayesian formulation shown in
Equation (2.1), is also known as the data fidelity term. This term penalizes deviations
of the estimated field from the observed data. The second term penalizes the gradient
of the field everywhere except across the closed curve, thus enforcing smooth fields on
either side of the boundary while not penalizing a potentially sharp discontinuity across
the boundary. Finally, the third term is the regularization term. This regularization
captures the physical characteristic of producing smooth, non-jagged estimates of the
boundary. The minimization of the Mumford-Shah functional using active contours as
described in Section 2.2.1 produces a piecewise smooth field estimate.

¥ 2.3.3 Kriging with Multiple Regions
Similar to Geman and Geman’s extension of thin plate and thin membrane models to
fields with discontinuities, Stephenson et al. [168] have proposed a variant of kriging
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that handles discontinuous spatial fields. Citing the poor performance of kriging when
the field is non-stationary and the need for some method to handle fields with discontinuities, they use the Bayesian Partition Model of Denison et al. [48] to define a set
of disjoint regions obtained using a Voronoi tessellation. Each region is assumed to
have stationary statistics, but discontinuities are allowed across the region boundaries.
The approach involves first an initialization of the number of different regions in the
field with their corresponding approximate centers. The technique iteratively refines
the locations of the centers and the corresponding estimates of the field in each region
until convergence. One limitation of this method is that regions are constrained to be
polygons. In most instances, the shape of field discontinuities is not so constrained.
However, this method allows kriging to be performed in fields where discontinuities are
known to exist.

¥ 2.4 Shape Priors
The statistical theory of shape has been described by the works of Kendall [96] and
Small [166] regarding the use of marker points to represent a shape. Shape priors have
been used to aid in the segmentation of an object [25,36,101,113,180]. Cootes et al. [36]
first describe the use of principal components analysis (PCA) to compute the average
shape and the primary modes of variability of a training set assuming a Gaussian model
for each of the feature points. Their marker points were located manually. They use
this representation as a means to deform training shapes to match the segmentation of
new data. In later work by the same group, Davies et al. [44, 45] propose the use of a
minimum description length criterion to automatically locate the landmarks.
Staib and Duncan [167] create statistical priors on Fourier coefficients to represent
the shapes. Their work builds on the early work of Scott [154] who models shapes
with trigonometric functions. Alternatively, Tagare [173] proposes an approach for
segmentation where image boundaries are matched to two-dimensional shape templates.
This work extends Yuille’s [198] early work for using deformable templates to extract
features from faces. These analyses work well whenever well-defined landmarks can be
used for the marker points. Stated another way, good correspondence is useful if not
necessary when using a marker point approach.
As described in Section 2.2.1, Osher and Sethian [137] introduced level sets that
could be used to represent shapes without the need for landmark or marker points.
Using this method, several authors [30, 40, 113, 178] have analyzed and represented
shapes in the segmentation problem. Chen et al. [30] create an energy functional which
contains a gradient-based term and a shape prior term. The former incorporates the
measured data, while the latter encourages the segmentation to be similar to existing
shapes from the training database. Their shape prior seeks curves which are closely
aligned to training shapes, allowing for scaling, translation, and rotation. Cremers
et al. [40] incorporate shape information jointly with the Mumford-Shah functional,
which we described in Section 2.3.2. Tsai et al. [178], leveraging on work by Leventon
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et al. [113], minimize an energy functional within the space of shapes obtained using
PCA on level sets.
Other recent work in shape analysis include Fletcher et al.’s [57] principal geodesic
analysis of shapes, an analogy of PCA in Euclidean spaces for shape parameters residing
in Lie groups [52]. The use of Lie groups applies naturally for their medial representation
of geometric objects. Klassen et al. [105] represent shapes using direction functions and
determine the geodesic path connecting any two shapes. They use this path to compute
the distance between the two shapes, thus providing a metric for shapes. Kim [101]
estimates shape densities from a training set and incorporates shape prior densities
into image segmentation. In particular, he proposes non-parametric density estimation
techniques on the space of signed distance functions, a non-linear manifold. He shows
the robustness of the algorithm by producing a shape density on a multi-modal set of
training shapes (a handwritten digit data set). He then computes the MAP estimate
of the estimated densities by curve evolution.

¥ 2.5 Sample-Based Methods for Recursive Inference
Complex probability densities often cannot be expressed by a simple set of parameters.
As a result, non-parametric kernel or Parzen [144] densities are often used to represent
the distributions. When there exists a dynamic system and a recursive equation relating
the evolution of a state having non-parametric density, sample-based methods, such
as particle filters [3, 50, 51, 106], are often used to recursively approximate the density.
These techniques represent the density through a discrete set of weighted samples drawn
from that density (which in turn approximates the density through a kernel density
estimate). In this section, we describe particle filters and the related method of particle
smoothing.

¥ 2.5.1 Particle Filtering
Particle filtering [3,50] is a sequential Monte Carlo (MC) approach where a set of particles is used to approximate a probability distribution. Known also as the condensation
algorithm [82], bootstrap filtering [68], and interacting particle approximations [42],
particle filtering is particularly useful when the distributions are non-Gaussian.4
Suppose we have a state Xt which we wish to estimate. However, we cannot observe
it directly. Instead, we have measurements yt at each time that represent a noisy
observation of the true state Xt . If we assume that Xt is a Markov process, then a
diagram of this hidden Markov model is shown in Figure 2.5. Now, the objective is to
determine the posterior distribution p(Xt |y1:t ), where y1:t ≡ [y1 , y2 , . . . , yt ], the set of
all observations from the initial time to time t. Applying Bayes’ Rule, we can write
p(Xt |y1:t ) = p(Xt |yt , y1:t−1 ) =

p(Xt , yt |y1:t−1 )
∝
p(yt )

4
For Gaussian problems, techniques such as Kalman filtering [92] allow us to solve the problem
exactly without need for approximation.
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Figure 2.5. Graphical model representation of a T node Markov chain, with curve C
nodes yt explicitly shown.

p(yt |Xt , y1:t−1 )

Z

p(Xt |Xt−1 , y1:t−1 )p(Xt−1 |y1:t−1 )dXt−1 ,

(2.22)

Z

(2.23)

Xt−1

which simplifies to
p(Xt |y1:t ) ∝ p(yt |Xt )

p(Xt |Xt−1 )p(Xt−1 |y1:t−1 )dXt−1

Xt−1

if we assume that X is a Markov process and that observations yt are independent from
each other conditioned on their associated state Xt . From this equation, we can observe
the recursive nature of our problem. We initialize the problem with a set of M samples
(i)
(i)
x1 having weights w1 to represent the initial posterior p(X1 |y1 ). In particular, the
continuous distribution at any time t is approximated by
p(Xt |y1:t ) ≈

M
X

(i)

(i)

wt k(x − xt ),

(2.24)

i=1

where k(·) usually represents a Gaussian kernel but could be any other kernel.
(i)
(i)
Starting at time t − 1, we have samples xt−1 having weights wt−1 to approximate
(i)

p(Xt−1 |y1:t−1 ). The points propagate through the dynamics to sample points xt having
(i)
weights wt|t−1 . These points are then weighted by the likelihood, namely
(i)

wt =

1
(i)
(i)
p(yt |xt )wt|t−1 ,
Z

(2.25)

where Z is a normalizing constant which ensures that the weights sum to 1.
Importance Sampling

One of the key concepts of particle filters is the idea of importance sampling. If a given
distribution p(x) cannot be sampled, we resort to sampling from a proposal density
(i)
p(x)
to the samples. The weighting for each sample xt
π(x) and apply the weight of π(x)
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is necessary to adjust for the fact that we sample from π(x) rather than p(x), the
distribution of interest. Mathematically,
(i)

wt ∝

(i)

p(xt )
(i)

π(xt )

,

(2.26)

where in order to maintain a valid probability distribution we normalize the weights
such that
X (i)
(2.27)
wt = 1.
i

Implicitly, p(x) needs to be a density which can be evaluated, but such a requirement
is much more likely than the likelihood that we are able to sample p(x).
Resampling

Another feature of particle filters is resampling. After a few iterations in the recursive
filtering process, most of the particle weight may become concentrated among a small
set of samples, leading to a degenerate distribution. The process of resampling can
mitigate this problem.
(j)
Re-sampling involves generating a new set of samples xt from the approximate
PM (i)
(i)
representation p(x) ≈ i=1 wt k(x; xt ), where k(x; x0 ) represents some kernel func0
tion centered at x . Re-sampling can be accomplished in many different ways. A simple
approach is to create the cumulative distribution function (CDF) associated with the
approximation for p(x). Then, to obtain each new sample, draw a random number from
the uniform distribution of real numbers between 0 and 1 and determine the associated
sample by the sample value in the CDF which corresponds to this random number.

¥ 2.5.2 Particle Smoothing
Sometimes the estimation process can be performed offline, meaning that an estimate
of Xt can be based not only on past and present observations yt , but also future ones.
This process is called smoothing. Work has been done to generalize the process of
particle filtering to incorporate future observations [58, 67]. This method is known as
particle smoothing.
For this particular analysis, we look at fixed-interval smoothing5 . Fixed-interval
smoothing [192] involves estimating the state Xt for all t in a given interval [0, T ] conditioned on observations from the entire interval y1:T ≡ [y1 , y2 , . . . , yt−1 , yt , yt+1 , . . . , yT ].
Fong et al. [58] propose an approach which post-processes the particle filter as described
in Section 2.5.1 by re-weighting the existing sample points based on future observations.
5

The other two types of smoothing which are commonly considered are fixed-point smoothing, which
estimates p(Xt |y1:τ ) with fixed τ > t, and fixed-lag smoothing, which estimates p(Xt |y1:t+τ ) for fixed
τ > 0 [192].
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The posterior based on all observations p(Xt |y1:T ) can be written as
Z
p(Xt |y1:t )p(Xt+1 |Xt )
p(Xt |y1:T ) = p(Xt+1 |y1:T )
dXt+1 .
p(Xt+1 |y1:t )

(2.28)
(i)

In particular, suppose the particle filtering process yields at time t a set of points xt
(i)
with associated weights wt . Once the filtering process reaches the endpoint at time T ,
the smoothing process involves recursively reweighting the samples going backwards.
(j)
(j)
So, assume that we have samples xt+1 with updated weights wt+1|T , then we can re(i)

weight the samples of xt according to Equation (2.28) by
X (j)
(i)
(i)
(j)
(i)
wt|T ∝
wt+1|T wt p(xt+1 |xt ).

(2.29)

j

Once all of the weights are computed, we normalize them so that they sum to 1.
Because this process does not resample the points, we need to have a dense enough
set of samples to represent the density at each time. Otherwise, the reweighting process
will not accurately capture changes in the distribution. One alternate method to solving
the smoothing problem uses belief propagation. We discuss this concept next.

¥ 2.6 Belief Propagation
Belief propagation (BP) [145] is an inference algorithm for graphical models [87,88,111]
that computes the posterior p(Xt |y1:T ) through a series of message passing operations.
The field of graphical models deals with inference on distributions defined on graphs.
Such distributions satisfy conditional independence relations with respect to the graph.
A graph contains a set of nodes V and a set of edges E, each of which connects a
distinct6 pair of nodes. A random variable Xt is associated with each node t ∈ V, while
the edges between the nodes represent a relationship between the random variables.
Using the same framework for state estimation as that described in Section 2.5,
we can create a graphical model representation for this Markov process (the graph
is as shown in Figure 2.5). In such an undirected graph, p(Xt |X1 , X2 , · · · , Xt−1 ) =
p(Xt |Xt−1 ) and p(Xt |Xt+1 , · · · , XT −1 , XT ) = p(Xt |Xt+1 ). To provide a concrete example, X1 and X3 are independent conditioned on X2 . Also, each yt is independent of the
other observations yτ (for τ 6= t) conditioned on Xt . As in the smoothing problem, the
aim is to obtain the posterior; that is, we estimate the unobserved states Xt through
all observations y1:T . When the state variables are jointly Gaussian, a fixed-interval
Kalman smoother solves the problem exactly. Belief propagation can solve a generalization of this problem for any tree-structured graph (i.e. no cycles). For any graph
6

All graphs we consider will have no self-loops (a node having an edge to itself) and no multiple
edges between two different nodes.
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without cycles, the prior p(Xt ) can be written as
p(X) =

Y

(a,b)∈E

p(Xa , Xb ) Y
p(Xc ),
p(Xa )p(Xb )

(2.30)

c∈V

where (a, b) are edges connecting nodes a and b, and X represents all nodes in the system
(such a factorization usually does not exist in a graph with cycles). If we define pairp(Xa ,Xb )
and self-potentials for prior models
wise potential functions ψa,b (Xa , Xb ) = p(X
a )p(Xb )
ψc (Xc ) = p(Xc ), Equation (2.30) can be rewritten as
Y
Y
p(X) =
ψa,b (Xa , Xb )
ψc (Xc ),
(2.31)
(a,b)∈E

c∈V

a product of self-potentials defined at each node and pair-wise potentials defined between pairs of nodes.
Rewriting the posterior distribution p(Xt |y1:T ) using Bayes’ Rule, we have
Y
p(Xt |y1:T ) ∝ p(Xt )p(yt |Xt )
p(Ya\t |Xt ),
(2.32)
a∈N (t)

where N (t) ≡ {a|(a, t) ∈ E} denotes the neighborhood of a node t and Ya\t represents the set of all observation nodes in the tree with root at node a except for nodes
in the subtree having a root at node t. Similarly, we can apply Bayes’ Rule and a
marginalization identity on p(Ya\t |Xt ) to obtain [170]
Z
Z
p(Xt |Ya\t )p(Ya\t )
p(Xt , Xa |Ya\t )
p(Xt , Xa )p(Ya\t |Xa )
p(Ya\t |Xt ) =
∝
dXa ∝
dXa
p(Xt )
p(Xt )
p(Xt )
Xa
Xa
Z
Y
p(Xt , Xa )
p(Xa )p(ya |Xa )
p(Yb\a |Xa )dXa .
(2.33)
=
Xa p(Xa )p(Xt )
b∈N (a)\t

Now, combining Equations (2.32) and (2.33), we obtain
Y
p(Xt |y1:T ) = αp(yt |Xt )
mat (Xt ),

(2.34)

a∈N (t)

where α is a constant parameter and
Z
ψt,a (Xt , Xa )ψa (Xa , ya )
mat (Xt ) =
Xa

Y

mba (Xa )dXa ,

(2.35)

b∈N (a)\t

p(Xa ,Xb )
with ψa,b (Xa , Xb ) ≡ p(X
being the pair-wise potential between nodes a and b as
a )p(Xb )
defined before and ψa (Xa , ya ) ≡ p(ya |Xa ) being a self-potential which includes the observation ya . So, given some algorithm to compute the messages mat in Equation (2.35),
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the posteriors can be determined from Equation (2.34). The process of iteratively computing the messages shown in Equation (2.35) is known as belief propagation. This
is accomplished by first initializing each message m0ab (Xb ) to some arbitrary value and
then iteratively applying the message update equation
Z
Y
n−1
n
ψb,a (Xb , Xa )p(ya |Xa )
mca
(Xa )dXa
(2.36)
mab (Xb ) =
Xa

c∈N (a)\b

until convergence. Convergence, in graphs without loops, is guaranteed after M steps,
where M is the diameter of the graph [170]. The diameter of a graph is defined to be
the longest of the shortest paths between any pair of nodes in the graph. In graphs
with loops, convergence is not guaranteed. In addition, when convergence is achieved,
the results, in general, differ from the true probabilities.

¥ 2.7 Non-parametric Belief Propagation
The derivations presented so far hold for arbitrary potentials. For discrete state problems, the transmitted messages are a vector of numbers. Furthermore, for continuous variables having Gaussian densities, the represention of messages is exact because
only the means and covariances need to be transmitted. Most other continuous densities, however, cannot be transmitted easily. In particular, the computation of Equation (2.36) is often not tractable [84].
In Section 2.5.1, we discuss how particle filters can be used to approximately solve
a recursive estimation problem for Markov chains. However, such an approach only
holds for a simple chain. Sudderth et al. [171] combine techniques of BP and particle
filtering to create a technique called non-parametric belief propagation (NBP). NBP is
an inference algorithm for graphical models [87, 88, 111] which is tractable for continuous non-Gaussian densities. Previously, inference on such problems was performed by
first discretizing the potentials. However, when the dimensionality is very large, the discretization and subsequent inference is computationally intractable. NBP addresses this
issue by representing the messages in the message-passing process as non-parametric
kernel densities.
The key novelties of NBP are two-fold. First, the message-update algorithms of BP
are adapted so that non-parametric representations of the messages are created using
kernel density estimates [165]. Second, the message products, a product of Gaussian
mixtures, are calculated using an efficient local Gibbs sampling [66] procedure. This
process involves importance sampling as described in particle filtering.

Chapter 3

Joint Boundary and Field
Estimation in Fields with
Spatially-Varying Statistics

I

N this chapter, we propose a joint field and boundary estimation method which allows
for spatially-varying statistics. We focus the algorithm on earth science applications
because existing interpolation methods applied to this area do not handle fields containing discontinuities. In particular, techniques (e.g. Mumford-Shah [130, 131, 180]) which
jointly estimate the field and the location of a discontinuity within the field have not
been applied to such problems. We first propose the use of Mumford-Shah to more accurately estimate sea surface temperature and soil moisture given noisy and/or partial
observations. In addition, we propose a modified formulation which allows for spatiallyvarying means and a general covariance. This new method has a number of desirable
features, especially when the spatial statistics vary in some systematic way, as in sea
surface temperature measurements where it is known that a longitudinal temperature
gradient exists (i.e. temperatures are warmer near the equator than near the poles).
In Section 3.1, we motivate the need for estimation in the areas of oceanography
and hydrology. In Section 3.2, we describe how we apply the method of Mumford-Shah
to sea surface temperature and soil moisture measurements. In Section 3.3, we propose
a generalization of Mumford-Shah which we call the modified Mumford-Shah (MMS)
functional. In Section 3.4, we provide an extensive set of results comparing MMS and
Mumford-Shah to other interpolation techniques. We summarize the work explained in
this chapter in Section 3.5.

¥ 3.1 Description of Motivating Problems
One application area for our work is oceanography. In this research area, ocean circulation [60] and, more specifically, oceanic fronts [24, 63, 121, 146, 147, 150, 191] have been
analyzed and modeled extensively. An oceanic front, such as the Gulf Stream’s north
wall which separates regions of warm and cold waters in the North Atlantic, provides a
strong current which results in a temperature discontinuity perpendicular to the front.
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Figure 3.1. Sample SST images obtained from a Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite
(GOES). The dark region in the upper left on both images is land mass, while white regions are areas
of missing measurements. Colorbar on right indicates temperature in degrees Celsius. (a) Image with
2% data missing due to cloud cover. (b) Image on another day with 34% data missing.

Determining the location of these ocean surface features not only helps the field estimation process, but is of practical significance in itself in marine-based transportation,
ecological studies, and oil exploration. Estimating the field on both sides of these fronts
is useful to gain a better understanding of events such as coral reef bleaching [69] and
global climate changes [19]. Sea surface temperature (SST) is often used to observe
fronts and ocean circulation. SST can be measured by ship- or aircraft-based hydrographic surveys, or by satellite-based infrared (or microwave) sensors. While the former
only offer sparse and irregular sampling patterns concentrated mostly along commercial ship lanes, the satellite measurements, which have maximum spatial resolution of
approximately five kilometers, are significantly attenuated by atmospheric water vapor
and droplets, resulting in large data voids. These regions of missing observations are
often common over oceanic regions covered by clouds over periods as long as weeks,
thus making the localization of oceanic fronts a non-trivial problem [191]. For illustration, Figure 3.1(a) shows an SST map for a region adjacent to the Atlantic seaboard
showing the Gulf Stream’s north wall when 2% of the data points in the ocean are unobserved. Figure 3.1(b) shows another image with more cloud cover, resulting in 34%
data missing. Given such data, the problem is to estimate the location of the north wall
as well as the entire underlying temperature field, interpolating over regions of missing
observations.
Another application area for our techniques is hydrology. Work has been done in this
area to investigate methods of estimating soil moisture fields [124], a problem in which
measurements may be incomplete (e.g. due to a sparse set of ground sensors). Variations
in soil moisture can significantly impact the climate and land use [5, 56, 61, 109, 194],
hence soil moisture estimation is of interest. Different soil textures tend to have different
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levels of water saturation [20, 55, 129]. As a result, moisture fields tend to exhibit clear
discontinuities at the boundary between soil types.

¥ 3.2 Application of Mumford-Shah to Earth Science Problems
Detecting oceanic fronts (boundaries between two distinct water masses) in SST maps
and the boundaries between different soil types in soil moisture measurements are examples of remote sensing problems involve estimating a field which contains discontinuities.
Traditional methods of interpolation and smoothing are often used to produce estimates
of these fields. Examples of existing techniques include kriging and smoothing splines,
as described in Section 2.1, as well as optimal interpolation [16, 43, 54, 62, 89, 125, 176]
and smoothing by local regression [34]. Because these interpolation techniques do not
account for the discontinuities, they blur across the boundaries when estimating the
field [41, 168]. To address this problem, we propose a solution based on an approach
that jointly locates an unknown discontinuity and produces a smooth field estimate on
either side of the discontinuity.
In particular, we apply the Mumford-Shah model [130, 131] to applications within
oceanography and hydrology. Introduced in Section 2.3.2 in its continuous form and
repeated here for convenience, the Mumford-Shah functional,
Z
I
Z
2
2
~
ds,
(3.1)
EM S (f, C) ≡ α (y(x) − f (x)) dx +β |∇f (x)| dx + γ
U

~
Ω\C

~
C

can be written in discrete form as
·
¸
fR1
~ = α[||HR fR −yR ||22 +||HR fR −yR ||22 ]+β[fRT LT LfR +fRT LT LfR ]
EM S (
, C)
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
2
1
2
fR2
~
+γl(C)

(3.2)

where the matrix L is the discrete representation of the gradient operator, R1 and R2
are the regions on either side of the boundary, yR1 and yR2 are SST or soil moisture
observations lexicographically unwrapped and written in vector form, fR1 and fR2 are
similarly unwrapped vectors representing the underlying field estimates of temperature
or moisture, and HRi associates fRi with the associated observation yRi (i.e. if the
mth observation in y corresponds to a measurement of the nth element of fRi , then
~
HRi (m, n) = 1, and it is only these entries of HRi that are nonzero). Finally, l(C)
~
represents the length of curve C, the Gulf Stream’s north wall or the boundary between
soil types.
In this framework, we formulate the problem of joint boundary localization and field
estimation as an optimization problem. The ||Hf − y||22 terms in the functional impose
data fidelity in the field estimate. The gradient terms (f T LT Lf ) indicate a specific
preference for field smoothness on either side of the boundary, while the curve length
term encourages a smooth boundary.
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¥ 3.3 Alternative Model for Spatial Regularization
In some applications, the model assumptions implied by Mumford-Shah are inaccurate.
In such instances, a more accurate, yet still simple, prior model may be available. For
instance, sea surface temperatures have spatially-varying means. More specifically, we
expect temperatures north (south) of the Gulf Stream’s north wall to decrease (increase)
as a function of the distance from this discontinuity. Furthermore, an information matrix different from the LT L of Equation (3.2) may provide a better characterization of
the second order statistics within the regions. In this section, we propose a generalization of the Mumford-Shah functional which incorporates general first and second order
statistics of the field on either side of the discontinuity.

¥ 3.3.1 The Modified Mumford-Shah (MMS) Functional
We first introduce the MMS functional in continuous form:
Z
Z
2
~
(f (x) − y(x))2 dx
(f (x) − y(x)) dx + α
EM M S (f, C) = α
U ∩R1

+β

Z Z

U ∩R2

D[f (x) − µR1 (x)]bR1 (x, z)D[f (z) − µR1 (z)]dxdz

R1 R1

+β

Z Z

D[f (x) − µR2 (x)]bR2 (x, z)D[f (z) − µR2 (z)]dx dz + γ

R2 R2

I

~
C

ds.

(3.3)

In this equation, U is the region where data are available, x ≡ (x1 , x2 ) and z each
represent two-dimensional position vectors, s denotes the arc length, f is the unknown
field to be estimated, bRi (x, z) provides a relationship between two points x and z in
~ is
Ri (thus permitting a non-local dependence that Mumford-Shah does not allow1 ), C
the unknown boundary to be estimated, g is the observed data, α, β, and γ are positive
constants, D is an arbitrary linear differential operator, and µR1 (x) and µR2 (x) are
spatially-varying mean functions in the respective regions. In particular, we model the
~ where
means as functions of the distance from the boundary. So, µRi (x) = φi (d(x, C)),
~ is the distance of point x to C,
~ and φi is some function. The data fidelity and
d(x, C)
curve length terms of the MMS functional are the same as those in Mumford-Shah.
However, we replace the second term in Equation (3.1) with terms which incorporate
the prior means µR1 and µR2 and an arbitrary linear differential operator D on the field
f . Note that this reduces to the Mumford-Shah functional in the special case where
the means are zero, the D operator is the gradient operator, and b is the Dirac delta
function. Various possibilities for the priors exist (e.g. historical data can be used
to estimate the mean and covariance) [33, 64, 78, 149, 186]. In our examples, we make
specific choices for these parameters to illustrate the characteristics and advantages of
this approach. We now describe how Equation (3.3) is minimized numerically using
coordinate descent.
1

Note that b must be a positive semi-definite function.
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¥ 3.3.2 Numerical Solution
~ simultaneously. However, given that the gradient of
Ideally, we wish to solve for f and C
~ is not easily attainable, we approach the solution to this problem using the
EM M S (f, C)
technique of coordinate descent. This method is an iterative approach in which at each
step, all but one of the varying parameters is held fixed while the remaining parameter
is updated in a manner which decreases the functional. Within each iteration, each of
the parameters is updated exactly once.
Using this technique, we divide each iteration into two main steps. First, having
~
~ for the particular
C fixed, we compute the value of f which minimizes EM M S (f, C)
2
~
~
value of C. Then, with f fixed, we evolve C in the direction of the first variation of
~ with respect to C.
~ For this curve evolution step, we ideally want both b
EM M S (f, C)
~ However, for
and µ to vary with the curve, since both can in general be functions of C.
~ and then recompute b and
computational simplicity, we hold b and µ fixed as we evolve C
~
µ to accurately reflect the new position of C before the next iteration. The iterative
process is repeated until we converge to an equilibrium. The method of coordinate
descent does not guarantee convergence to the global minimum, but given a reasonable
choice of initialization, our algorithm appears to converge to a sufficiently good solution
as seen from the experiments in Section 3.4.
~ (correspondIn the following, we derive the closed form solution of f given a fixed C
ingly, R1 and R2 are fixed) in a discrete space. First, we need to write the discrete space
representation of the MMS functional. We can write the third term in Equation (3.3) as
(D(fR1 − mR1 ))T BR1 (D(fR1 − mR1 )), where D is a matrix approximation of the D operator, BR1 is a matrix which represents the function bR1 , and fR1 and mR1 are vectors
representing the discretized version of fR1 and µR1 , respectively. Simplifying this term,
we have (fR1 −mR1 )T DT BR1 D(fR1 −mR1 ). Similarly, the fourth term in Equation (3.3)
involving R2 becomes (fR2 − mR2 )T DT BR2 D(fR2 − mR2 ). We can think of the term
−1
≡ DT BRi D); so, the discretized version
DT BRi D as an inverse covariance matrix (KR
i
·
¸
fR1
of MMS can be written, with f =
, as
fR2
·
¸
fR1
~ = α[||HR fR − yR ||22 + ||HR fR − yR ||22 ]+
, C)
E(
1
1
1
2
2
2
fR2
−1
−1
~
β[(fR1 − mR1 )T KR
(fR1 − mR1 ) + (fR2 − mR2 )T KR
(fR2 − mR2 )] + γl(C).
1
2

(3.4)

where as in Equation (3.2) yR1 and yR2 are observations lexicographically unwrapped
and written in vector form, fR1 and fR2 are similarly unwrapped vectors, and HRi
associates fRi with the associated observation yRi (i.e. if the mth observation in y
corresponds to a measurement of the nth element of fRi , then HRi (m, n) = 1, and it is
~ represents the length of curve
only these entries of HRi that are nonzero). Finally, l(C)
~
C.
2
One could take a gradient step in the direction which decreases the functional rather than find the
minimum and still attain a solution [177], but we actually solve for the minimizing f in each step.
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By differentiating fR1 which minimizes Equation (3.4) is
T
T
fR∗ 1 = KR1 HR
(HR1 KR1 HR
+
1
1

β −1
I) (yR1 − HR1 mR1 ) + mR1 ,
α

(3.5)

where I is the identity matrix whose dimension is equal to the number of observations
in the region. The result for fR2 is similar to Equation (3.5) with R2 replacing every
instance of R1 .
~ the next step is to evolve C
~ with
After solving for and updating f for a given curve C,
~
~
f fixed. This is accomplished by taking the first variation of E(f , C) with respect to C.
~ for which E(f , C)
~ decreases most
The result provides us the direction of evolution of C
rapidly. For the sake of brevity, we state the main result, namely the active contour
expression here, and refer readers to Appendix C for the derivation of the result. The
outcome of our derivation is
~
∂C
~
= α[([HR2 fR2 ] − yR2 )2 − ([HR1 fR1 ] − yR1 )2 ]N
∂t
+2β([diag[D(fR2 − mR2 )]BR2 (D(fR2 − mR2 ))]
~ − γκN
~,
−[diag[D(fR1 − mR1 )]BR1 (D(fR1 − mR1 ))])N

(3.6)

where t represents iteration time during the evolution of the active contour, κ is the
~ diag[·] is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are given by the
curvature of C,
~ is the outward unit normal with
elements of the vector inside the square brackets, and N
respect to R1 . The numerical evolution is performed iteratively, alternating between
~ until convergence.
updates of f and C,

¥ 3.4 Experimental Results
We perform experiments on SST data and soil moisture maps. We demonstrate the
advantage of using our simultaneous boundary detection and field estimation method
by comparing results from Mumford-Shah and MMS to existing techniques of kriging,
gradient smoothing, and smoothing splines. The methods of kriging, gradient smoothing, and smoothing splines fundamentally have no provision to handle the presence of
discontinuities. The illustrations from our results show how the failure to handle discontinuities leads to blurring across the boundaries. Before presenting the results, we note
that the tunable parameters α, β, and γ in Equations (3.1) and (3.3) have been subjectively chosen to provide reasonable results. Similarly, the choices of parameters for
the methods we compare against, namely kriging, gradient smoothing, and smoothing
splines, have been made with an attempt to provide as good results as possible.

¥ 3.4.1 Simulated Soil Moisure Data
We examine soil moisture measurements generated from a simulation based on the Community Land Model (CLM), a model designed at the National Center for Atmospheric
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Figure 3.2. Estimation of soil moisture in an example where 90% of the data is observed. Images show
fractional volume of water in the soil. (a) The original soil moisture map with colorbar (colorbar valid
for all images) and true boundary overlaid. (b) The observed data. (c) Estimate using kriging. (d)
Estimate using gradient smoothing. (e) Estimate using smoothing splines with second-order derivatives.
(f) Field estimate using Mumford-Shah. (g) Field and boundary estimates using Mumford-Shah. (h)
Field estimate using MMS. (i) Field and boundary estimates using MMS.

Research (NCAR) [13]. The CLM produces variable soil moisture in a spatial domain
having different soil types. The particular simulation we consider assumes a uniform
spatial distribution of rainfall. After time elapses from a period of rainfall, the surface
soil moisture of the sand region tends to be much drier than any of the other soil types
present. As a result, we pose the problem of segmenting the boundary (at a given time
after a recent rainfall) between two regions, the first containing sand and the second
containing other soil types, as well as estimating the soil moisture in each of these regions. Figure 3.2(a) shows an example of a soil moisture map with the boundary (given
from the simulation) separating the sand region from the other soil types.
For the MMS method, we compute the mean moisture for sand and that for the other
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region from simulated data and use these as values for µR1 and µR2 in Equation (3.3),
respectively. The results are sensitive to the choice of µ, so the simulated data and
the test data need to have similar mean moistures. For this application, the means are
chosen to be spatially non-varying because at this scale, no systematic variability can
be discerned from the mean field. We choose D to be the second derivative operator
and b to be the delta function. The choice of a second derivative operator for D means
we enforce an even greater amount of smoothness than that obtained in Mumford-Shah,
which uses a first derivative operator.
To provide perspective for how well the estimation methods which explicitly consider
boundaries perform, we compare the estimation of the field using Mumford-Shah and
MMS with a few standard methods of interpolation and smoothing. In particular, we
consider kriging [41, 46, 107]3 , gradient smoothing [174], and a second order smoothing
spline [184]. In essence, gradient smoothing, as defined in Equation (2.10), involves
applying Mumford-Shah without any notion of a boundary. Similarly, the second order
smoothing spline is shown in Equation (2.13). Proposed by Wahba and Wendelberger
[184], this method is identical to MMS in its choice of D and b, except that it does not
account for the possible presence of boundaries.
For the field estimates, the particular simulation we use is at a much finer spatial
scale than the field information we want to capture. Hence, the simulation essentially
provides a noisy version of the coarser scale soil moisture field we are interested in
estimating. Thus, to evaluate field estimation accuracy, we compare the resulting estimates with a coarser scale version of the simulations obtained using gradient smoothing
within each of the regions (assuming that the boundary is known).
We consider three examples having different coverages of observed data. For the
first example, we consider the case where 90% of the region is observed (Figure 3.2(b)).
Figure 3.2(c) shows the interpolation resulting from kriging, Figure 3.2(d) illustrates
the estimate from gradient smoothing, and Figure 3.2(e) shows the result from second
order smoothing splines. In these three cases, some of the measurement noise, apparent
from Figure 3.2(a), is removed, but the boundaries are slightly blurred.
Figure 3.2(f) shows the field estimate using Mumford-Shah while Figure 3.2(g) shows
the same estimate with the boundary overlaid (for reference). Similarly, Figure 3.2(h)
shows the field estimate using MMS while Figure 3.2(i) shows the estimate with the
boundary overlaid. A binary threshold was used to determine the initial boundary for
the active contour evolution. For reference, Figure 3.3 shows the initialization determined by the binary thresholding. Quantitatively, Table 3.1 shows the standard error
per pixel for the variational techniques as well as the traditional methods. From these
results, it can be seen that the field estimation errors from the variational techniques we
propose are smaller than those from the traditional methods. To compare the accuracy
of the boundary localization, we first need to find a way to generate a boundary from the
3

The kriging results were obtained using ordinary kriging with nugget effect using a 5 × 5 window
of neighbors for prediction. Other methods of kriging with different windows sizes can be considered.
See Gratton and Lafleur’s MATLAB Kriging Toolbox [72] for different options.
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Figure 3.3. Initialization for curve evolution based on binary thresholding at a moisture level of 20%
water fraction.

Kriging
90% observed
81% observed

0.0299
0.0328

Gradient
Smoothing
0.0231
0.0269

Smoothing
Splines
0.0240
0.0274

Mumford-Shah
Functional
0.0183
0.0224

MMS
Functional
0.0186
0.0256

Table 3.1. Standard error per pixel between the field estimates and a smoothed version of the simluated
observation. Note that the variational methods we propose have smaller errors.
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field estimates of the traditional approaches. A direct approach involves using adaptive
binary thresholding, where for each instance, we find the threshold which most closely
matches the ground truth according to the normalized symmetric difference (NSD).
NSD is defined as
N SD(R1 , R2 ) ≡

A(R1 ∩ R̄2 ) + A(R̄1 ∩ R2 )
,
A(R1 ∪ R2 )

(3.7)

where R̄i represents the complement of region Ri and A(Ri ) is the area of region Ri .
NSD is 0 for a perfect match and 1 for a complete mismatch. Alternatively, we also
compute the dice coefficient [49], which is defined as
Dice(R1 , R2 ) ≡

2A(R1 ∩ R2 )
,
A(R1 ) + A(R2 )

(3.8)

where Ri ∩ Rj represents the intersection of regions Ri and Rj and A(Ri ) is the area of
region Ri . The dice measure evaluates to 1 when two regions are a perfect match and
0 when the regions are a complete mismatch.
After boundary localization through such manual adaptive processing, we quantify
the closeness of the resulting boundary to the truth by computing the NSD and dice
coefficient. Note that for the traditional methods, the thresholding process is in practice
unrealizable since we do not necessarily have ground truth. Thus, the boundaries from
the traditional approaches are actually the best case results that can come from these
methods. For the boundaries shown in Figure 3.4, the NSD for the boundary determined
using kriging is 0.3469, that for gradient smoothing is 0.4158, and that for second-order
smoothing splines is 0.4105. In contrast, the NSD for Mumford-Shah is 0.1502 while
that for MMS is 0.1789. Hence, our proposed methods do better in finding boundaries
than the traditional approaches. Note that for the soil moisture examples, we do not
expect MMS to necessarily outperform Mumford-Shah because the fields are assumed to
have spatially constant means (unlike the SST example described in the next section).
These results illustrate that Mumford-Shah and MMS can locate the boundary and
produce field estimates that maintain a sharp transition at the region boundaries. In
addition, we note that through the use of level set methods [137, 159] for our curve
evolution, we are able to detect boundaries which are not simple closed curves, as
shown in Figures 3.2(f) and (g).
For the second example, we consider the situation where a large rectangular region is unobserved, as shown in Figure 3.5(b) (compare with the full observation in
Figure 3.5(a)). This may simulate a scenario where blocks of measurements are locally
obtained by regional stations, but because of a gap in the spatial coverage of the stations,
certain areas are unobserved. Again, Figures 3.5(c), (d), and (e) show interpolations
using kriging, gradient smoothing, and second order smoothing splines, respectively. In
all three images, we observe a smooth estimate in the missing rectangular region as well
as a smoothing of the observed data. Furthermore, as expected, the discontinuity at
the soil boundary is not well-defined in the missing region for any of these three field
estimates.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 3.4. Estimates of the boundary between soil types given the observation shown in Figure 3.2.
(a) The original soil moisture map with true boundary shown. (b) Estimate using kriging. (c) Estimate
using gradient smoothing. (d) Estimate using smoothing splines. (e) Estimate using Mumford-Shah.
(f) Estimate using MMS.

Figure 3.5(f) shows the field estimate using Mumford-Shah with the boundary localization overlaid in Figure 3.5(g) while Figures 3.5(h) and (i) shows the same using
the MMS functional. As the initialization for the curve evolution of Mumford-Shah
and MMS, we again use a threshold of the moisture data where there are observations.
Across the unobserved block, we linearly interpolate the thresholded boundary. The results from Mumford-Shah and MMS preserve the boundary between the two soil types,
which lead to more accurate field estimates. In particular, Figures 3.5(f) and (h) do
not exhibit blurring across the soil boundaries which is the case in Figures 3.5(c), (d),
and (e).
Again, we evaluate the boundaries using binary thresholding. For the boundaries
shown in Figure 3.6, the NSD for the boundary determined using kriging is 0.4327,
that for gradient smoothing is 0.3519, and 0.3569 for second-order smoothing splines.
In contrast, the NSD for Mumford-Shah is 0.2909 while that for MMS is 0.3469.
Table 3.2 summarizes the results of the boundary estimates for these two examples.
In our third example, we simulate the situation where we have a sparse set of sensors
to collect measurements. In particular, suppose our observations are 11% of the spatial
field of interest, as shown in Figure 3.7(b). Figure 3.7(c) shows the result using kriging,
Figure 3.7(d) shows the field estimate using gradient smoothing, while Figure 3.7(e)
illustrates the result using second order smoothing splines. As one would expect, each
of these three methods smoothes the region between the sparse set of observations.
Now, given the measurements alone, it would be difficult to find a reasonable initial-
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

0.3
0.2
0.1

Figure 3.5. Estimation of soil moisture. Images show fractional volume of water in the soil. (a) The
original soil moisture map with colorbar (valid for all images) and true boundary overlaid. (b) The
observed data, a moisture map with a rectangular region unobserved (representing 81% observed data).
(c) Estimate using kriging. (d) Estimate using gradient smoothing. (e) Estimate using smoothing
splines with second-order derivatives. (f) Field estimate using Mumford-Shah. (g) Field and boundary
estimates using Mumford-Shah. (h) Field estimate using MMS. (i) Field and boundary estimates using
MMS.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 3.6. Estimates of the boundary between soil types given the observation shown in Figure 3.5.
(a) The original soil moisture map with true boundary shown. (b) Estimate using kriging. (c) Estimate
using gradient smoothing. (d) Estimate using smoothing splines. (e) Estimate using Mumford-Shah.
(f) Estimate using MMS.

NSD
Dice

%
obs
90%
81%
90%
81%

Kriging
0.3469
0.4327
0.6987
0.6549

Gradient
Smoothing
0.4158
0.3519
0.7438
0.7005

Smoothing
Splines
0.4105
0.3569
0.7403
0.7045

Mumford-Shah
Functional
0.1502
0.2909
0.8544
0.7682

MMS
Functional
0.1789
0.3469
0.8254
0.7157

Table 3.2. Normalized symmetric difference and dice coefficient between true boundary and estimated
boundary. For the 90% observed example, we see that Mumford-Shah and MMS do much better than
the traditional methods while for 81% observed, these two methods do slightly better.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

0.3
0.2
0.1

Figure 3.7. Estimation of soil moisture where only a sparse set of measurements are made. Images
show fractional volume of water in the soil. (a) The original soil moisture map with colorbar (valid for
all images in this figure) and true boundary overlaid. (b) Observed data representing 11% of the entire
spatial field. (c) Estimate using kriging. (d) Estimate using gradient smoothing. (e) Estimate using
smoothing splines with second-order derivatives. (f) Field estimate using Mumford-Shah. (g) Field
and boundary estimates using Mumford-Shah. (h) Field estimate using MMS. (i) Field and boundary
estimates using MMS.
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ization for the curve evolution methods (Mumford-Shah and MMS). So suppose that we
have some knowledge of the boundary, either from a segmentation of the same spatial
domain at a previous time in the current observation sequence or from an ensemble of
historical data. In our experiments, we take the segmentation from a different simulation of this region and use this as the initialization. With this as a starting point, we
show that we can provide a reasonable estimate for the boundary location as well as a
field estimate of the spatial domain that appears more accurate than the conventional
interpolation methods shown in Figures 3.7(c-e).
Figure 3.7(f) shows the result using Mumford-Shah (the boundary is shown in Figure 3.7(g)), while Figures 3.7(h) and (i) illustrate the same using MMS. In MumfordShah and MMS, the field is smoothed within each region, but the discontinuity is
preserved. Furthermore, finding the optimal field for each region separately provides a
more accurate moisture estimate for both regions.
Given a sparse dataset such as this example, localization of the boundary would
be difficult without a good initialization. However, the purpose of this example is to
illustrate that, by incorporating any available prior information, our method uses this
knowledge to provide an improved boundary estimate based on the measurements as
well as a reasonable estimate of the field.
Before we conclude this discussion on soil moisture data, we discuss the computational complexity of each of the methods analyzed. The following computation times
are obtained using a desktop personal computer having a Xeon 2.2GHz processor running MATLAB version 6.5 on a Linux OS. The computed times are based on the time
required to produce a field estimate of the soil moisture maps as shown in Figure 3.5.
The soil moisture field consists of a 64 × 64 grid of pixels. Kriging requires 8.56 seconds
to produce the field estimate, while gradient smoothing takes 1.75 seconds. Iterating Mumford-Shah for 100 steps (an approximate time for convergence) requires 20.53
seconds.
Mumford-Shah uses first derivatives for interpolation in a manner similar to that in
gradient smoothing. Although Mumford-Shah has greater computational complexity, it
provides an improved field estimate over gradient smoothing. Furthermore, MumfordShah performs the additional task of localizing the boundary. To provide a similar
comparison with second order smoothing splines, we choose the second derivative operator for D in MMS for our analysis. Second order smoothing splines requires 10.73
seconds, while the computation time for MMS for this choice of D is 32.98 seconds for
100 iterations. MMS results in somewhat higher computational complexity than second
order smoothing splines, however in return it provides an improved field estimate as
well as boundary localization.

¥ 3.4.2 Sea Surface Temperature Data
In soil moisture estimation, because each soil type has a mean that does not vary
systematically, Mumford-Shah and MMS yield similar results. However, in the oceanographic application we consider here, it is known that sea surface temperatures vary
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spatially in a systematic manner. In the following analysis of SST measurements, we
show that in an application with spatially-varying fields, MMS provides better estimates
than Mumford-Shah.
Synthetic SST Data

We initially analyze a synthetic data sequence designed to simulate a region in the North
Atlantic. First, we define a temperature discontinuity characteristic of an oceanic front.
From this, a spatially-varying mean temperature map is generated using the following
assumptions: (a) south of the discontinuity, the mean temperature is 25 + 0.002d(x)
degrees Celsius, where d(x) is the distance in kilometers of the point x from the front,
(b) north of the discontinuity, the mean temperature is 20−0.01d(x) degrees Celsius. We
use a linear temperature model because we assume that we are operating in the linear
portion of a particular temperature model T = T0 cos(sin(θ)), where θ is degrees latitude
and T0 is the equatorial temperature. This model is obtained as an approximation of
surface temperature based on a 1-D energy balance model of climate [18, 155]. Next,
we define a Gaussian covariance matrix for each region to enforce correlation between
nearby points. In particular, we choose K[x, z] = exp[−0.02d2 (x, z)] (where d(x, z) is
the distance in kilometers between x and z) for points x and z on the same side of the
boundary4 . Using these assumptions, our synthetic temperature map is generated and
shown in Figure 3.8(a). Finally, independent, identically distributed pixelwise white
noise with zero mean and standard deviation of two is added to simulate measurement
noise. Figure 3.8(b) shows such synthetically generated measurements.
First, we apply the MMS functional to the dataset shown in Figure 3.8(b). Again,
we make the assumption that b in Equation (3.3) is the Dirac delta function. However,
instead of choosing the differential operator D, we assume we know the true covariance
K (given b, this choice of K implicitly determines the choice of D). The results of the
field estimation are shown in Figure 3.8(c), with the estimated boundary overlaid. From
this image, we observe that the MMS method localizes the boundary and substantially
reduces the noise in the field (quantitatively, the reduction in standard error is 26%).
Satellite measurements have unobserved regions due to a combination of cloud cover
and the limited range of the satellite’s swath. Motivated by this fact, Figure 3.9(a) shows
an example where a spatial region is not fully observed (the area with no measurements
is shown in white). As with the soil moisture examples, we compare the joint boundary
and field estimation techniques with three traditional methods of interpolation. In particular, we apply kriging (Figure 3.9(b)), gradient smoothing (Figure 3.9(c)), and second
order smoothing splines (Figure 3.9(d)) to the observation shown in Figure 3.9(a). In
comparison with the true field in Figure 3.8(a), we observe that the field estimates using kriging, gradient smoothing, and smoothing splines do not accurately preserve the
boundary in the unobserved region.
4

The multiplicative constant 0.02 was chosen so that there would be some non-local dependencies,
but it had to be chosen carefully to ensure that K was a mathematically valid covariance [140]. While
not an issue for 1-D problems, a slowly-decaying Gaussian in 2-D can result in an indefinite matrix.
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(a)
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(b)
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Figure 3.8. Boundary and field estimation of synthetic SST field (temperatures in degrees Celsius). (a)
The original synthetic field to be estimated (dark mass at top left is land). (b) Simulated measurements
containing additive IID noise. (c) Field estimate using MMS with boundary overlaid. Note that this
estimate removes some of the IID measurement noise.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 3.9. Boundary and field estimation of synthetic SST field. (a) The measurement data is as in
Figure 3.8(b), except that a triangular region is unobserved. The true boundary is also shown. (b) Field
estimate using kriging. (c) Field estimate using gradient smoothing. (d) Field estimate using second
order smoothing splines. (e) Field and boundary estimate using the Mumford-Shah functional. Note
that the boundary is a straight line across the region of missing observations. (f) Field and boundary
estimate using the MMS functional.
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Kriging
Missing Triangle
Observed Region
Entire Image

2.41
1.64
1.84

Gradient
Smoothing
1.42
1.05
1.14

Smoothing
Splines
1.71
0.99
1.19

Mumford-Shah
Functional
1.36
0.45
0.76

MMS
Functional
1.15
0.55
0.73

Table 3.3. Standard error (in degrees Celsius) in the interpolated triangular region, the observed
region, and the entire region of the synthetic temperature map shown in Figure 3.9.

Figure 3.9(e) shows the result using the Mumford-Shah functional from Equation (3.1), while Figure 3.9(f) shows the outcome using the MMS functional proposed
−1
in Equation (3.4). For the latter, mRi and KR
are the mean and covariance statistics,
i
respectively, used in the simulation shown in Figure 3.8(a). Note that in the regions
of missing observations, the estimate using MMS and Mumford-Shah both provide a
smooth temperature map. However, the estimated curves differ in the unobserved region. With Mumford-Shah, the estimated curve is almost a straight line across the
missing observations. This occurs because the primary force in this region is due to
the curve length penalty. However, with MMS, the curve exhibits characteristics more
similar to the true boundary seen in Figure 3.8(a). Minimizing the MMS functional
yields this boundary because the prior means play a role in the minimization process,
resulting in an upward concave curve where no measurements are present. Quantitatively, Mumford-Shah yields a standard error of 1.36 degrees per pixel in the triangular
region, while MMS has a standard error of 1.15 degrees per pixel in the same region.
Based on these results, we determine that the improved boundary estimate of MMS in
the unobserved area results in a much better field estimate for that region. Table 3.3
shows the standard error exhibited by each method within the unobserved triangular
region.
Figure 3.10 shows four steps of the curve evolution process from an initial boundary (Figure 3.10(a)), across two intermediate steps (first Figure 3.10(b) and then Figure 3.10(c)), and the final boundary estimate (Figure 3.10(d)). The boundary in each
case is overlaid on the synthetic data.
To determine the robustness of the results, we provide some sensitivity analysis on
the initializations and the choice of parameters. Using the simulated measurements
shown in Figure 3.8(b), we provide some analysis of how the results change with a
corresponding change in parameter or initialization. Figure 3.11(a) shows the result
previously shown in Figure 3.8(c). For this example, the parameters used are α = 0.7,
β = 0.8, and γ = 8. Regarding sensitivity to initializations, we randomly choose
40 smooth initial curves which extend from the left edge of the image to the right
edge (one example of which is the initialization shown in Figure 3.10(a)) which lie
within the two bands shown in Figure 3.11(b). For each of these initializations, the
algorithm converges to an estimate that is visibly indistinguishable from the one shown
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.10. Demonstration of curve evolution using the MMS functional. (a) The initial boundary,
which is a straight line overlaid on the measurement data. (b) An intermediate step in the evolution.
(c) A later intermediate step in the evolution. (d) Final boundary in the curve evolution process.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 3.11. Sensitivity analysis for initializations and parameter choice. (a) The field and boundary
estimate of Figure 3.8 using α = 0.7, β = 0.8, and γ = 8. (b) Graph which shows band of possible
initializations which result in the estimate in (a). (c) Result when the curve length parameter γ is set
to 16. (d) Result when the curve length parameter γ is set to 40. (e) Result when the data fidelity
parameter α is set to 7. (f) Result when the smoothness parameter β is set to 8.

in Figure 3.11(a). Such a result indicates that the method is reasonably robust to
different initializations of the boundary. Next, we examine the effect of increasing
γ while leaving the other parameters fixed. Increasing γ first to 16 (Figure 3.11(c))
and then to 40 (Figure 3.11(d)) results in a progressive smoothing of the boundary as
expected. Resetting γ back to 8 and setting α to 7 results in Figure 3.11(e). Note
that the result is noisier than Figure 3.11(a) because it adheres more strongly to the
observations. Finally, having α = 0.7 and γ = 8, we set β to 8, resulting in a smooth
field estimate as shown in Figure 3.11(f).
Satellite SST Data

To demonstrate MMS on real data, we apply this functional to satellite SST data. In
particular, we consider satellite images of the North Atlantic Ocean. Figure 3.12(a)
is a satellite image which shows a SST map having very little missing data. In this
image, the dark mass in the upper left is land, the white regions represent missing
observations, the blue regions are regions of cool water, and the orange and red regions
are regions of warmer water. A temperature discontinuity exists at the Gulf Stream’s
north wall, as seen by the sharp separation of cooler waters in the north from the
warmer waters in the south in Figure 3.12(a). The satellite data is obtained from the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Geostationary Operational
Environment Satellite (GOES), courtesy of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). For
this set of data, the means were chosen to be linear functions of the distance from
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the curve, with the parameters determined empirically from examining historical sea
surface temperature data of the North Atlantic. In particular, the mean temperature
south of the Gulf Stream’s north wall is assumed to be 24.17 + 0.01d(x) degrees Celsius,
where d(x) is the distance in kilometers of the point x from the front. Similarly, the
mean temperature north of the discontinuity is modeled as 19.22 − 0.014d(x) degrees
Celsius.
The covariance matrix was chosen to be the same as that used in the previous
synthetic data example (K[x, z] = exp[−0.02d2 (x, z)]). A Gaussian covariance is a
common model for field covariance within geophysical applications [43]. Figure 3.12(a)
shows a satellite SST image on a particular day where there is only a small percentage
of missing observations due to cloud cover. By applying the MMS functional, the field
estimate and boundary are shown in Figure 3.12(b). For this example, the previous
day’s boundary was used as an initial estimate for the curve. The knowledge that the
north wall of the Gulf Stream does not vary much from day to day is incorporated here
~ Having a good initialization
to provide us with a good initialization for the curve C.
generally leads to faster convergence during curve evolution.
In the previous example, the amount of missing observations was small. In some
cases, a large portion of the region of interest may be unobserved. In these cases, the
prior knowledge of the means and covariance plays a larger role in both the interpolation
and boundary estimation. To illustrate, we consider SST maps for two different days
which have larger areas which are unobserved (see Figure 3.12(c) and Figure 3.12(e)).
Whereas the image in Figure 3.12(a) had 87% of the spatial domain visible, the observation in Figure 3.12(c) has 66% data visible and the image in Figure 3.12(e) has 19% data
visible. Figure 3.12(d) shows the boundary and field estimate based on observations
from Figure 3.12(c), while Figure 3.12(f) shows the same given Figure 3.12(e). In both
of these examples, we have used the previous day’s segmentation for the initial curve.
We note that initializations within several pixels of the final location will result in the
same local minimum. As with the synthetic SST example, Figure 3.13 demonstrates
the robustness of different initializations on the real data. Namely, we randomly choose
25 smooth initial curves which extend from the left edge of the image to the right edge
within the two red bands shown in the image. Each of these initializations results in
estimates visually indistinguishable from the one shown in Figure 3.12(f).
Since the Gulf Stream’s north wall does not move very much from day to day,
using the previous day’s segmentation as the initialization helps to ensure that the final
segmentation is likely the boundary we desire. Although we do not have access to
the underlying truth in this experiment, we observe that the locations and shapes of
the boundary estimates in all three examples are similar. Because the estimate based
on 19% visible observations is similar to that based on 87%, we conclude that in the
estimate shown in Figure 3.12(f), the MMS functional does well in locating the boundary
despite the sparsity of observations. In these two cases, the prior mean, coupled with
observations far from the curve in the eastern portion of the North Atlantic, allows
us to provide a reasonable estimate of the sea surface temperature in the unobserved
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regions. The field estimates also appear reasonable when compared to the field estimate
in Figure 3.12(b), an estimate made in the presence of most of the observations of that
frame.
We now qualitatively examine the difference between the Mumford-Shah and MMS
functionals on the GOES data. Figure 3.14 provides a visual comparison of the field
estimate using each functional based on the measurements shown in Figure 3.14(a).
Figure 3.14(b) shows the field estimate using Mumford-Shah. Note that unlike the temperature estimate using MMS (Figure 3.14(c)), the isotherms shown in Figure 3.14(b)
are not parallel to the oceanic front north of the Gulf Stream’s north wall. The estimate
bears this characteristic because Mumford-Shah smoothes across the unobserved region
north of the boundary. In this particular example, the warm observations (shown in
green and yellow) are in the western portion of the region while the cooler observations
(blue) are in the eastern part of the region. Consequently, the temperature smoothing
results in a west to east gradient. If we examine Figure 3.12(a), we see that the region
immediately north of the Gulf Stream’s north wall is generally yellow in color. In Figure 3.14(b), the region immediately north of the north wall in the eastern portion of the
image is blue, indicating that the temperature has been underestimated. On the other
hand, MMS has the physically more consistent field estimate which exhibits a south to
north cooling as shown in Figure 3.14(c), and is yellow in the region immediately north
of the Gulf Stream’s north wall. This is achieved because the MMS functional exploits
the spatial statistics of the different regions.

¥ 3.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have proposed methods of estimation and interpolation for earth
science applications on a field having a discontinuity with unknown location and arbitrary shape. The two techniques we presented, Mumford-Shah and MMS, solve a
joint problem of boundary localization and field estimation. These two methods preserve discontinuities in the field. However, the benefit of our proposed MMS technique
is that it allows for the incorporation of a variety of first and second order statistics.
We have shown that certain estimation problems (e.g. SST estimation) yield improved
results when the spatial statistics of the underlying field can be included in the functional formulation. Using sea surface temperature and simulated soil moisture data as
examples, we have demonstrated the advantages of the proposed methods over three
existing techniques of interpolation and smoothing that do not handle discontinuities.
The Mumford-Shah and MMS methods can be applied to other earth science applications. In particular, we may want to locate the boundaries of the cusp-like structures
of tropical instability waves near the equator from ocean color data [85] or locate rainstorms and estimate rainfall over a region using a combination of radar sensors [70].
The MMS functional can also be adapted to incorporate dynamic information about
the boundary when this information is available, especially when we are estimating the
field and boundary over a temporal sequence. In particular, we can replace the curve
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length penalty term of Equation (3.3) with a term that penalizes deviations of the
current curve from a predicted curve. The next chapter examines the usefulness of
dynamics in the segmentation problem.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 3.12. Satellite SST estimation using MMS on GOES data (different images over the course of a
month) with missing observations (white regions) due to cloud cover. (a) A satellite SST measurement
with relatively few missing observations. (b) Field and boundary estimate based on measurements in
(a). (c) A different SST map with more missing regions in the measurements. (d) Field and boundary
estimate based on the measurements in (c). (e) A third SST map with most of the measurement
information missing. (f) Field and boundary estimate based on (e).
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Figure 3.13. Sensitivity analysis of initializations. Any of the 25 random initializations contained
within the red bands results in segmentations visually indistinguishable from the one shown in black.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.14. Visual comparison of Mumford-Shah with MMS. (a) Observed data. (b) Field estimate
of observed data using Mumford-Shah. (c) Field estimate using MMS.
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Chapter 4

Recursive Segmentation of
Deformable Objects through
Learning the Dynamics

W

HILE the previous chapter dealt with estimation within a static framework, this
chapter introduces the use of temporal information in the estimation of boundaries. Incorporating dynamics adds value when temporally-adjacent frames are correlated with each other. In such situations, knowing the segmentation of an object from a
previous or future frame can aid in the segmentation of the object in the current frame.
We formulate the problem of estimating a boundary based on a temporal sequence
of images using a principled recursive estimation framework. To solve this estimation
problem, we first propose a method for learning the dynamics of a deformable object
using an information-theoretic technique. Having learned the system dynamics, we then
apply temporal object segmentation techniques to the specific problem of locating the
left ventricle (LV) across a cardiac cycle from MR data. We note that this methodology
is not restricted to segmenting the LV nor this particular imaging modality. In addition, this technique can be adapted to and used for non-medical temporal segmentation
problems.
Having accurate LV segmentations across a cardiac cycle provides quantitative and
qualitative information for diagnosis of certain heart conditions. Existing LV segmentation techniques are founded mostly upon algorithms for segmenting static images. In
order to exploit the dynamic structure of the heart in a principled manner, we approach
the problem of LV segmentation as a recursive estimation problem. In our framework,
LV boundaries constitute the dynamic system state to be estimated, and a sequence
of observed cardiac images constitute the data. By formulating the problem as one of
state estimation, the segmentation at each particular time is based not only on the data
observed at that instant, but also on predictions based on past segmentations, often
referred to as a filtering problem (in Chapter 5, we base our estimates on both past and
future segmentations as we formulate the problem as one of smoothing). This requires
a dynamical system model of the LV which we propose to learn from training data
through an information-theoretic approach. To incorporate the learned dynamic model
79
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into our segmentation framework and obtain predictions, ideas from particle filtering
are used. We demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach on a set of cardiac
images. From the results, our approach appears to provide more accurate segmentations than those obtained from static image segmentation techniques, especially when
the observed data are of limited quality.
In Section 4.1, we explain why we examine the problem of LV segmentation across
a cardiac cycle. The framework and methodology of the segmentation technique we
propose is described in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3, we describe how we use sample-based
methods to recursively estimate the LV boundaries. In Section 4.4, we explain how the
dynamics of the system are learned. Experimental results are shown in Section 4.5 for
both low and high SNR examples, and we summarize the chapter in Section 4.6.

¥ 4.1 Motivation for and Recent Work on Cardiac Segmentation
Of the cardiac chambers in the heart, the left ventricle is quite frequently analyzed
because its proper function, pumping oxygenated blood to the entire body, is vital for
normal activity. One quantitative measure of the health of the LV is ejection fraction
(EF). This statistic measures the percentage volume of blood transmitted out of the
LV in a given cardiac cycle. To compute EF, we need to have segmentations of the
LV at multiple points in a cardiac cycle; namely, at end diastole (ED) and end systole
(ES). In addition, observing how the LV evolves throughout an entire cardiac cycle
allows physicians to determine the health of the myocardial muscles. Segmented LV
boundaries can also be useful for further quantitative analysis. For example, past
work [53,128] on extracting the flow fields of the myocardial wall assumes the availability
of LV segmentations throughout the cardiac cycle.
Automatic segmentation of the left ventricle in bright blood cardiac magnetic resonance (MR) images is non-trivial because the image intensities of the cardiac chambers
vary due to differences in blood velocity [182]. In particular, blood that flows into the
ventricles produces higher intensities in the acquired image than blood which remains
in the ventricles [71]. Locating the LV endocardium is further complicated by the fact
that the right ventricle and aorta often appear jointly with the LV in many images of
the heart. Similarly, automatic segmentation of low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) cardiac
images (e.g. body coil MR or ultrasound) is difficult because intensity variations can
often obscure the LV boundary.
Early work on cardiac segmentation focused on the static problem. Goshtasby
and Turner [71] apply a two-stage approach to extract the left and right ventricles.
First, they apply intensity thresholding for a rough estimate and then find locally
maximal gradient magnitude points to determine the final segmentation. Weng et al.
[190] consider a similar approach for thresholding, while Geiger et al. [65] apply dynamic
programming (DP) to locate strong gradients near the initialization. Previously (in
Section 2.2.3), we explained how Chakraborty et al. [25] was one of the first to combine
gradient and region techniques for image segmentation. Their work focuses on the LV
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Static Seg Method

Static Seg Method

Proposed Approach
Proposed Approach
(a)

(b)

Figure 4.1. Sample segmentations of the LV, one near end diastole (a) and the other near end systole
(b), using both a static segmentation and our recursive framework.

segmentation problem. Similarly, Paragios [141] also proposes the combination of edge
and region-based techniques to segment the LV endocardium and epicardium.
During a single cardiac cycle, which lasts approximately 1 second, the heart contracts from end diastole (ED) to end systole (ES) and expands back to ED. Over this
time, MR systems can acquire approximately 20 images of the heart. Because adjacent
frames are imaged over a short time period (approximately 50 ms), the LV boundaries
exhibit strong temporal correlation. Consequently, previous LV boundaries may provide
information regarding the location of the current LV boundary. Using such information
is particularly useful for low SNR images, where the observation from a single frame
alone may not provide enough information for a good segmentation. For illustration,
Figure 4.1 shows the results of static segmentations compared with results obtained using our proposed approach described in this chapter. Our method exploits the dynamic
structure of the heart and incorporates information from past frames. These examples
demonstrate the potential value of incorporating dynamics.
Previous work incorporating some form of dynamics includes that of Chalana et
al. [26] and Jolly et al. [86]. Each took the segmentation from the most recent frame
and performed a local search for strong gradients in the segmentation of the current
frame (one can interpret this as a simple dynamic where the prediction is the estimated
state from the previous frame). More recent work by Zhou et al. [201] and Senegas
et al. [156] take the process a step further by incorporating non-trivial dynamics on
the previous segmentations to provide better predictions. Zhou et al. [201] consider
LV shape tracking by using linear system dynamics, assumed known, to produce a
prediction. Then, this prediction is incorporated with the observation to generate an
estimate. The prediction and observation are treated as noisy measurements with associated covariances and are fused by obtaining the best linear unbiased estimate (BLUE)
of the state assuming that the two sources are independent [7, 115]. Their technique
uses landmark points to represent the LV boundaries, thus introducing the issue of
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correspondence. Furthermore, all uncertainties are assumed to be Gaussian.
Senegas et al. [156] use a Bayesian framework for segmenting a temporal sequence
of images using a sample-based approach. Their formulation is most similar to our
approach because they use sample-based methods and recursively estimate the LV. Using sequential Monte Carlo sampling, they use particles to approximate the posterior at
each time. They define their shape space using spherical harmonics (for two-dimensional
polar coordinates, this amounts to Fourier decomposition). For the dynamics of the system, the mean shape at end diastole (ED) and end systole (ES) are determined from
training data. In a test sequence, the prediction is assumed Gaussian with the mean
shape given by a linear combination of the estimated shape of the previous frame and
a fraction of the shape difference between the mean shapes at ED and ES.
In their work, the assumption of a linear transition between end diastole and end
systole may be somewhat limiting. In our work, we learn a more general dynamic model
from the training data. The dynamics are learned on a low-dimensional state which
is coupled to the LV boundary through the process of curve evolution. We use curve
evolution to find the most probable location of the LV boundary based on a combination
of the observation at the current frame and the prediction density rather than taking a
representative sample from the density estimate of the state. In addition, although we
solve the recursive estimation problem similarly as a filtering problem in this chapter,
we extend the estimation in the next chapter to include observations from the entire
sequence rather than just observations past and present.

¥ 4.2 Framework and Methodology
We formulate the LV segmentation and filtering problem as an estimation of the posterior distribution of the boundary at each discrete time t0 based on data from t = 1 to
t = t0 . Let yt be the image data which are noisy measurements of the blood and tissue
intensity field ft and define Xt as the dynamic system state which contains information
~ t at t.
about the LV boundary C

¥ 4.2.1 Low-Dimensional Representation of the Boundary
Figure 4.2 shows the graphical model representation of the problem. One can observe
~ t depends on both the observation yt and the
from the model that the LV boundary C
current state Xt . The state Xt in our model is a simple, parametric, low-dimensional
approximation of the LV boundary (details are discussed in Section 4.4.1). We choose
a low-dimensional model because we do not want to overfit the training data (i.e. to
avoid capturing individual patient idiosyncrasies). Our particular choice of representation captures the low frequency features of the boundary. As a by-product, such a
representation provides regularization in the sense that curves represented by Xt are
smooth. We statistically learn the dynamics, using the representation to capture the
salient parts of the evolution. The low-dimensionality allows the problem of learning the
dynamics to be computationally tractable. Furthermore, given a finite set of training
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X20

X1

X2

C1

C2

C20

y1

y2

y20

....

Figure 4.2. Graphical model representing our framework. The chain has length twenty because a
single cardiac cycle has twenty temporal frames.

data, the dimensionality cannot be too large or else there may be insufficient richness
in the data to obtain a good statistical model.

¥ 4.2.2 Bayesian Formulation
In our formulation, we make use of the Markovianity of Xt and the conditional independence of the observations y1:20 = [y1 , y2 , · · · , y19 , y20 ] in the graphical model shown
in Figure 4.2. First, applying Bayes’ Theorem to the posterior density p(Xt |y1:t ) and
observing that p(y1:t−1 ) and p(y1:t ) do not depend on Xt , we obtain
Z Z
~ t )p(ft |C
~ t )p(C
~ t |Xt )p(Xt |y1:t−1 )dC
~ t dft
p(Xt |y1:t ) ∝
p(yt |ft , C
(4.1)
ft

~t
C

~ t ) is a likelihood
where ft is the underlying blood and tissue intensity field,1 p(yt |ft , C
~
~
function, p(ft |Ct ) is the field prior, p(Ct |Xt ) is the curve prior, and p(Xt |y1:t−1 ) is the
prediction density. Substituting
Z
p(Xt |y1:t−1 ) =
p(Xt |Xt−1 )p(Xt−1 |y1:t−1 )dXt−1
(4.2)
Xt−1

into Equation (4.1), we have
Z
Z Z
~ t dft .
~
~
~
p(Xt |Xt−1 )p(Xt−1 |y1:t−1 )dXt−1 ]dC
[p(yt |ft , Ct )p(ft |Ct )p(Ct |Xt )
p(Xt |y1:t ) ∝
~t
ft C

Xt−1

(4.3)
Note that the recursive nature of the problem (i.e. p(Xt |y1:t ) is written as a function
of p(Xt−1 |y1:t−1 )) can be seen in Equation (4.3).
1

ft is a nuisance parameter that we need to estimate in order to determine the LV boundary.
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Before proceeding, we make two approximations to this framework. First, we ap~ t by choosing the (ft , C
~ t ) pair which maxiproximate the marginalization of ft and C
mizes the integrand of Equation (4.1). This maximization should ideally be done for
~ t ) pair
each value of Xt . As a second approximation, we seek to maximize the (ft , C
which maximizes the integrand of Equation (4.1) integrated over all possible values of
Xt . That is, we want
Z
∗ ~∗
~ t )p(ft |C
~ t )p(C
~ t |Xt )p(Xt |y1:t−1 )dXt .
(ft , Ct ) = arg max
p(yt |ft , C
(4.4)
~t
ft ,C

Xt

Using these approximations, we may rewrite Equation (4.1) as
~ t∗ )p(ft∗ |C
~ t∗ )p(C
~ t∗ |Xt )p(Xt |y1:t−1 ).
p(Xt |y1:t ) ∝ p(yt |ft∗ , C

(4.5)

To implement temporal segmentation based on Equation (4.5), we need to overcome two
challenges: the presence of arbitrary, non-Gaussian densities and non-trivial dynamics.
To handle the former, Section 4.3 describes how we approximate the posterior density
using a sample-based approach to represent the non-parametric densities. For the latter,
Section 4.4 explains how we learn the dynamics.

¥ 4.3 Approximating the Posterior Density
In this section, we describe how the posterior p(Xt |y1:t ) is recursively estimated using
sample-based methods. Suppose that at time t − 1 we approximate the posterior repre(i)
sented by an equally-weighted set of N samples xt−1 (i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N }) using a kernel
density estimate, so that
p(Xt−1 |y1:t−1 ) ≈

N
X
1
(i)
k(Xt−1 ; xt−1 ),
N

(4.6)

i=1

where k(x; x0 ) represents a kernel centered at x0 . We next sample the forward density
(i)
(i)
p(Xt |Xt−1 = xt−1 ) (assumed known for now) for each xt−1 , obtaining M N equally(i,j)

(i,j)

weighted samples xt|t−1 (where xt|t−1 for j = 1, 2, . . . , M are the M samples obtained
(i)

from xt−1 ) that serve as an approximate representation for the prediction density
p(Xt |y1:t−1 ). Thus, we can write
p(Xt |y1:t−1 ) ≈

M
N X
X
i=1 j=1

1
(i,j)
k(Xt ; xt|t−1 ).
MN

(4.7)

~ ∗ ) pair of Equation (4.4).
We now want to use curve evolution to determine the (ft∗ , C
t
~ t ) by
First, define a functional E(ft , C
Z
~ t )p(ft |C
~ t )p(C
~ t |Xt )p(Xt |y1:t−1 )dXt ],
~
p(yt |ft , C
(4.8)
E(ft , Ct ) = − log[
Xt
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where the term inside the logarithm is what we seek to maximize. Since the log function
~ t ) will provide us with the same (ft∗ , C
~ t∗ ) pair. This fact
is monotonic, minimizing E(ft , C
~
is important because we have a method of minimizing E(ft , Ct ) using curve evolution.
Before we describe how this is achieved, we must first examine the terms involved
individually for the particular application of LV segmentation.

¥ 4.3.1 Likelihood Term
For the MR data, we apply a simple observation model which assumes that the intensities are piecewise constant with a bright intensity representing blood (the region
inside the LV boundary) and a darker one representing the myocardium (the region
immediately outside the LV boundary). Intensity variations in the observation, such
as those due to differences in blood velocity [71], are modeled through a multiplicative
random field (other choices of noise models can be handled in our framework, with the
result being a different observation model). Mathematically, the observation model is
(
~ )
R (C
~ t)
ft in t · n(z) , z ∈ Rin (C
yt (z) =
(4.9)
~
R (C )
~ t ),
f out t · n(z) , z ∈ Rout (C
t

~ )
R (C

R

~ )
(C

where ft in t and ft out t are the constant, but unknown, field intensities for the
blood pool region inside, Rin , and the myocardial region immediately outside (within
five pixels - to provide context, the average area of the LV at end diastole is 1889
pixels while that at end systole is 380 pixels), Rout , of the LV boundary, respectively,
and n(z) is spatially independent, identically distributed lognormal random field with
log n(z) a Gaussian random field having zero mean and variance σn2 (used as a rough
approximation to speckle noise). Note that we explicitly indicate the dependence of
~ t . We choose Rout (C
~ t ) to have width five in an effort to ensure that
the regions on C
this region contains only myocardial muscle, while providing a large enough region to
~t)
R(C

have meaningful statistics. Given the field intensity ft

and the observation model
~t)
R(C

of Equation (4.9), log yt (z) is normally distributed with mean log ft
σn2 . Consequently, the likelihood term can be written as

and variance

~ t) ∝
p(yt |ft , C
exp( −

Z

~t)
z∈Rin (C

~t) 2
Rin (C
)

(log yt (z) − log ft
2σn2

dz −

Z

~t)
z∈Rout (C

(4.10)
~t) 2
Rout (C
)

(log yt (z) − log ft
2σn2

dz).

¥ 4.3.2 Field Prior Term
For the MR data, the mean log intensity inside and that immediately outside the LV
boundary are each approximately constant across a cardiac cycle. Given this fact, we
can estimate the mean and variance of the log intensity inside (u and σu2 , respectively)
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σv2 ,

and that immediately outside the curve (v and
respectively) through a training
set (we provide a detailed description of the exact data used in Section 4.5). Having
estimated the parameters, we can represent the field prior as
~t)
Rin (C

~ t ) ∝ exp(−
p(ft |C

(log ft

2σu2

− u)2

~t)
Rout (C

)exp(−

(log ft

2σv2

− v)2

).

(4.11)

¥ 4.3.3 Curve Prior Term
As described in Section 4.2, the state Xt is a low-dimensional approximate representation of the boundary. The state is used to incorporate information from neighboring
frames. Thus, we expect Xt to be a reasonable but inexact representation of the LV
~ t . To allow for variability around the curve represented by Xt , we model
boundary C
the curve prior to be
~ t |Xt ) ∝ exp(−D2 (C
~ t , Xt )),
p(C
(4.12)
~ Xt ) measures the deviation of C
~ t from Xt by the following formula2
where D2 (C,
Z
~ t , Xt ) ≡
d2Xt (s)ds,
D2 (C
(4.13)
~t
C

where dXt (s) is the distance of point s from the curve Xt .
Note that other distance measures, such as the ones proposed by Kim [101], could
be used as well. In addition, if one were interested in a curve length penalty, such a
regularization could be incorporated within the curve prior term.

¥ 4.3.4 Prediction Term
Next, we want to provide a model for the prediction term. Earlier in this section,
we represented p(Xt |y1:t−1 ) by a kernel density estimate with an arbitrary kernel. To
obtain a simple form for the integral over Xt (see Equation (4.15)), we approximate
this kernel using the Dirac delta function, so
p(Xt |y1:t−1 ) ≈

1 X
(i,j)
δ(Xt − xt|t−1 ),
MN

(4.14)

(i,j)

(i,j)

where M N is the number of samples of xt|t−1 .
Combining the prediction term with the curve prior and integrating over Xt , we can
represent the integration over Xt in Equation (4.8)3 by
Z
X
~ t |Xt )p(Xt |y1:t−1 )dXt ∝ 1
~ t , x(i,j) )).
p(C
exp(−D2 (C
(4.15)
t|t−1
M
N
Xt
(i,j)

2

This deviation is not a metric because it is not symmetric (in general, D(X, Y ) 6= D(Y, X)) from
its definition, but it provides a reasonable curve prior.
3
The likelihood and field prior can be moved outside the integrand as they do not depend on Xt .
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¥ 4.3.5 Curve Evolution
Now, incorporating the specific densities into the functional in Equation (4.8) and
~ t ) = log f Rout (C~ t ) , we have
~ t ) = log f Rin (C~ t ) and Ftout (C
defining Ftin (C
t

t

~ t ) = −log p(yt |ft , C
~ t ) − log p(ft |C
~ t ) − log
E(ft , C
Z
=(

~t)
z∈Rin (C

+(

Z

~ t |Xt )p(Xt |y1:t−1 )dXt
p(C
Xt

Z
~ t ))2
~ t ))2
(log yt (z) − Ftout (C
(log yt (z) − Ftin (C
dz
+
dz)
2σn2
2σn2
~t)
z∈Rout (C

~ t ) − v)2
~ t ) − u)2 (Ftout (C
(Ftin (C
1 X
~ t , x(i,j) ))].
+
)
+
log[
exp(−D2 (C
t|t−1
2
2
2σu
2σv
MN

(4.16)

(i,j)

~ t ) depends on two variables, we numerically solve the probSince the functional E(ft , C
lem the same way we solved the MMS problem in Section 3.3.2 using coordinate descent.
~ t and compute the field. Using the assumption
For the ft step, we fix the boundary C
~ t ) for a given C
~ t is
that ft is piecewise constant, the ft which maximizes E(ft , C
R
~ ) log yt (z)dz
~
R (C
R (C )
)
ft in t = exp( in R t
~ t ) dz
Rin (C
~ )
R (C
ft out t

= exp(

R

~ t ) log yt (z)dz
Rout (C

R

~ t ) dz
Rout (C

)

(4.17)

~ t that minimizes E(ft , C
~ t ). To
For a given ft , we apply curve evolution to find the C
~ t ) with respect to C
~ t and move
accomplish this, we compute the first variation of E(ft , C
in that direction. The formula for the first variation is
~t
∂C
~ t ) − Ftin (C
~ t ))(2 log yt (z) − Ftout (C
~ t ) − Ftin (C
~ t ))
(z) = −[α(Ftout (C
∂τ
out ~
~ t ) − u)
(Ftin (C
~ t ) − log yt (z)) + 2βv (Ft (Ct ) − v) (Ftout (C
~ t ) − log yt (z))
(Ftin (C
Ain
Aout
1 X
~ t , x(i,j) ))(∇d2 (z, x(i,j) ) · N
~ + d2 (z, x(i,j) )κ(z))]N
~,
exp(−D2 (C
(4.18)
+
t|t−1
t|t−1
t|t−1
Q

+2βu

(i,j)

where α =

1
2,
2σn

βu =

1
2,
2σu

βv =

1
,
2σv2

Q=

P

(i,j) exp(−D

2 (C
~ t , x(i,j) )),
t|t−1

Ain is the area of

~ at z, N
~ is the unit outward
Rin and Aout is the area of Rout , κ(z) is the curvature of C
~ at z, and τ is an iteration-time parameter used during the curve evolution
normal of C
process. The computation of the first variation relies on four separate derivations of
curve flows [29, 30, 101, 197].
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¥ 4.3.6 Using Weighted Samples to Approximate the Posterior
Now, using Equation (4.5), we obtain a representation for p(Xt |y1:t ) by taking the
(i,j)
equally-weighted samples xt|t−1 which represent p(Xt |y1:t−1 ) and re-weighting them by
the likelihood, field prior, and curve prior terms so that
p(Xt |y1:t ) =

N X
M
X

(i,j)

wt

(i,j)

k(Xt ; xt|t−1 ),

(4.19)

i=1 j=1

where

1
~ t∗ )p(ft∗ |C
~ t∗ )p(C
~ t∗ |Xt = x(i,j) ),
(4.20)
p(yt |ft∗ , C
t|t−1
Z
with Z chosen so that the weights sum to 1. Finally, we can resample this density to
N equally-weighted samples, setting the quantity of samples points to a manageable
number (the resampling effectively discards samples with very small weights and creates
multiple samples near samples having large weights). Thus, from equally-weighted
samples representing the posterior at t − 1, we have arrived at equally-weighted samples
for the posterior at t, completing the algorithm for recursion. Through this discussion,
however, we have assumed that p(Xt |Xt−1 ) is known. In Section 4.4, we explain how
p(Xt |Xt−1 ) is estimated by learning the system dynamics. Before we examine the
dynamics, we discuss an alternate approach to the recursive estimation problem when
the posterior p(Xt |y1:t ) can be reasonably approximated as a Gaussian.
(i,j)

wt

=

¥ 4.3.7 Gaussian Posterior
In problems in which the assumption of a unimodal posterior is reasonable, a simplification to the sample-based method can be used as an approximation. In particular,
instead of representing the posterior with the sample points and weights as described in
Section 4.3.6, we determine the mean and covariance of Xt in order to create a Gaussian
posterior. We then take samples from this distribution.
~ t ) given a set
~ t∗ which maximizes E(ft , C
In Section 4.3.5, we obtained the curve C
(i,j)
~ t |Xt ) is symmetric
of samples xt|t−1 representing the prediction. Assuming that p(C
~ t∗
about Xt , as is the case for our curve prior of Equation (4.12), the projection of C
onto the space of curves spanned by Xt is an approximation to the MAP estimate of
Xt . Using the Gaussian assumption, the MAP estimate is the mean parameter used for
our posterior. Since there is no easy method to determine the posterior covariance, we
approximate it to be a diagonal matrix with individual variances determined empirically
from the shape variability in the training data. So, using this mean and covariance
approximation, we can represent a Gaussian posterior and easily generate samples from
this distribution.
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¥ 4.4 Learning the Dynamics
A number of approaches can be taken to learn the dynamics of an evolving system.
First, we can consider purely physics-based models to constrain and explain the dynamics of a given problem [116–118, 127, 157, 162]. The drawback is that systems that
accurately model physics may require high dimensional states and/or a complex set of
differential equations that model the interaction between adjacent masses in the system. Alternatively, we may attempt to learn the dynamical model statistically where
the estimated densities can either be parametric or non-parametric. For a parametric
model, the challenge is to find a model that matches the problem structure well and
captures the statistical variability inherent in the problem. For richer modeling capacity, one can turn to non-parametric models, which can be computationally difficult. In
Section 4.4.2, we propose a non-parametric, yet computationally tractable approach to
learning the dynamics of LV boundaries. Before discussing this method, we first provide
a description of the system state Xt .

¥ 4.4.1 Implicit Parametric Shape Model and State Representation
The set of LV boundaries have different internal areas and different shapes across a
cardiac cycle and between patients. We want to represent these boundaries in a simple,
low-dimensional, yet accurate, manner. To accomplish this, we use principal components analysis (PCA) on the signed distance functions (SDFs) to obtain a basis for
the shapes [113]. We then represent the SDF of each shape by a linear combination
of the basis elements. With this representation, the estimation of dynamics reduces to
learning the time evolution of the coefficients of the basis elements.
Starting with a training set of manually segmented and registered data, we determine the area of each LV. Normalizing with respect to area, we create signed distance
functions whose zero level sets are the shapes [159]. Following Leventon’s PCA modeling of shapes [113], we obtain a mean shape ψ̄ and the primary modes of variability
ψi (for i=1,2, . . . , K, where K is the number of shapes in the dataset) across the entire
training set. In effect, we use a single basis to represent the shapes across the entire
cardiac cycle. Figure 4.3 shows the eight primary modes of variability from the training set used in the experimental results presented in Section 4.5. For a given signed
distance function ψ in the training set,
ψ = ψ̄ +

K
X

α(i) ψi ,

(4.21)

i=1

where α(i) ’s are a set of coefficients. It is known that for shapes which do not vary
greatly, the primary few modes of variability can explain the majority of the variability
of the data. In our training set, the first eight modes explain 97% of the variability
in our specific training set of data. Thus, we approximately represent each ψ by the
eight element vector α
~ = [α(1) ; α(2) ; . . . ; α(8) ]T . By using PCA, a given curve (LV
segmentation) can be approximately represented by a vector containing its area A and
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Figure 4.3. Illustration of LV shape variability. ψ̄ ±σi ψi for the first eight primary modes of variability
(i = 1, 2, · · · , 8). Solid curve represents ψ̄ + σi ψi while dashed represents ψ̄ − σi ψi .

α
~ . Thus, assuming a first-order system for all experiments in the thesis, the state is
Xt = [At ; α
~ tT ]T , a nine-dimensional vector.
We conclude by noting that the use of PCA to determine the representation of the
state is just one choice among many to represent the shape of the LV. Jaggi et al. [83],
for instance, use an ellipsoid representation for the LV. For two-dimensional slices, the
parameters they use to represent the boundary are the two semiaxis lengths and an
angle of rotation. Our formulation can be used to learn the dynamics given any type
of representation, as the description of the Bayesian formulation in Section 4.2.2 does
not require a specific form for the state Xt .

¥ 4.4.2 A Maximally-Informative Statistic
We propose learning the dynamics from a training set of data based on a technique [81]
which produces a non-parametric density estimate of p(Xt |Xt−1 ). This estimate is
obtained by using an information-theoretic criterion to maximize the predictive power
of the observations. To minimize the computational complexity, we consider only the
portion of the state Xt−1 that is statistically pertinent to the prediction of Xt . Thus,
we introduce a function qt−1 (Xt−1 ) which seeks to reduce dimensionality yet capture
all of the information in Xt−1 that relates to Xt . This is achieved exactly only when
I(Xt ; Xt−1 ) = I(Xt ; qt−1 (Xt−1 )), where I(Xt ; Xt−1 ) is the mutual information between
Xt and Xt−1 . From this, we can create an estimate of p(Xt |qt−1 (Xt−1 )) as an equallyinformative yet simpler representation of p(Xt |Xt−1 ).
Practically, however, information is lost when we introduce the function qt−1 . As
a result, we choose the parameters of qt−1 such that I(Xt ; qt−1 (Xt−1 )) is maximized
but do not require equality to I(Xt ; Xt−1 ) (by the data processing inequality [38],
I(Xt ; qt−1 (Xt−1 )) ≤ I(Xt ; Xt−1 ), with equality when there is no loss of information).
This makes qt−1 (Xt−1 ) a maximally-informative statistic instead of a sufficient statistic.
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Since the mutual information between Xt and qt−1 (Xt−1 ) is defined as (with H(x)
being the entropy of random variable x)
I(Xt ; qt−1 (Xt−1 )) = H(Xt ) + H(qt−1 (Xt−1 )) − H(Xt , qt−1 (Xt−1 )),

(4.22)

we must first describe how we estimate entropies in order to compute the gradient of
I(Xt ; qt−1 (Xt−1 )). We estimate the entropy using leave one out resubstitution [10]. In
(i)
particular, given N equally-weighted samples xt of p(Xt |y1:t ), suppose we approximate
(i)
the posterior using a kernel density estimate with Gaussian kernels (define k(X; xt , σ 2 )
(i)
to be a Gaussian kernel with mean xt and variance σ 2 , where σ 2 is determined by a
method such as that described in [77]). Then, the entropy estimate of qt (Xt ) is
N
1 X
1 X
(i)
(j)
H(qt (Xt )) = −
k(qt (xt ); qt (xt ), σ 2 )).
log(
N
N −1
i=1

(4.23)

j6=i

Taking the derivative with respect to any parameter a of the function qt yields
N
∂H(qt (Xt ))
1 X
[P
=−
∂a
N
i=1

(i)

X
j6=i

−

(j)

1

(i)
(j)
2
j6=i k(qt (xt ); qt (xt ), σ )
(i)

·
(j)

qt (xt ) − qt (xt )
∂qt (xt ) ∂qt (xt )
(i)
(j)
k(qt (xt ); qt (xt , σ 2 ))(
−
)].
2
σ
∂a
∂a

(4.24)

By applying Equation (4.24) to the second term of Equation (4.22) (and using a similar
derivation to find the derivative of the joint entropy of the third term), we can determine
the gradient of I(Xt ; qt−1 (Xt−1 )). At each iteration, we proceed to move in the direction
of the gradient, continuing until convergence.

¥ 4.4.3 Learning the Forward Density through Training
In the discussion thus far, we have discussed finding a time-varying qt to determine
the forward density. In order to have an accurate estimate of the parameters of qt ,
there must be sufficient training data. Practically, we may not have enough data to
learn a different qt for each t. For our particular training set, we learn the dynamics
separately in the two distinct phases of the cardiac cycle (qS for the systolic phase,
when oxygenated blood leaves the LV, and qD is for the diastolic phase, when the LV
fills itself with blood) and then use these two dynamics in the corresponding regions
and a third (a mixture of qS and qD ) in the region where we are uncertain (in the test
data) which phase we are in.
The reason for the inclusion of the transition region is simply that the location
of end systole (the point of minimum area, when the cardiac motion changes from
the systolic phase to the diastolic phase) varies from patient to patient. To illustrate,
Figure 4.4 plots the cross-sectional area of the LV across the cardiac cycle for each
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Figure 4.4. Plot of normalized area (normalized by the area at end diastole (t = 1)) as a function
of time for the 42 training cardiac cycles. In addition to the wide range of area variability across each
cardiac cycle, note that the location of end systole, the time in the cardiac cycle when the LV area is a
minimum, occurs at different times for different patients between frames 6 and 12.
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Frame
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Frequency
6
16
12
3
2
2
1

Percentage
14.3%
38.1%
28.6%
7.1%
4.8%
4.8%
2.4%

Table 4.1. Frame number for end systole from the 42 cardiac cycles used in the training set.

of the cardiac cycles in the training set (each cardiac cycle consists of 20 frames).
Furthermore, Table 4.1 lists the frequency for the location of end systole across our
training set. Based on these data, we assume that for transitions between frames 1
to 6, we are in the systolic phase. Similarly, for the transitions between frames 12 to
20, we are in the diastolic phase. For the frames in between, we apply a combination
of the two dynamics according to the mixture probability determined by the data in
Table 4.1.4 For instance, 14.3% of the training examples reach end systole at frame 6
and transition to the diastolic phase from that frame onward. So, in our test set, 14.3%
of the samples of p(X7 |q6 (X6 )) come from the forward density using qD while 85.7%
use the forward density of qS (although we do not do this, one could also attempt to
estimate the probability of being in the systolic (or diastolic) phase through the course of
recursively estimating Xt , possibly providing more accurate mixture percentages than
historical data). To demonstrate the usefulness of the mixture model, Figure 4.5(a)
shows predictions obtained for the eighth frame in a test sequence using a combination
of samples from the two forward densities. Note the bimodal nature of the predictions
due to sampling from the two densities.
Empirically, we know that this particular test sequence is in the systolic phase
between frames 7 and 8. From the experiment, we observe that the black curves are
samples from p(X8 |qD (X7 )) while the green curves are samples from p(X8 |qS (X7 )).
As expected, the most likely estimates (shown in green in Figure 4.5(b) with the truth
shown by the red dash-dotted curve) based on the predicted samples of Figure 4.5(a) all
come from samples of p(X8 |qS (X7 )), the dynamic from the systolic phase. By providing
predictions from both phases, we allow the likelihood and field prior terms to properly
weight the more likely samples, thus resulting in reasonable estimates without having
to make a strict decision on which phase we are in.
For this transition region, we could alternatively learn a third mixture model qM IX
from the samples between frames 6 and 12 in the training data. We would then apply
qS between frame 1 and 6, qM IX between frames 6 and 12, and qD between frames 12
4
We acknowledge that the small empirical dataset serves to provide only a coarse estimate for the
distribution of the location of end systole.
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Figure 4.5. (a) Predictions for frame 8 in a test sequence. Samples in black are made from pD
while those in green are made from pS . (b) Most likely samples upon reweighting after incorporating
the observation at frame 8 superimposed upon the truth (red dash-dotted curve). In this example,
the predictions are bimodal but a reasonable set of curve estimates are achieved after reweighting the
samples with the likelihood and priors.

and 20 on the test data. The results were found to be similar using either approach.

¥ 4.4.4 Linear Assumption for Statistic
In the experiments, we assume that qt is a linear function. We can write qt−1 (Xt−1 ) =
Qt−1 Xt−1 , where
·
¸
QA QA~α
Qt−1 Xt−1 =
X .
(4.25)
Qα~ A Qα~ t−1 t−1
With this assumption, learning the dynamics reduces to finding the parameters of Qt .
It should be noted that the linearity assumption for qt does not make the dynamics
linear. The forward density p(Xt |qt−1 (Xt−1 )) is still a non-parametric density. For Qt ,
we additionally assume that there is no interaction between the area and shape of the
object. So, QA~α = 0 and Qα~ A = 0 in Equation (4.25).5 Thus, the learning of the area
dynamics can be separated from that of the shape dynamics.
As a trade-off between computational complexity and being maximally-informative,
we choose the statistic Qt to be three-dimensional (two dimensional for shape and one
for area). Thus, QA is scalar and Qα~ is 2 × 8. From the training data, we learn the
17 parameters (1 for QA , 16 for Qα~ ) for each dynamic function Q. We choose a onedimensional statistic for the area. For the shape statistic, we empirically determined
that going from one to two dimensions led to a big improvement, while subsequent
increases in dimension did not lead to substantial gains. Thus, we settled on a 2-D
5
Given a rich enough training data set, one can allow interactions between the area and shape when
learning Qt , but for now, we assume a block diagonal Qt matrix.
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statistic for the shape.

¥ 4.5 Experimental Results
We apply the proposed technique on 2-D mid-ventricular slices of data, but we also note
that we can apply the method easily to 3-D data. The dataset we use contains twentyframe time sequences of breath-hold cardiac MR images, each representing a single
cardiac cycle with the initial frame gated (synchronized) with an electrocardiogram
(EKG) signal. We do not consider arrhythmias because only patients having sustained
and hemodynamically-stable arrhythmias, a rare situation, can be practically imaged
and analyzed. Anonymized data sets were obtained from the Cardiovascular MR-CT
Program at Massachusetts General Hospital. Our training set consists of 42 cardiac
cycles of 20 frames each for a total of 840 images. We perform the experiments on
eight different test sets (distinct from the training sets), with representative results of
full cardiac cycles shown. Note that all of the training and test sets come from healthy
patients.
In Section 4.5.1, we explain the metrics that we use to determine the accuracy of
the segmentations. In Section 4.5.2, we examine the filtering problem using a samplebased approach without any assumptions for the posterior. In the analysis, we show
that a time-varying model produces estimates that are reasonably accurate and also
better than those obtained using a time-invariant model, as one may expect. In Section 4.5.3, we examine results assuming a Gaussian posterior. We show that for this
particular problem, such an assumption is reasonable. In Section 4.5.4, we compare and
contrast the results with and without the Gaussian posterior assumption. The results
of our proposed approach are then compared with two static segmentation methods in
Section 4.5.5 to illustrate the benefit of using information from previous frames.

¥ 4.5.1 Metrics
Quantitatively, we measure accuracy of a segmentation by computing the dice coefficient [49] between this segmentation and a manual segmentation, which we treat as
the ground truth. This coefficient is commonly used for evaluation of segmentations
in medical imaging. Introduced in the previous chapter (but repeated here for con~1
venience), the dice coefficient measures the closeness of two regions. If boundary C
~
encloses a region R1 and boundary C2 encloses region R2 , we define the dice measure
between the two regions as
Dice(R1 , R2 ) ≡

2A(R1 ∩ R2 )
,
A(R1 ) + A(R2 )

(4.26)

where Ri ∩ Rj represents the intersection of regions Ri and Rj and A(Ri ) is the area of
region Ri . The dice measure evaluates to 1 when two regions are a perfect match and
0 when the regions are a complete mismatch.
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Comparison of LV Boundary Estimates

To determine the accuracy of a set of boundary estimates (e.g. across a set of cardiac
cycles), we compute the dice measure between each of the estimates and the corresponding ground truth and then average over all of the available dice coefficients. For
instance, if we have 4 cardiac cycles of segmentations to examine, we compute the dice
measure for each of the 80 frames (recall, each cardiac cycle has 20 frames) and then
determine the average of these eighty dice coefficients. Henceforth, we refer to this
average as the dice boundary coefficient.
Comparison of Samples from Posterior Estimate of the State

In addition to examining the accuracy of the boundary estimates, it is instructive to
look at the quality of the samples of the posterior estimates. To quantitatively examine
(i)
samples, we can determine the dice coefficient between each sample xt from a posterior
density p(Xt |y1:t ) and ground truth. Since none of these samples are expected to be as
~ t∗ , we expect the average dice coefficient from
accurate as the LV boundary estimate C
the samples to be smaller than the dice coefficient for the LV boundary estimate at
the same frame. To determine the accuracy of samples, we compute the average across
the samples in all of the frames analyzed. For example, if we have 4 cardiac cycles
of posterior estimates with each frame having 50 samples, then we compute the dice
measure for all 4000 samples and then determine the average of these dice coefficients.
Henceforth, we refer to this average as the dice sample coefficient.

¥ 4.5.2 Estimation with a Non-Parametric Posterior Density
In this section, we present results using the sample-based approach described in Section 4.3.6 for LV boundary estimation. We examine the results of the filtering problem
using a piecewise time-invariant model (different dynamics for the different phases of
the cardiac cycle) as described in Section 4.4.3 which we henceforth refer to as the
PTI dynamic model. The reasonable accuracy of the results suggests that the choice
of model sufficiently trades-off the need for time-varying dynamics and the richness of
available data.
For initialization, we want the posterior at t = 0 (for use in the prediction of X1 ), but
we practically do not have any observation or information about the frame preceding
the first frame at t = 1. To approximate the initial posterior, we assume that the
cardiac cycle is quasi-periodic (the periodicity will be exploited more systematically
in the next chapter, but for now we use this to obtain an initialization), and use a
given segmentation of the last frame (t = 20) to approximate p(X0 ). This segmentation
can be approximately obtained using an automated static method, an expert handsegmentation, or a segmentation of a spatially-neighboring 2-D slice from the same
time. Starting with p(X0 |y0 ) = p(X0 ) (since we don’t have an observation from t = 0),
we recursively estimate the posterior for each subsequent frame in the cardiac cycle.
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Results - High SNR

Using the high SNR bright blood MR measurements, Figure 4.6 shows the 50 most likely
samples of the posterior p(Xt |y1:t ) using the PTI dynamic model. To illustrate that a
time-invariant model is insufficient, Figure 4.7 shows the 50 most likely samples using a
time-invariant model. In both cases, the posteriors display some variability around the
boundary. However, note that results from the PTI dynamic model show samples of the
posterior that more accurately estimate the true area of the LV around end systole (see
frames 8 through 11) whereas the time-invariant model seems to over-estimate the area.
~ t∗ obtained using curve evolution6 with predictions
Figure 4.8 shows the estimate of C
~ t∗ obtained using curve
from the PTI model while Figure 4.9 shows the estimates of C
evolution with predictions from the time-invariant model. As is the case in the samples
of the posterior, the decrease in area in the end systolic region (frames 7 to 11) is not
captured well by the time-invariant dynamic model.
For the PTI model, the dice boundary coefficient is 0.8654. For the time-invariant
dynamics, the dice boundary coefficient is 0.8210.
Results - Low SNR

In order to test the algorithm on different quality data despite having only one type
of observation (bright blood MR), we synthetically create a noisy test set by adding
independent, lognormal multiplicative noise to the MR images. Henceforth, we refer to
this as low SNR data. Figure 4.10 compares the mostly likely samples of the posterior
using the PTI dynamic model (yellow curves) on the test set with samples obtained
from the time-invariant model (red curves). We observe that the areas of the samples
again appear to be more accurate for the PTI model near end systole. This fact is
perhaps more visible when comparing the estimates of the LV boundary using the PTI
dynamic model with those using time-invariant dynamics (Figure 4.12).
Although the results using low SNR data yield less accurate segmentations than
those for the high SNR data, we see a similar behavior with the LV boundary estimates
when comparing the PTI and time-invariant models. Namely, the time-invariant model
tends to over-estimate the area of the LV boundary around end systole while the PTI
model seems to provide a reasonable estimate. Quantitatively, the dice boundary coefficient is 0.8123. However, the dice boundary coefficient from the time-invariant model
is 0.7996.
This result is perhaps not surprising, as a time-invariant model cannot accurately
capture both the contraction and expansion of the LV across a cardiac cycle. The
results also indicate that dividing the dynamic model into cardiac phases (systolic and
diastolic) appears sufficient to obtain reasonable boundary estimates.
6

~ t∗ that maximizes Equation (4.4) over all samples x(i,j)
As described in Section 4.2.2, we find the C
.
t
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Figure 4.6. The 50 most likely samples of the posterior across a cardiac cycle (20 frames) using the
PTI dynamic model overlaid on the observation. The recursive estimation was performed using the
general particle filtering approach.
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Figure 4.7. The 50 most likely samples of the posterior across a cardiac cycle using only a timeinvariant dynamic model overlaid on the observation. Note how the estimates for frames 8 through 11,
inclusive, tend to overestimate the LV boundary (compare with the same frames in Figure 4.6). The
recursive estimation was performed using the general particle filtering approach.
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Figure 4.8. Illustration of LV segmentations superimposed on the MR data. Estimates of the LV
boundary obtained using the PTI dynamic model.
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Figure 4.9. Illustration of LV segmentations superimposed on MR data. Estimates of the LV boundary
obtained using the time-invariant dynamic model.
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Figure 4.10. The 50 most likely samples (yellow) of the posterior across a cardiac cycle (20 frames)
using the PTI dynamic model overlaid on the low SNR observation. The recursive estimation was
performed using the general particle filtering approach. Since the LV boundary is not as obvious in low
SNR data, the manually segmented truth is overlaid (in green).
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Figure 4.11. The 50 most likely samples (yellow) of the posterior across a cardiac cycle using a
time-invariant dynamic model overlaid on the low SNR observation. The recursive estimation was
performed using the general particle filtering approach. Since the LV boundary is not as obvious in
low SNR data, the manually segmented truth is overlaid (in green). As with the high SNR samples
(Figures 4.7 and 4.6), the samples using a time-invariant model again tend to overestimate the LV
boundary (e.g. in frames 8 through 12, inclusive, almost all of the samples curves are larger than the
manual segmentation).
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Figure 4.12. Illustration of LV segmentations superimposed on the low SNR data. Segmentations
in yellow are obtained by curve evolution using the posterior shown in Figure 4.10 (PTI dynamic
model). Those in red are obtained using the posterior shown in Figure 4.11 (time-invariant model).
The manually segmented truth is shown in green. Note how the time-invariant model overestimates the
LV boundary in frames 8 through 12, inclusive.
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¥ 4.5.3 Estimation with a Gaussian Posterior Assumption
We now consider the special case of a Gaussian posterior. The hypothesis is that for
certain problems, such as LV boundary estimation, where the distribution of the state
may be unimodal, we may simplify the recursive estimation process (by constraining
the posterior) without sacrificing accuracy in the results. For all future experiments,
we use the PTI dynamic model (qS in the systolic phase, qD in the diastolic phase, and
a mixture of the two in between) and a twenty-frame test sequence for t = 1, 2, ..., 20.
The procedure for using the test data is similar to that in the previous experiments. We
again initialize the problem by approximating p(X0 ) from segmentation information of
frame 20 because of the quasi-periodicity assumption. Since the posterior is Gaussian,
we need to additionally approximate the covariance as described in Section 4.3.7 to
obtain our initial Gaussian distribution p(X0 ). We recursively estimate the posterior
for each subsequent frame assuming a Gaussian posterior.
Results - High SNR

~ t∗ for frames 1 to 20 in the cardiac cycle.
In Figure 4.13, we show LV boundary estimates C
This estimate is obtained and provides what qualitatively appears to be a reasonable
segmentation of the LV boundary. Quantitatively, the dice boundary coefficient is
0.8581. This result is of similar quality to the dice boundary coefficient obtained for
the sample-based approach in the previous section (the dice boundary coefficient for
the PTI case was 0.8654). In Section 4.5.5, we compare this result with that obtained
from a static segmentation. Using the projection of the segmentation onto the space
of Xt as described in Section 4.3.7, we determine the posterior density p(Xt |y1:t ) for
each t. In Figure 4.14, we show equally-weighted samples of the posterior. Since the
LV boundary estimates are close to the truth, the samples from the Gaussian posterior
are distributed near the correct segmentation.
Results - Low SNR

We again consider results using low SNR images as data. Using the same initialization and trained dynamics as before, we recursively estimate the posterior and the LV
boundary. Figure 4.15 shows LV boundary estimates for a full cardiac cycle. Visually,
the segmentations appear to accurately localize the LV boundary. Figure 4.16 shows
samples of the posterior density. Again, because of the Gaussian posterior assumption,
the samples are accurately centered around the LV boundary. Quantitatively, the dice
boundary coefficient is 0.8189. Table 4.2 summarizes and compares the results.

¥ 4.5.4 Comparison of Gaussian and Non-Gaussian Posterior Assumption
The results assuming a Gaussian posterior (dice coefficient of 0.8581 for high SNR and
0.8189 for low SNR) are similar to those for general non-parametric estimates of the
posterior (0.8654 and 0.8123, respectively), both visually and quantitatively. Possible
explanations for why this is true include (but may not be limited to):
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Figure 4.13. LV boundary segmentations (red) using high SNR images as data with the ground truth
shown in yellow. The estimates are based on a Gaussian posterior and predictions obtained using a
PTI model.
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Figure 4.14. Curves (yellow) representing samples of the Gaussian posterior density p(Xt |y1:t ) having
means equal to the segmentations shown in Figure 4.13. For reference, the ground truth is shown in
green.
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Figure 4.15. LV boundary segmentations (yellow) using low SNR images as data. The estimates are
based on a Gaussian posterior and predictions obtained using the PTI model. Ground truth is shown
in green.
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Figure 4.16. Curves representing samples of the Gaussian posterior density p(Xt |y1:t ) having means
shown in Figure 4.15. Ground truth is shown in green.
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High SNR
Low SNR

Filtering
PTI
0.8654
0.8123

Filtering
TI
0.8210
0.7996

Filtering PTI
& Gaussian
0.8581
0.8189

Table 4.2. Comparison of the dice boundary coefficient for the general sample-based method for
both PTI and time-invariant cases as well as the Gaussian posterior formulation. (PTI = piecewise
time-invariant, TI = time-invariant)

• the true posterior distribution of the LV boundary based on the training data is
unimodal, making the Gaussian assumption reasonable, or
• the training data is limited, so the Gaussian posterior provides a reasonable estimate of the true non-parametric density.
The segmentations using either approach are similar as well. This can be attributed to
the fact that in both cases, we apply curve evolution over a set of predictions which are
~ t ).
similar enough that similar local minima are found when minimizing E(ft , C
However, there exist applications where one expects the posterior distribution to be
multi-modal. For instance, the segmentation and tracking of multiple sclerosis lesions is
made difficult because of the possibility of lesions splitting, appearing, and disappearing
over a sequence of time [74, 100, 160]. Multiple sclerosis is a disease characterized
by demyelination lesions in the brain’s white matter. Lesions appear and disappear
periodically with accurate knowledge of their occurrence and frequency being important
for the diagnosis of a patient. In producing a prediction of a lesion which may split,
one would expect the density estimate to be bimodal, with one mode representing a
single lesion and another mode representing the presence of multiple lesions resulting
from the separation of the single lesion. Thus, a Gaussian posterior would not work in
this application.

¥ 4.5.5 Comparison of the Proposed Approach and Static Segmentation
Methods
It is important to show that the proposed recursive estimation algorithm provides improvements over traditional static segmentation methods. To demonstrate this, we
provide a comparison between our approach and two static segmentation methods.
Static Segmentation with a Curve Length Prior

The first static segmentation method we use employs a curve length penalty for the prior
term (i.e. shorter curves are preferred). Figure 4.17 shows the comparison between the
segmentations obtained using a Gaussian posterior (shown in yellow) and those using
static segmentations. For the static segmentation using a curve length prior (green
curves), we take the boundary which minimizes the functional of Equation (4.16) except
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Frame 1

Frame 2

Frame 3

Frame 4

Frame 5

Frame 6

Frame 7

Frame 8

Frame 9

Frame 10

Frame 11

Frame 12

Frame 13

Frame 14

Frame 15

Frame 16

Frame 17

Frame 18

Frame 19

Frame 20

Figure 4.17. Comparison of the LV boundary estimates using a Gaussian posterior on PTI dynamics
(yellow) (as shown in Figure 4.15) with static segmentations. Static segmentations using a curve length
prior are shown in green while those using a shape prior are shown in red.
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High SNR
Low SNR

DYNAMICS

Filtering
PTI
0.8654
0.8123

Filtering
TI
0.8210
0.7996

Filtering PTI
& Gaussian
0.8581
0.8189

Static - Curve
Length Prior
0.7741
0.6844

Static Shape Prior
0.8516
0.8035

Table 4.3. Dice boundary coefficient of the LV boundary estimates and the ground truth for different
methods proposed in this chapter. (PTI = piecewise time-invariant, TI = time-invariant)

R
~ t |Xt )p(Xt |y1:t−1 )dXt ) is chosen
that the curve prior and prediction term (− log Xt p(C
H
to be a curve length penalty ( ds) which uses no information from previous frames and
is thus similar to the region-based segmentation methods described in Section 2.2.3.
As one may observe through the illustrations, incorporating dynamics into the segmentation process using the approach we propose results in better estimates than those
obtained using a static segmentation method. Without a prediction, the static segmentation occasionally locates a region of high intensity which is only a subset of the
region of interest (e.g. frames 1 and 2). Incorporating the prediction also results in
boundary estimates that appear more like the shape of the LV (smooth and elliptical).
Quantitatively, the dice boundary coefficient (based on low SNR data) is 0.8189 while
that for static segmentation is 0.6844.
Static Segmentation with a Shape Prior

Alternatively, we can consider a more advanced static segmentation in which we use
a prior based on a shape space determined by our training set. Namely, we employ
Tsai et al.’s [178] approach for finding the best segmentation within the space of shapes
defined by the mean and eight primary modes of variability (i.e. the space spanned by
the shape terms of Xt in our approach) using the mean shape as an initialization.
The red curves in Figure 4.17 represent the segmentations obtained using a shape
prior. Quantitatively, the dice boundary coefficient for the shape prior-based static
segmentation is 0.8035. The accuracy using the shape prior is worse than that obtained
in our filtering approach (yellow curves in Figure 4.17 which have a dice boundary
coefficient of 0.8189). The fact that the filtering results are only somewhat better
than the shape prior-based approach suggests that something more advanced should be
considered in our formulation. Table 4.3 summarizes the dice boundary coefficients for
the different results in this chapter.

¥ 4.6 Conclusion
This chapter presents a principled approach to dynamically estimating a boundary (the
left ventricle) across a temporal sequence of images (a cardiac cycle). To accomplish
this, we propose a method for learning the dynamics of a deformable shape using an
information-theoretic technique.
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In the training phase, we learn the dynamics of the LV by obtaining a non-parametric
density estimate for the system dynamics. We propose a system which has piecewise
time-invariant dynamics depending on the phase of the cardiac cycle. The choice of
learning a dynamic for the systolic and diastolic phases provides a compromise between
the limitations of learning a fully time-varying dynamic model given the quantity and
richness of the training data available and the desire to fully capture the non-stationary
of the system across a cardiac cycle. In the experiments, we showed that this choice of
dynamics is better than using a time-invariant dynamic model across the cardiac cycle.
After the dynamics are learned, we use them on test sets of low and high SNR data
to recursively estimate the LV boundary. We show that incorporating segmentations
from previous frames produces estimates which are slightly better than that obtained
using a static segmentation (see Table 4.3). When training data are limited or when
distributions are unimodal, we show that constraining the posterior to be Gaussian
reduces the computational complexity yet produces reasonable results when compared
to the general particle filtering approach. In this chapter, we have posed the problem as
a forward recursive filter. The next chapter considers improving the estimates through
the use of fixed-interval smoothing.
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Chapter 5

Smoothing in Markov Chains and
Single Cycle Graphs for Deformable
Objects

I

N the previous chapter, we proposed the recursive estimation of the left ventricle
(LV) boundary using a filtering framework. In that formulation, the state estimate
was based on past and current data. For problems where causal processing is required,
the filtering framework is appropriate. However, in the application of cardiac imaging,
LV boundary estimates can also be made assuming the knowledge of an entire cardiac
cycle as well as additional information from temporally-adjacent cardiac cycles. For such
problems, we generalize the filtering framework posed in Chapter 4 first by formulating
the problem as one of fixed-interval smoothing on a Markov chain and then as one of
inference on a single cycle graph.
A single cardiac cycle of the human heart takes place in approximately one second. Since it takes longer for a cardiologist or radiologist to analyze the data, causal
processing is generally not necessary. In addition, because physical constraints force
adjacent LV segmentations to be highly correlated, the knowledge of future segmentations is potentially as useful as that of past segmentations. Thus, using all data in a
cardiac cycle to segment the LV is an attractive extension to the filtering problem. One
way we use segmentations from future states is through smoothing on a Markov chain.
In this chapter, we first estimate the LV boundary using this approach. However, the
assumption of a simple chain does not capture the quasi-periodicity of the LV. In order
to incorporate this, our second approach involves formulating the problem as a loopy
graph to enforce the dependency between the beginning and end of each cardiac cycle.
We apply the method of non-parametric belief propagation (NBP) to approximate the
boundary estimates for this model.
In Section 5.1, we provide the basic framework for smoothing on a Markov chain, describing how the problem is solved first using NBP and then using a forward-backward
approach. In Section 5.2, we exploit the periodic nature of the cardiac cycle and formulate the estimation problem as an inference problem on a graph with a single loop. We
provide an overview for estimation by approximate inference on a single loop. Results
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are shown and compared with the results obtained using smoothing on a simple chain.
Finally, Section 5.3 summarizes the chapter.

¥ 5.1 Fixed-Interval Smoothing on a Markov Chain
In Chapter 4, we proposed learning the complex dynamics of the LV for the recursive
estimation of LV boundaries in a filtering framework. In this chapter, we extend this
work by examining fixed-interval smoothing on a Markov chain.

¥ 5.1.1 Smoothing Formulation
Past work involving fixed-interval smoothing on a simple chain includes analysis on
linear systems [1,2,134,135] as well as more general non-linear systems [51,58,67,104]. In
this section, our contribution to the well-analyzed smoothing problem includes learning
the dynamics, both forward p(Xt+1 |Xt ) as described in Chapter 4 as well as backward
p(Xt |Xt+1 ),1 and using an implicit state representation Xt to estimate a deformable
boundary in a fixed-interval smoothing framework. To estimate the states in a Markov
chain, we apply the forward-backward algorithm of Doucet et al. [51] as well as inference
using NBP [171].
The posterior density which we estimate with smoothing is p(Xt |y1:T ), where y1:T =
[y1 , y2 , ..., yT ] is an entire set of observations over some pre-determined fixed interval. As
before, the system is a hidden Markov model with the unobserved state Xt an implicit
representation of the boundary, yt the observed image intensity, and ft the underlying
field intensity.
The formulation for fixed-interval smoothing is similar to that shown in Equation (4.1) for filtering, except that the posterior is conditioned on the entire dataset,
so
Z Z
~ t )p(ft |C
~ t )p(C
~ t |Xt )p(Xt |y(1:T )\t )dC
~ t dft ,
p(yt |ft , C
(5.1)
p(Xt |y1:T ) ∝
ft

~t
C

where y(1:T )\t ≡ {y1:t−1 , yt+1,T } (all yτ for τ ∈ {1, · · · , T } excluding yt ). Note that the
likelihood, field prior, and curve prior terms are the same as in the previous chapter,
but the prediction term is now conditioned on y(1:T )\t . Given this framework, we again
~ t by finding the (ft∗ , C
~ t∗ ) pair which maximizes
approximate the integrals over ft and C
the integrand of Equation (5.1) when integrated over all Xt . Namely, we solve
Z
∗ ~∗
~ t )p(ft |C
~ t )p(C
~ t |Xt )p(Xt |y(1:T )\t )dXt .
p(yt |ft , C
(5.2)
(ft , Ct ) = arg max
~t
ft ,C

Xt

This maximization is performed using curve evolution as described in Section 5.1.2.
Using these approximations, Equation (5.1) can be written as
~ t∗ )p(ft∗ |C
~ t∗ )p(C
~ t∗ |Xt )p(Xt |y(1:T )\t ).
p(Xt |y1:T ) ∝ p(yt |ft∗ , C

(5.3)

1
In addition to the forward dynamics learned for filtering, the belief propagation-based solution
requires the learning of the backward dynamics.
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Given this framework, we explore two methods of estimating the posterior p(Xt |y1:T ),
one using NBP and the other applying a forward-backward smoothing algorithm.

¥ 5.1.2 Smoothing by Non-Parametric Belief Propagation
We consider the use of NBP for estimating the posterior p(Xt |y1:T ) for each t. Defining
the observation, or node, potentials by
~ t∗ )p(ft∗ |C
~ t∗ )p(C
~ t∗ |Xt )p(Xt ),
ψt (Xt , yt ) ≡ p(yt |ft∗ , C

(5.4)

where we make the assumption that p(Xt ) is an uninformative prior. We define the
pair-wise, or edge, potentials as
ψt,τ (Xt , Xτ ) ≡

p(Xt , Xτ )
.
p(Xt )p(Xτ )

(5.5)

The posterior p(Xt |y1:T ) can be written as a product of terms which includes the
message products (described in Section 2.6). In particular,
Z Z
Y
~ t )p(ft |C
~ t )p(C
~ t |Xt )
~ t dft ,
p(Xt |y1:T ) ∝
p(yt |ft , C
mτ t (Xt )dC
(5.6)
ft

~t
C

τ ∈N (t)

which we approximate by
~ t∗ )p(ft∗ |C
~ t∗ )p(C
~ t∗ |Xt )
p(Xt |y1:T ) ∝ p(yt |ft∗ , C

Y

mτ t (Xt ),

(5.7)

τ ∈N (t)

where each message is defined as
Z
ψt,τ (Xt , Xτ )ψτ (Xτ , yτ )
mτ t (Xt ) ∝
Xτ

Y

msτ (Xτ )dXτ .

(5.8)

s∈N (τ )\t

Comparing Equation (5.6) with Equation (5.1), we see that the prediction p(Xt |y(1:T )\t )
of Equation (5.1) is the product of the incoming messages. The message passing process
is iterative in nature (see Equation (2.36) for the iterative expression of Equation (5.8)).
For inference on tree-structured discrete or Gaussian graphical models, convergence occurs once the messages from each node have propagated to every other node in the
graph. In NBP, since the particle-based density representations are approximate, convergence is less predictable. Thus, we iterate until successive estimates of the posterior
of Equation (5.7) become similar (as determined by a measure such as the Kullback
Leibler (KL) distance). The message products in Equation (5.7) and Equation (5.8)
are computed using the efficient local Gibbs sampling algorithm explained in [171]. In
the case of a simple chain, the product of the messages in Equation (5.8) reduces to a
single term (for 1 < τ < T ) or the identity (for τ = 1, T ) since N (τ ) consists of at most
two elements, {τ − 1, τ + 1}.
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Backward Dynamics

Since p(Xt |Xτ )p(Xτ ) and p(Xτ |Xt )p(Xt ) are equivalent forms of the joint density
p(Xt , Xτ ), the pair-wise potential shown in Equation (5.5) can be written either as
p(Xτ |Xt )
p(Xt |Xτ )
p(Xt ) or p(Xτ ) . We write the potentials in terms of conditional densities because,
as described in Section 4.4, we have a tractable technique for learning conditional densities from training data. For the Markov chain, at some non-terminal node t (i.e. for
t 6= 1, T ), messages are passed to this node from nodes t − 1 and t + 1. For messages
passed forward (i.e. m(t−1)t ), the pair-wise potential used in Equation (5.8) is
ψt−1,t (Xt−1 , Xt ) =

p(Xt |Xt−1 )
p(Xt )

(5.9)

which requires the forward conditional density. Meanwhile, for messages passed backward in time (i.e. m(t+1)t ), we write the pair-wise potential as
ψt+1,t (Xt+1 , Xt ) =

p(Xt |Xt+1 )
p(Xt )

(5.10)

which requires the backward conditional density. Thus, we need both the forward
dynamics p(Xt+1 |Xt ) and the backward dynamics p(Xt |Xt+1 ) for NBP.
In Chapter 4, we discussed how the forward dynamics are learned. Similarly, to
0 (X
0
determine the backward dynamics, we first define a function qt+1
t+1 ), where q (·)
represents the statistic learned for backwards dynamics (as opposed to q for the forward dynamics), that again seeks to capture as much information from Xt+1 pertaining
to Xt while reducing the dimensionality for tractability. Again, we assume a linear
function for qt0 and find the parameters which maximize the mutual information be0 (X
tween Xt and qt+1
t+1 ). The result allows us to produce a kernel density estimate of
0
p(Xt |qt+1 (Xt+1 )). As with learning the forward dynamics, we learn a different backward dynamic in each of the different stages of the cardiac cycle. Namely, we learn qS0
0 in the diastolic phase.
in the systolic phase and qD
Note that the forward and backward dynamics are directly related by
p(Xt |Xt−1 )
p(Xt−1 |Xt )
=
.
p(Xt )
p(Xt−1 )

(5.11)

However, since taking quotients of densities which we approximate by particles is nontrivial and given that we have a framework to estimate the conditional densities, we
rely on learning the forward and backward dynamics separately from the training data,
and do not explicitly enforce the equality of Equation (5.11). Such an approximation
is not unprecedented. Sigal et al. [163], for instance, learn the conditional densities
separately in the process of tracking motion.
Iterative Process of NBP

We now describe how we iterate the parallel message passing (i.e. messages are passed
along every edge in each iteration) process of NBP to obtain estimates of the posterior. At a particular iteration k, the product of all incoming messages represents
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p̂k (Xt |y(1:T )\t ) (we use the p̂k notation to indicate that this is an intermediate esti(i)

mate at iteration k), which is approximated by samples2 xt|T \t [k] having corresponding
(i)

weights wt|T \t [k] (this represents the weight of the prediction density, whereas that of
the posterior density is written as wt|T ). To obtain an approximation for the poste~ t∗ [k]) pair which maximizes the integrand of
rior at each iteration, we find the (ft∗ [k], C
Equation (5.6) using curve evolution.
~ t∗
Curve Evolution to Determine ft∗ and C
The curve evolution process is similar to that explained in Section 4.3.5 for the filtering
problem. In particular, the likelihood, field prior, and curve prior terms are the same.
P (i)
(i)
Assuming p̂k (Xt |y(1:T )\t ) ≡ i wt|T \t [k]δ(Xt − xt|T \t [k]), we obtain a functional of the
form
Z
~
~
~
~ t |Xt )p̂k (Xt |y(1:T )\t )dXt
Ek (ft , Ct ) = −log p(yt |ft , Ct ) − log p(ft |Ct ) − log
p(C
Xt

Z
=(

~t)
z∈Rin (C

+(

~ t ))2
(log yt (z) − Ftin (C
dz +
2σn2

Z

~t)
z∈Rout (C

~ t ))2
(log yt (z) − Ftout (C
dz)
2σn2

~ t ) − v)2
~ t ) − u)2 (Ftout (C
1 X (i)
(Ftin (C
~ t , x(i) [k]))],
+
)
+
log[
wt|T \t [k]exp(−D2 (C
t|T \t
2
2
2σu
2σv
MN
(i)

~ t) =
where, as in the previous chapter, we define Ftin (C
R

~ )
(C

~ )
R (C

R

~ )
(C

~ )
R (C
log ft in t

(5.12)
~ t) =
and Ftout (C

log ft out t , with ft in t and ft out t unknown constant field intensities for the blood
pool region inside (Rin ) and the myocardial region immediately outside (Rout ) the LV
boundary, u and v are the prior means inside and outside the boundary, respectively,
and D is as defined in Equation (4.13).
Using Field and Curve Parameters to Update the Observation Potential

~ t∗ [k] are found to minimize this functional (and thus maxOnce the values of ft∗ [k] and C
imize the posterior), we update the observation potential ψtk (Xt , yt ) (in our formulation,
ψt changes in each iteration) using Equation (5.4). Practically, we take equally-weighted
(i)
samples xψt [k] of p(Xt ) and weight them according to
(i)

(i)

~ t∗ )p(ft∗ |C
~ t∗ )p(C
~ t∗ |Xt = x [k])
wψt [k] ∝ p(yt |ft∗ , C
ψt
so that
ψtk (Xt , yt ) ≈

X

(i)

(i)

wψt [k]k(Xt ; xψt [k]),

(5.13)
(5.14)

i

2
These samples are indexed by k since they are different from iteration to iteration. The notation
xt|T \t represents samples of p̂k (Xt |y(1:T )\t ).
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k(x; x0 )

x0 .

where
represents a kernel centered at
Using a Gibbs sampler, the message
products of Equation (5.7) are recomputed. The posterior p̂k (Xt |y1:T ) is obtained from
(i)
this equation by sampling the message products to obtain a new set of samples xt|T [k]
and re-weighting them according to
(i)

(i)

~ t∗ )p(ft∗ |C
~ t∗ )p(C
~ t∗ |Xt = x [k]).
wt|T [k] ∝ p(yt |ft∗ , C
t|T

(5.15)

We re-sample the distribution to remove samples having small weights and create multiple samples for heavily-weighted ones, resulting in an equally-weighted set of samples.

¥ 5.1.3 Results on Markov Chain using NBP
As in Chapter 4, the data are two sets of twenty-frame sequences, one high SNR and the
other low, of cardiac MR images. All of the experiments in this chapter assume a firstorder system model (i.e. Xt = [At ; α
~ tT ]T , a nine-dimensional vector containing the area
and coefficients for the eight primary modes of variability). Again, we use a training
set of hand segmentations of the left ventricles to learn the dynamics. The forward
dynamics are found as in Section 4.4, with piecewise time-invariant dynamics learned
depending on the phase of the cardiac cycle (systolic or diastolic). For the backward
dynamics p(Xt |Xt+1 ), we also learn the dynamics on the same two phases. Using NBP,
we iterate the parallel message passing algorithm until convergence. Figure 5.1 shows
the 50 most likely samples of the posterior when the data are of high quality. Similarly,
Figure 5.2 shows the 50 most likely samples when we use low SNR data. As the results
shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.2 make clear, the samples exhibit more variability than
those obtained from filtering in the previous chapter. Although the exact reason for
this is uncertain, we conjecture that the greater uncertainty determined by NBP is
perhaps a more accurate indication of the variability inherent in the posterior densities.
Thus, the estimates made by NBP should not be considered as less accurate. Further
evidence that this is the case is the fact that the boundary estimates using NBP on the
Markov chain are more accurate than those obtained in filtering, as discussed in the
next paragraph.
Associated with these posteriors, curve evolution is used to find a single estimate
~ t∗ of the LV boundary using Equation (5.2). Figure 5.3 and 5.4 show the LV boundary
C
~ t∗ for both high and low SNR data, respectively. As in the previous chapter,
estimates C
we use the dice measure (see Section 4.5.1) to evaluate the accuracy of the estimates.
The dice boundary coefficient in the high SNR case is 0.9214 while that for the low
SNR case is 0.8909. The segmentations using inference on the Markov chain are more
accurate than those based on filtering (dice boundary coefficient of 0.8654 for high SNR
and 0.8210 for low SNR) as we would expect because the posterior estimates are based
on more data. Table 5.1 summarizes the results presented in this chapter, the piecewise
time-invariant (PTI) filtering results from the previous one, and the static segmentation
results using a shape prior.
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Figure 5.1. Samples of the posterior obtained from smoothing using NBP. The high SNR observations
are shown in the background.
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Figure 5.2. Samples of the posterior obtained from smoothing using NBP on low SNR data. The
observation for each frame is shown in the background.
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Figure 5.3. LV segmentations (yellow) obtained from curve evolution based on the posterior (having
samples shown in Figure 5.1) obtained from smoothing using NBP on high SNR observations. Ground
truth shown in green.
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Figure 5.4. LV segmentations (yellow) obtained from curve evolution based on the posterior (having
samples shown in Figure 5.2) obtained from smoothing using NBP on low SNR observations. Ground
truth shown in green.
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Static Shape Prior
0.8516
0.8035

High SNR
Low SNR

Filtering
PTI
0.8654
0.8210

Smoothing
by NBP
0.9214
0.8909

Table 5.1. Dice boundary coefficient for Markov chain smoothing compared with filtering results
from the previous chapter and static segmentation results using a shape prior. (PTI = piecewise timeinvariant)

¥ 5.1.4 Forward-Backward Method for Markov Chain
Using an alternate approach to estimate the posteriors, we propose a method based
on Doucet et al.’s [51] forward-backward algorithm which involves re-weighting the
particles that were obtained through the forward filtering process. One advantage of
this method is that the backward dynamics do not need to be computed, so issues
regarding the consistency of the forward and backward dynamics (i.e. enforcement of
Equation (5.11)) do not arise. However, unlike the previous method which re-samples
the posterior density at each iteration, this algorithm uses the samples obtained from
the forward pass (i.e. the filtering process). This restricts the ability of the smoothing
step to change the representation of the density (i.e. it cannot create new samples).
The forward step of the algorithm uses particle filtering as explained in Section 4.3.
(i)
(i)
For each time t, a set of samples xt having associated weights wt represents the
posterior density p(Xt |y1:t ).
By considering the smoothing formula
Z
p(Xt |y1:t )p(Xt+1 |Xt )
p(Xt |y1:T ) = p(Xt+1 |y1:T )
dXt+1 ,
(5.16)
p(Xt+1 |y1:t )
estimates of p(Xt |y1:T ) can be performed going backward in time. In particular, sup(j)
(j)
(j)
pose at time t + 1 we have xt+1 having weights w̃t+1 , where the w̃t+1 ’s correspond to
(j)

the weights at time t + 1 for the points xt+1 that represent the smoothing posterior
(i)

(j)

p(Xt+1 |y1:T ). Using Equation (5.16), we obtain the weights w̃t from w̃t+1 by
(i)

w̃t =

1 X (j) (i)
(j)
(i)
w̃t+1 wt p(Xt+1 = xt+1 |Xt = xt ),
Z

(5.17)

j

where the summation is an approximation to the integral and Z represents a normalization constant. We note that the denominator p(Xt+1 |y1:t ) of Equation (5.16) is not
reflected in the re-weighting because this term is constant given p(Xt+1 |y1:T ).

¥ 5.1.5 Results on Markov Chain Using Forward-Backward Method
We now present results for smoothing on a Markov chain using the forward-backward
method. In addition, we compare these results with those obtained through filter-
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High SNR
Low SNR

Static Shape Prior
0.8516
0.8035

Filtering
PTI
0.8654
0.8210

Smoothing
by NBP
0.9214
0.8909

Smoothing by
Forward-Backward
0.9210
0.8836

Table 5.2. Dice boundary coefficient for Markov chain smoothing using both the forward-backward
method and NBP compared with filtering results from the previous chapter and static segmentation
results using a shape prior. (PTI = piecewise time-invariant)

ing alone for the LV boundary estimate and the posterior estimate (i.e. we compare
p(Xt |y1:t ) with p(Xt |y1:T )).
Comparison between Smoothing and Filtering on High SNR Data

As with NBP on the Markov chain, we obtain segmentations on the forward-backward
~ t∗ according to Equation (5.2). Figure 5.5
method by using curve evolution to find C
shows the segmentations obtained for the high SNR data. The dice boundary coefficient
is 0.9210. The accuracy is similar to that obtained in smoothing by NBP (dice boundary coefficient of 0.9214) and better than that obtained from filtering (dice boundary
coefficient of 0.8654). Table 5.2 compares these results with previously discussed approaches. In addition, we find it instructive to examine the accuracy of the samples of
the posterior between filtering and forward-backward smoothing on the Markov chain.
It is of particular interest using this approach because the forward filter is part of the
algorithm for the forward-backward smoothing.
Figure 5.6 shows the 50 most likely samples of the posteriors determined using the
method adapted from Doucet’s forward-backward smoothing. The results can be compared with Figure 4.6 which shows the forward filtering portion of this analysis. One
may observe visually that smoothing results in a posterior estimate having a smaller
variance than that from filtering (e.g. compare frame 6 for the two methods). Furthermore, the samples from forward-backward smoothing appear to be more accurate
estimates than those obtained from the forward filtering alone. To confirm this, we computed the dice coefficient for the 50 most likely samples for each of the two methods.
For filtering, the dice sample coefficient is 0.7683 (since the average comes from a set
of samples of the posterior, we expect this number to be smaller than the dice boundary coefficient). On the other hand, the dice sample coefficient for forward-backward
smoothing is 0.8452. Table 5.3 shows these results.
To provide a more direct visual comparison between filtering and smoothing, Figure 5.7(a) shows the 50 most likely samples from filtering (yellow) and forward-backward
smoothing (red) as compared with the manually-segmented truth (blue) for two representative frames. Since the method of smoothing used here involves a re-weighting
of the filtering samples, one can observe the reduction in variance of the posterior by
noting that the smallest and largest curves (by area) in these images mostly come from
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Figure 5.5. Segmentations (yellow) obtained through finding the MAP estimate of the forwardbackward smoothing posterior given high SNR observations. Ground truth shown in green.
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Figure 5.6. Curves representing the posteriors p(Xt |y1:t ) (yellow) superimposed on the high SNR
observation yt . Posteriors obtained using forward-backward smoothing.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Frame 1

Frame 2

Figure 5.7. Comparison between filtering and Doucet’s forward-backward smoothing on high SNR
data. (a) Samples of the filtering posterior p(Xt |y1:t ) are shown in yellow, while samples of the smoothing posterior p(Xt |y1:T ) are shown in red. The manually-segmented truth is shown in blue. (b) Image
which illustrates the distribution of the filtering samples, with the two curves (yellow and red) indicating the largest and smallest curves in the samples and the gray scale variations showing the frequency
that a given pixel is contained within the curve samples (black indicating zero occurrences and white
indicating that the point is contained in all of the sampled curves). (c) Image which shows the distribution of the smoothing samples using the same method as in (b), with the two curves again indicating
the largest and smallest curves.

the posterior p(Xt |y1:t ) (filtering) rather than p(Xt |y1:T ) (smoothing). Alternatively,
Figures 5.7(b) and (c) show the variability of the curves in a different way. Namely, we
first create a binary map (1 inside and 0 outside) of each curve, and then aggregate all
of them by plotting their average. For each image, the red curve indicates the smallest
curve of the samples while the yellow curve indicates the largest. For filtering (Figure 5.7(b)), the distribution of curves (as indicated by the area between the innermost
and outermost curve) is larger than that for smoothing (Figure 5.7(c)). For each pixel
between the two extremes, the particular shade of gray determines the frequency in
which it lies inside the set of curves (white indicates pixels inside all of the curves while
black indicates points outside all of the curves).
Comparison between Smoothing and Filtering on Low SNR Data

Similarly, we can compare the forward-backward method of smoothing against filtering
using low SNR data for observations. Figure 5.8 shows the segmentations using low
SNR data. The dice boundary coefficient is 0.8836. This result is similar to the 0.8909
obtained by NBP on the same Markov chain and better than the 0.8210 obtained using
filtering. Table 5.2 compares the results using forward-backward filtering with all of
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Dice sample
coefficient
High SNR
Low SNR

Filtering
PTI
0.7683
0.6951

Smoothing by
Forward-Backward
0.8452
0.7904

Table 5.3. Dice sample coefficient for Markov chain smoothing using the forward-backward method
compared with that from filtering. The values represent an average of the accuracy of the top 50
samples of the posterior. (PTI = piecewise time-invariant)

the previous results previously shown in Table 5.1. To compare posterior distributions,
Figure 5.9 shows the 50 most likely samples of the posterior with the associated low
SNR observations shown in the background, while Figure 4.10 shows the same results
using filtering. Quantitatively, the dice sample coefficient is 0.6951 for filtering and
0.7904 for forward-backward smoothing. Table 5.3 shows the results of the dice sample
coefficient for high and low SNR data.
Again, to provide a direct visual comparison between filtering and smoothing, Figure 5.10(a) shows the most likely samples from filtering (yellow) and forward-backward
smoothing (red) as compared with the manually-segmented truth (blue) for two representative frames. We can again observe the reduction in variance of the posterior by
noting that the smallest and largest curves (by area) in these images mostly come from
the posterior p(Xt |y1:t ) (filtering) rather than p(Xt |y1:T ) (smoothing). Figures 5.7(b)
and (c) show the variability of the curves in a different way for filtering and smoothing,
respectively, in the same manner as that shown in Figure 5.7(b) and (c) and explained
earlier.

¥ 5.2 Single Cycle Graphs
In Section 4.5.2, we first exploit the quasi-periodicity of the LV to obtain the initial
condition for recursive estimation. In this section, we explicitly incorporate this periodicity using a graph with a single loop. Using a simple chain, LV boundary estimates
near the end are loosely coupled to those at the beginning of a cardiac cycle. Adding
the dependency between the first and last frames of the cardiac cycle strengthens the
propagation of information in the system, a desirable feature since the evolution of the
LV is approximately periodic. Figure 5.11 shows the graph for this model obtained
by adding an edge between the first and last node of the Markov chain. This graph
implies that the canonical cardiac cycle returns to the same position each period. Data
obtained at the same point in the cycle but from different cardiac cycles can be considered as multiple observations at a single location. This problem can be viewed as
a boundary value stochastic process [1, 2]. Alternatively, it can be viewed as a loopy
graphical model.
On tree-structured graphs containing only discrete or Gaussian variables, exact inference is possible using belief propagation (BP) [145]. In single cycle graphs, empirical
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Figure 5.8. Segmentations (yellow) obtained through finding the MAP estimate of the forwardbackward smoothing posterior given low SNR observations. Ground truth shown in green.
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Figure 5.9. Curves representing the posteriors p(Xt |y1:T ) superimposed on the observations yt . Posteriors obtained using forward-backward smoothing.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Frame 1

Frame 2

Figure 5.10. Comparison between filtering and Doucet’s forward-backward smoothing on low SNR
data. (a) Samples of the filtering posterior p(Xt |y1:t ) are shown in yellow, while samples of the smoothing posterior p(Xt |y1:T ) are shown in red. The manually-segmented truth is shown in blue. (b) Image
which illustrates the distribution of the filtering samples, with the two curves (yellow and red) indicating the largest and smallest curves in the samples and the gray scale variations showing the frequency
that a given pixel is contained within the curve samples (black indicating zero occurrences and white
indicating that the point is contained in all of the sampled curves). (c) Image which shows the distribution of the smoothing samples using the same method as in (b), with the two curves again indicating
the largest and smallest curves.
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Figure 5.11. Graph with a single loop with dependencies between the state Xt and curve C
~
as between the curve Ct and the observation yt .
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studies have shown that the local BP update equations can be used for accurate approximate inference, especially when the cycle length is long [59, 120, 187]. This result
is quite intuitive because for long loops the effect of closing the loop at the ends on
a simple chain will have little effect on nodes which were previously in the middle of
the chain.3 Theoretical work has established bounds on the accuracy of BP in loopy
graphs [185, 195]. Furthermore, for jointly Gaussian random variables, it has been
shown that, when it converges, BP converges to the correct posterior means [189]. For
these reasons, we believe that a form of BP will produce accurate marginals on our
single cycle graph. In particular, since our problem involves non-parametric densities,
we use loopy NBP to approximate the solution to our problem.

¥ 5.2.1 NBP
The single cycle graph formulation lends itself well to applications which are periodic.
In such problems, we learn the forward and backward dynamics of the system and
use them in the approximate method of loopy NBP to estimate the posterior densities
at each frame. In particular, we approximate Xt at each node and then determine the
~ t∗ using curve evolution as described before. Again,
appropriate LV boundary estimate C
we define the observation potentials by
~ t∗ )p(ft∗ |C
~ t∗ )p(C
~ t∗ |Xt )p(Xt )
ψt (Xt , yt ) ≡ p(yt |ft∗ , C

(5.18)

and the pair-wise potentials as
ψt,τ (Xt , Xτ ) ≡

p(Xt , Xτ )
,
p(Xt )p(Xτ )

(5.19)

where each node has exactly two edges.

¥ 5.2.2 Results on a Single Cycle Graph
Figure 5.12 shows equally-weighted samples of the posterior obtained using NBP on
high SNR data while Figure 5.13 shows the same based on low SNR data. As with
previous experiments, the posterior based on the high SNR observations tend to have
lower variance than that based on low SNR data. Unlike previous experiments, the
loopy graph formulation induces greater correlation between states at time t = 1 and
t = 20.
Figure 5.14 shows the segmentations obtained using loopy NBP on the original MR
data. Figure 5.15 shows the segmentations on noisy data. The results are in general
very accurate. For high SNR data, the dice boundary coefficient is 0.9292, while that
for low SNR data is 0.9069. The results show an improvement of estimates over that
from fixed-interval smoothing, mainly near the beginning and end of the cardiac cycle,
as one may expect. Table 5.4 illustrates this fact by presenting the dice boundary
3
It was also shown for discrete single cycle graphs that an adjustment could be made to the result
from BP to obtain the correct marginals. [188]
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Figure 5.12. Samples of the posterior p(Xt |y1:T ) obtained from loopy NBP on a cardiac MR image
sequence where observations have high SNR.
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Figure 5.13. Samples of the posterior p(Xt |y1:T ) obtained from loopy NBP on a cardiac MR image
sequence where observations have low SNR.
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Frame
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
Mean

Static Shape Prior
0.7219
0.7521
0.8057
0.7565
0.7995
0.7960
0.8383
0.7558
0.7898
0.8754
0.8533
0.8448
0.7954
0.7641
0.6925
0.8267
0.8692
0.8490
0.8338
0.8491
0.8035

Smoothing by
Forward-Backward
0.8774
0.8876
0.8547
0.8199
0.8795
0.8760
0.8788
0.8129
0.8830
0.9335
0.9336
0.8997
0.9402
0.8531
0.8428
0.8761
0.9190
0.9041
0.8822
0.9178
0.8836

Loopy
NBP
0.9316
0.9375
0.8891
0.8703
0.9137
0.9281
0.8791
0.8304
0.9031
0.9387
0.9379
0.8831
0.9487
0.8436
0.8842
0.8751
0.9498
0.9598
0.9032
0.9302
0.9069

Table 5.4. Dice boundary coefficient across a cardiac cycle on low SNR data for static segmentation
using a shape prior, smoothing using the forward-backward method, and loopy NBP. Note how the
coefficient near the ends of the cardiac cycle show the most improvement between smoothing and loopy
NBP. The mean boundary coefficients aggregate over the entire cardiac cycle.
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Static Shape Prior
0.8516
0.8035

Filtering
PTI
0.8654
0.8210

Smoothing
by NBP
0.9214
0.8909

Smoothing by
Forward-Backward
0.9210
0.8836

Loopy
NBP
0.9292
0.9069

Table 5.5. Dice boundary coefficient of LV boundary estimates based on static segmentation, a PTI
filter, smoothing using the forward-backward method and NBP, and loopy NBP. (PTI = piecewise
time-invariant)

coefficient for each frame4 in a cardiac cycle on the low SNR data for loopy NBP,
smoothing by the forward-backward method, and static segmentation using a shape
prior. Meanwhile, Table 5.5 summarizes the dice boundary coefficient of the estimates
from all of the different methods described in this chapter, in Chapter 4, and from the
shape prior-based static segmentation. From these statistics, we observe that estimates
are most accurate using the single cycle graphical model.

¥ 5.2.3 Comparison with Static Segmentation using a Shape Prior
As in the previous chapter, we want to demonstrate the benefits of our approach by
comparing the segmentation results with a static segmentation. Here, we compare only
with the static segmentation using a shape prior, the more advanced of the two static
approaches, because it is more accurate. Figure 5.16 shows segmentations obtained
from loopy NBP on low SNR data (yellow curves) as well as those obtained from static
segmentation with a shape prior (red curves) superimposed on the ground truth (green
curves) and the low SNR data. Visually, one can observe that the estimates from our
approach are closer to the ground truth than those from the shape prior-based static
segmentation. Quantitatively, the loopy NBP results are better (e.g. 0.9292 vs. 0.8516
for high SNR data and 0.9069 vs. 0.8035 for low SNR data). Therefore, we have
seen that loopy NBP does better than Markov chain smoothing (using either of the
two approaches), which in turn does better than filtering, which is better than static
segmentation. The numerical results are summarized in Table 5.5.

¥ 5.3 Summary
In this chapter, we have generalized the filtering problem from Chapter 4 first to a
smoothing problem and then to the problem of inference on a graph with a single
loop. For the former, we have applied two different methods of particle smoothing to
obtain estimates of the posterior density. For the latter, we have used approximate
inference to estimate the posteriors. The single loop assumption is possible because of
the quasi-periodic nature of the LV boundary.
4

Instead of averaging the dice coefficient across the cardiac cycle and across patients, the computations for this table only average across patients to break down the accuracy at different points in the
cardiac cycle.
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Figure 5.14. Segmentations (yellow) obtained from loopy NBP on a high SNR cardiac MR image
sequence. Ground truth shown in green.
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Figure 5.15. Segmentations (yellow) obtained from loopy NBP on a noisy cardiac MR sequence.
Ground truth shown in green.
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Figure 5.16. Comparison of the LV boundary estimates obtained from a loopy graph formulation
(yellow) (as shown in Figure 5.15) with static segmentations using a shape prior (red). Ground truth
is shown in green.
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The smoothing formulation increases the amount of information which can be used
to estimate the state at all frames. This is particularly useful near the beginning of the
chain because in the filtering process very few observations are used in the estimation
problem. From the results shown in this chapter we can see that the segmentations
obtained through the smoothing formulation are closer qualitatively and quantitatively
to the LV boundary.
The single cycle graph formulation lends itself well to LV boundary estimation
because the cardiac cycle is periodic. Using a simple chain, LV boundary estimates at
the beginning and end are not strongly coupled. Adding the dependency between the
first and last frames of the cardiac cycle provides a better model for the system. As
observed from the results, treating the LV as a loopy graph leads to improvements over
filtering and smoothing on a chain.

Chapter 6

Contributions and Suggestions for
Future Research

In this thesis, we have examined methods for object segmentation coupled with field
estimation in both static and dynamic environments. In the latter, we have proposed a
technique for learning the dynamics of deformable shapes and used this in the recursive
estimation of object boundaries. We summarize the contributions in Section 6.1 and
conclude with a discussion of future research topics in Section 6.2.

¥ 6.1 Thesis Contributions
The major contributions of the thesis are summarized in this section.

¥ 6.1.1 Incorporation of Spatially Varying Statistics in Joint Field and Boundary Estimation
The first major contribution of this portion of our research is the incorporation of
spatially varying statistics in the joint field and boundary estimation problem. This
approach is shown to yield improved estimates over existing methods such as MumfordShah when the field model has spatial variability. In particular, we have shown that
applying our modified Mumford-Shah approach to simultaneously estimating the underlying sea surface temperature field in the North Atlantic Ocean as well as the location
of the Gulf Stream’s north wall results in more accurate estimates than Mumford-Shah.
Both Mumford-Shah and our approach trade off three components: the fidelity of
observations to the field estimate, the field prior on either side of the boundary, and
smoothness of the boundary itself. While the boundary smoothness and data fidelity
components are the same, the field prior for Mumford-Shah involves a gradient penalty
term, one that encourages a smooth field estimate. On the other hand, our approach
incorporates a field prior that is based on general first and second order statistics of the
field. One can think of modified Mumford-Shah as a generalization to Mumford-Shah.
In addition to formulating the problem, we also derive the curve evolution equation
necessary to evolve the curve. This contribution allows the modified Mumford-Shah
approach to be practically implemented. The minimization is done using coordinate
143
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descent on the two variables, the underlying field and the boundary estimate.
Furthermore, we introduce both our method and Mumford-Shah to geoscience problems that previously were solved using traditional interpolation methods. In particular,
we compare these joint field and boundary estimation methods with methods of kriging, gradient smoothing, and smoothing splines on both sea surface temperature data
as well as soil moisture maps, illustrating how the joint approach avoids the problem of
smoothing across discontinuities.

¥ 6.1.2 Learning the Dynamics
Another contribution of this thesis is a method for learning the dynamics of a deformable boundary. The technique involves using an information-theoretic approach to
find a maximally-informative statistic. Using this statistic, we produce non-parametric
estimates of conditional densities (both forward and backward). Since the approach is
purely statistical, one can obtain an estimate for the dynamics given only training data
(no physical model or prior information is needed). Thus, instead of using complex
mathematical equations to model the low-level physics inherent in a physical system,
we raise the level of abstraction to coherent structures whose dynamics are learned.
During the process of learning, we have developed a method to model complex, deformable structures using a low-dimensional state representation. In particular, in the
problem of segmenting the left ventricle (LV) across a cardiac cycle, the full representation of the LV boundary is a difficult, high-dimensional problem. For computational
tractability, we choose a low-dimensional state representation which captures the salient
parts of the object’s evolution. This state is recursively estimated using sample-based
methods and, based on this information, the best estimate of the boundary is obtained
using curve evolution.

¥ 6.1.3 Recursive Estimation of the State
The final major contributions of the thesis involve combining curve evolution with
sample-based methods for recursive state estimation, extending the problem to Markov
chain smoothing and proposing two techniques to arrive at estimates, and formulating
a single cycle graphical model to exploit the quasi-periodicity of the LV. In addition,
through the approximation of densities using a sample-based approach, we essentially
have taken the traditional method of particle filtering and applied it to a complicated
shape space.
Combining Curve Evolution with Sample-Based Methods

In our framework, we combine curve evolution with a sample-based method. In particular, we choose a low-dimensional state representation which attempts to capture the
temporal evolution of the boundary. Given a particle-based estimate for the prediction
density for the state, we apply curve evolution to determine the best estimate of the
boundary. By using this approach, computing the system dynamics is made tractable
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because of the low-dimensionality of the state. Furthermore, the incorporation of the
curve evolution step allows us to obtain reasonably accurate estimates of the boundary.
Solutions Using Fixed-Interval Smoothing

We apply two approaches to solve the smoothing problem. First, we use non-parametric
belief propagation (NBP) to determine the segmentations. Alternatively, we incorporate
the forward-backward approach of Doucet et al. [51] to determine the segmentation. For
the latter method, we use the results from filtering for the forward step and apply a
re-weighting to the sample points (representing the posterior densities) in the backward
step of the algorithm to obtain the final representation of the posteriors which are
used to determine the segmentations. The results show that smoothing improves the
segmentation obtained from filtering or a static approach.
Single Cycle Graph to Exploit Quasi-Periodicity

To incorporate the quasi-periodic nature of the LV, we next pose the segmentation
problem as a graphical model having a single cycle loop. To accomplish this, we take
the Markov chain and add an edge between the first and last nodes of the graph. We
use NBP, a generalized version of BP, to approximate the non-parametric posterior
densities. The results show an improvement over fixed-interval smoothing, with the
main difference, as expected, near the beginning and end of the cardiac cycle.

¥ 6.2 Suggestions for Future Research
The general framework proposed for recursively estimating deformable boundaries can
be extended in a number of ways. We describe each of the possible directions for future
research below, divided into a section for algorithmic advances and another for different
application domains.

¥ 6.2.1 Algorithmic Advances
The methods proposed in Chapters 4 and 5 provide reasonable results to the temporal
segmentation of the LV. Throughout the thesis, however, we have made specific choices
in the framework for purposes of computational simplicity, convenience, or limitations
due to scope. Here, we discuss some alternatives which may be considered that could
potentially yield better results.
Different Choice of Dynamics

Many other forms of the statistic for the dynamics may be considered. In our work,
we restrict the maximally-informative statistic to be linear. More general non-linear
functions may be considered, as they could provide a more informative statistic albeit
at the cost of greater computational complexity. Any such change can easily be made
and inserted into our framework.
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State Augmentation

In addition to shape and area, other information may be added to the state to improve
the learning of the dynamics. In particular, we can add components such as time,
ejection fraction, or cardiac phase into our state representation.
By adding the time element, we can more accurately determine where we are within
the cardiac cycle. In particular, we can consider this as a relative time component
which allows us to align the systolic and diastolic phases across different patients (e.g.
instead of patients reaching end systole between time frames 6 and 12, we can have
the relative time element at end systole be the same for all patients). In essence, this
component compresses or expands (accordingly) the dynamics based on how fast or slow
a particular test subject transitions from end diastole to end systole (and vice versa).
Similar but simpler than adding a time component, we could add a variable which
designates which cardiac phase we are in. The addition of this variable provides a way
to provide more accurate information regarding which dynamic to use. By doing this, we
can substitute our mixture dynamics which have fixed empirical ratios with dynamically
estimated ratios. Alternatively, augmenting the state with the ejection fraction allows
us to adjust the learning based on the amount of constriction expected during a cardiac
cycle. For instance, if we have a test sequence from an unhealthy patient with a small
ejection fraction, having this information can allow us to determine the appropriate
dynamics.
Incorporating Additional Measurements for Segmentation

Previous work has fused multiple sets of data to cardiac imaging, but the data were
all two-dimensional views of the heart [136]. Instead of different views, one could
incorporate other information such as electrocardiogram (EKG) data with the MR
image. Currently, EKG information allows us to know when the cardiac cycle begins
(at end diastole). However, we have not considered the possibility of the EKG signal
providing additional information throughout the cardiac cycle.
Segmentation for Abnormal Cardiac Data

The training sets were all from healthy patients. As a result, the test sequences were also
based on healthy patients. Practically speaking, however, being able to automatically
segment abnormal cardiac data is desirable. One issue with learning the dynamics
of abnormal cardiac data is that individual patients often exhibit different irregular
behavior. If the specific abnormalities are labeled, it might be possible to train based
on the specific classification of abnormality.
Alternatively, if we assume that an ill patient makes periodic return visits, we can
consider trying to learn the dynamics of the individual patient and apply it to future
scans of the same individual. For example, suppose a patient receives an initial MR
scan to determine his condition. Segmentations of the LV can be made from this high
quality scan (manually if not automatically) and used to learn the dynamics. This
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information can be used to aid the segmentation of future scans of this patient.
Since MR scans are expensive, the physician can regularly image a patient with less
expensive scans such as ultrasound imaging. Given knowledge of this patient’s specific
dynamics, we can attempt to recursively segment the LV in a much lower quality set of
data.
Incorporating Physical Models

One might be interested in explicitly incorporating physical constraints to the dynamic
system. In the thesis, we use statistics alone to determine the dynamics of the system.
On the other end of the spectrum, models are often fully-represented by physical models.
For the LV, biomechanical models have been analyzed and are well-understood [116–
118,127,139,157,161,162]. Thus, combining our purely statistical model with a physical
model such as the biomechanics of the LV may be a worthwhile and interesting extension
to our work. Doing so may improve the dynamic model, eliminating predictions which
are known to be physically impossible, for instance.
Fully incorporating biomechanics may be a complicated process. However, we do
not need to include the entire model to achieve improvements. For instance, in our state
representation we have both area and shape information. If we had a partial differential
equation (PDE) based on physics which could estimate the area in a very accurate way,
we can combine this information with the existing learning of the shape parameters to
produce a dynamic model based on a combination of statistics and simple physics.
Extension to Tracking of Physical Masses

The methods introduced in the thesis provide us with a way of segmenting a deformable
object over a sequence of time. In solving the segmentation problem, we estimate the
change in the boundary over time but do not track the exact movements of any point on
the boundary (e.g. rotations of the object do not yield any change in what we estimate
to be the boundary). While this is sufficient for the problem we address, there exist
other problems where knowing the exact motion of different parts of the boundary
is of interest. Computing the flow fields or determining the velocity of particles are
different methods used in the process of solving the correspondence problem [8, 80].
For the left ventricle, the use of a biomechanical model as described above can provide
information regarding the exact motion of individual parts of the boundary. Work
has been done to track the motion of the cardiac using techniques such as tagged MR
imaging [97, 98, 116, 138].
Different Shape Representations

In the thesis, we have chosen one type of representation for the shapes when we applied
principal components analysis (PCA) on signed distance functions. Other possibilities
exist using the same PCA-based approach. For instance, instead of a single basis across
the entire cardiac cycle, we could compute different bases on subintervals.
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In addition, individuals have considered other ways to represent curves. For example, Fletcher et al. [57] consider principal geodesics for their statistical shape analysis,
Cootes et al. [35, 36] use coordinates from image features in an active shape model,
Keleman et al. [95] and Senegas et al. [156] represent their curves using a spherical harmonic decomposition, and Jaggi et al. [83] use an ellipsoid to model the shape of the LV.
These alternate representations can be substituted easily into our general framework.
Alternate Models for Likelihood and Priors

In Chapter 4, we made specific choices for the likelihood and field prior terms. We can
certainly consider alternate choices for these terms. For example, given the data available, we made the assumption that the mean field intensities are constant throughout a
cardiac cycle. If alternate models for a time-varying intensity are known, we can easily
substitute this information into the framework.
Extension to 3-D

Theoretically, we can easily extend our framework to 3-D segmentation across a cardiac
cycle since nothing in the formulation restricts us to 2-D. Cardiologists can benefit from
3-D segmentations as they would be able to fully examine how a cardiac volume evolves
over time. With our 2-D analysis, we could stack the slices together and interpolate to
create a 3-D volume, but having automatic 3-D segmentations would be more accurate.
In addition, in 3-D, we don’t have to learn different models for every view. However, the
main issue is the dramatic increase in computational complexity inherent with adding
a third dimension to the problem.

¥ 6.2.2 Different Application Domains
Learning the dynamics through statistics as discussed in the thesis can be extended to
several different application areas. First, a conceptually straight-forward extension is
to apply the LV estimation problem on other imaging modalities such as ultrasound.
Next, extending the problem to other medical applications may be considered.
In Chapter 3, we performed joint boundary and field estimation on sea surface
temperature data. In this problem, we located an oceanic front in a static framework.
Given enough training data, the dynamics of oceanic fronts can be learned and the
segmentation of these fronts can be performed recursively over time.
Extensions which may be more challenging include learning the dynamics in applications such as submarine channel detection of seismic data and loss estimation for
actuarial pricing of medical malpractice. We discuss each of these extensions below.
Recursive Estimation of LV in Other Modalities

For the segmentation of the LV, our algorithm is applied to high quality MR data
and simulated noisy data. The latter was used to show that the framework proposed
performs well for low quality images. From these results, it appears promising that
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Figure 6.1. Sample cardiac ultrasound images (courtesy of Collin Stultz, West Roxbury VA Hospital)
with relevant features labeled (LA - left atrium, RA - right atrium, LV - left ventricle). Unlike in MR
data, the organ boundaries and myocardial features cannot be detected easily from a static frame.

our framework can be used in other imaging modalities, particularly ones with much
lower SNR such as cardiac ultrasound. Figure 6.1 shows examples of labeled cardiac
ultrasound images. Good segmentation of such images requires additional information
beyond the current observation. The predictions produced from our framework provide
a source of such prior information to aid the segmentation of the LV.
In addition, ultrasound data are usually imaged over a variety of views. If training
data were sufficient enough to adequately learn the dynamics across multiple views
(or over 3-D), our formulation can be useful and valuable for LV segmentation. In
particular, given the view, we can determine the appropriate dynamics to use and thus
provide a good prediction for the boundary estimation.
Subcortical Structures and Other Human Organs

Besides the area of cardiac imaging, other medical application areas can use the framework proposed. In medical imaging, segmentation of subcortical structures of the brain
such as the hippocampus, thalamus, and putamen or that of the intracranial boundary
is quite useful for radiological diagnosis and surgical planning as well as clinical applications (e.g. computer-aided neurosurgery or radiotherapy) [4, 79, 95, 153]. This problem
is primarily a static one.
However, since most brain segmentations involve a sequence of two-dimensional
slices, we can reformulate our problem so that the temporal aspect is replaced by
the third dimension of scanned data. Using such an assumption, we can learn the
deformations of two-dimensional brain contours from one slice to the next in much the
same way we learned the evolution of the LV over time.
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In addition, since our particle-based framework allows for multi-modal densities,
lesion detection in multiple sclerosis is another possible application. As described in
Chapter 4, lesions appear and disappear periodically with their occurrence and frequency being important factors in the diagnosis of a patient. We can accurately model
this behavior with non-parametric density estimates. For instance, we can estimate the
probability density of lesions with a bimodal distribution in which one mode assumes
a single lesion while the other represents multiple lesions.
Damage Assessment for Insurance Companies

In Chapter 3, we examined the problem of jointly estimating the field and boundary in
earth science applications. The methods proposed can be applied to other applications
that have distinct regions in the data and require interpolation given an incomplete
or sparse set of measurements. One possible application is the estimation of hurricane
or other severe weather damage [183]. In such problems, given a data set of damage
reports at a small set of locations, there is a desire to locate the boundary between
regions of severe and less severe damage for determination of evacuation and protection
of the affected region. Furthermore, insurance companies can use these methods to
quickly obtain an estimate of the damage throughout the field. So, the techniques we
have developed can be used to estimate the boundary as well as the surrounding field.
Rainfall Estimation

Similarly, we can apply the joint method on the estimation of rainfall across a region.
The amount of rainfall is known to be spatially varying across a region. Currently,
sparse sensors are used in conjunction with satellite data to estimate rainfall. The
information available is similar to the sea surface estimation problem, so we believe
that our variational approach can be applied to this problem in a straight-forward
manner.
Recursive Estimation of Oceanic Fronts

The joint boundary and field estimation of Chapter 3 was posed in a static framework.
Similar to the work done on the LV, we could formulate the boundary estimation
problem as a temporal one in which predictions can be obtained from prior estimates
and a learned dynamic model. In particular, we could apply this to locating oceanic
fronts. Like the LV, these fronts have annual quasi-periodicity and different dynamics
can be learned in the different seasons of each year.
Submarine Channel Detection in Seismic Data

On the seafloor of a body of water, older layers of sediment deposits are buried over
time by new layers of deposits. Geologists who study the soil can create a historical
timeline of the seafloor by examining buried sediment deposits. Of particular interest
are submarine channels formed by turbidity currents through the erosion and deposition
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of organic materials. Accurate segmentation of these channels is of interest because
dense amounts of organic deposits tend to collect around the bends of these channels.
The pressure caused by the new deposits burying the old deposits causes an increase in
temperature, thus cooking the organic deposits and converting them into oil or natural
gas [148]. Therefore, the knowledge of the location of these channels helps to locate
areas which may have a high concentration of natural resources.
We can learn the spatial dynamics of the channels based on a training set of expert
segmentations (made by interpreters). Then, given the segmentations for some slices
of test data, we can apply the dynamics to obtain predictions which can help estimate
the location of spatially-neighboring slices within the test set.

¥ 6.3 Concluding Remarks
In closing, we have proposed algorithms which incorporate spatial and temporal statistics to improve the image segmentation problem. In the process, we have extended
the concept of particle filtering to objects residing in a complex shape space. In addition, we have introduced an approach for boundary estimation which combines belief
propagation on a low-dimensional state representation with a curve evolution process
which refines the estimate based on the data. We have used a purely statistical model
to learn the dynamics, thus providing a way to determine the system dynamics even in
the absence of an existing physical or mathematical model.
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Appendix A

Different Optimal Estimators

In this appendix, we provide a brief discussion of three common optimal state estimators, the MAP estimate, the minimum mean-squared error (MMSE) estimate, and the
linear least-squares error (LLSE) estimate. Each case depends on the choice of the cost
function C in
X
Cost(f ∗ ) =
C(f , f ∗ )p(f |y),
(A.1)
f

where the exact choice of cost is described briefly below.
MAP Estimate

The MAP estimate has as a cost function C(f , f ∗ ) = 1 − δ(f − f ∗ ), where δ is the Dirac
delta function. In essence, all errors are equally bad. In this scenario, the best choice
of f is the one which maximizes p(f |y), hence the name. Often to find f ∗ , we maximize
a monotonic function of the posterior, such as log p(f |y).
MMSE Estimate

The minimum mean-squared error estimate, also known as the Bayes’ least squares
error estimate, employs a quadratic cost function; namely, C(f , f ∗ ) = ||f − f ∗ ||22 . Using
this cost, f ∗ is found to be E(f |y) [193], the expected value of f given y.
LLSE Estimate

The MMSE estimate is generally a non-linear function of y. The actual computation
of this non-linear estimate may be expensive, or there may be times when the full
statistical characterization of the posterior is unavailable. In such instances, we may
be interested in finding the LLSE estimate, a special case of the MMSE estimate where
the estimator is a linear function of y. The computation of the LLSE relies only on
the joint second-order statistics of f and y. The LLSE estimate is also of interest for
the special class of Gaussian random variables. Since joint Gaussian random variables
are fully-described by the joint second-order statistics, the MMSE estimate of Gaussian
random variables is equivalent to its LLSE estimate.
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Appendix B

Kriging

In this appendix, we provide a brief discussion on the method of kriging, a method of
smoothing used in the earth sciences for interpolation. We define the data as y and the
underlying random process as f . In addition, we assume that the field is second order
wide-sense stationary [91]. So, for two points m and n, the covariance between f (m)
and f (n) only depends on the difference m − n (i.e. cov(f (m), f (n)) = C(m − n) for
some function C). Define the variogram γ as
1
γ(m − n) ≡ var(f (m) − f (n)).
2

(B.1)

Several common models for the variogram (see [72]) are logarithmic, exponential, Gaussian, quadratic, and sinc functions. Kriging is referred to as an exact interpolator when
the observation is assumed to not be noisy. In this case, only the unobserved regions
are estimated.
Interpolation of Unobserved Regions Using Ordinary Kriging

In ordinary kriging [90], the spatial mean is assumed constant. The variogram is defined
to be
1
(B.2)
γ(m − n) ≡ E[(f (m) − f (n))2 ].
2
For a given point s0 , we wish to estimate f (s0 ) given observations at si for i =
1, 2, . . . , N . In ordinary kriging, the optimal predictor fˆ(s0 ) minimizes the meansquared prediction error E[(f (s0 ) − y(s0 ))2 ] over the class of linear predictors where
f (s0 ) ≡

N
X

λi y(si )

(B.3)

i=1

P
with N
i=1 λi = 1, so each interpolated point is a weighted sum of its neighbors. Using
Lagrange multipliers, the minimization problem becomes
min

λ1 ,λ2 ,...,λN

E((f (s0 ) −

N
X
i=1

N
X
λi f (si ))2 ) − 2r(
λi − 1),

(B.4)

i=1
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where r is the Lagrange multiplier. The term inside the expectation can be written as
(f (s0 ) −

N
X

2

λi f (si )) =

N
X
i=1

i=1

N

N

1 XX
λi (f (s0 ) − f (si )) −
λi λj (f (si ) − f (sj ))2 . (B.5)
2
2

i=1 j=1

So, using the definition from Equation (B.2), Equation (B.4) can be rewritten as
2

N
X
i=1

λi γ(s0 − si ) −

N
N X
X
i=1 j=1

N
X
λi − 1).
λi λj γ(si − sj ) − 2r(

(B.6)

i=1

Differentiating this equation with respect to λi , we obtain
2(γ(s0 − si ) −

N
X

λj γ(si − sj ) − r) = 0.

(B.7)

j=1

Solving this set of linear equations, we can find the optimal λi ’s that provide a prediction
for f (s0 ).
Note that in this analysis, we implicitly assume that the observations have no measurement error. So, if s0 = sj for some j, f (s0 ) = y(sj ). Stated another way, the
estimate at any point where there is an observation is the observation itself.
Estimation of Entire Region Assuming Noisy Observations

Instead of interpolating only over unobserved regions, kriging can be generalized to the
problem of estimating the entire field. For this problem, the observation y(si ) is now
noisy, with the noise having zero mean and variance σn2 . To estimate the underlying
field f (s0 ), we write it as a linear combination of the noisy observations
f (s0 ) =

N
X

λ0i y(si )

(B.8)

i=1

and solve Equation (B.7) with λ0 replacing λ, and γ(0) = σn2 (previously zero). The
introduction of measurement noise is called the nugget effect in the earth sciences. In
our analysis, we will use this form to perform kriging interpolation.

Appendix C

First Variation of Region Integrals

In Section 3.3.2, we state in Equation (3.6) the curve evolution equation for the curve
~ in the coordinate descent step when the other variables f , µ, and b are fixed. The
C
direction of flow implied by this equation corresponds to that which allows the objective
functional of Equation (3.3) to decrease most rapidly. Known as the gradient flow for
~ it is often written as ∂ C~ or shorthand as C
~ t , where t represents iteration time during
C,
∂t
the curve evolution step. This section of the Appendix provides a detailed derivation
of the result stated in Equation (3.6).
We begin with some preliminary items. Define
Z
QR(C(t))
(t) =
qR(C(t))
(x, t)dx
(C.1)
~
~
~
R(C(t))

with
qR(C(t))
(x, t) =
~

Z

vR (x, z)dz,

(C.2)

~
R(C(t))

where1
vR (x, z) = D[f (x) − µR (x)]bR (x, z)D[f (z) − µR (z)].

(C.3)

In the body of the paper, we have used a shorthand notation to write the regions,
which implicitly depend on the curve, as simply R. Throughout the Appendix, we will
be more explicit to indicate the dependencies of these regions on the evolution of the
~ we fix f , µ, and b; so, in Equation (C.2), the
curve. For instance, when we evolve C,
~
integrand does not depend on C(t), but the region of integration does. In such a case,
∂qR(C(t))
(x,t)
~
∂t

can be written in the form of a line integral [196]. In particular,
∂qR(C(t))
(x, t)
~
∂t

∂
=
∂t

Z

~
R(C(t))

vR (x, z)dz =

Z

~
C

~ t , vR (x, s)N
~ > ds.
<C

(C.4)

~ represents the outward pointing normal vector with respect to region R.
Here, N
1

Since µ and b are fixed in this step, vR does not depend on t.
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Now, using the notation from Equation (C.1), we can write the MMS energy functional from Equation (3.3) as
Z
~
E(f, C) = α
(f (x) − g(x))2 dx
~
R1 (C(t))∩U

+α

Z

(f (x) − g(x))2 dx + β(QR1 (C(t))
(t) + QR2 (C(t))
(t)) + γ
~
~

~
R2 (C(t))∩U

I

~
C

ds.

(C.5)

~
~
~ 2 g(x) are the observations,
where R1 (C(t))
and R2 (C(t))
are the regions separated by C,
and U is the subset of Ω where observations of g(x) exist.
~ we compute the partial
To find the curve evolution necessary to decrease E(f, C),
derivative of E with respect to t. Using the results derived by Kim et al. [102] and
Delfour and Zolesio [47], who assert that
Z
I
dQR (t)
∂qR (x, t)
~,C
~ t > ds,
=
dx +
< qR (x, t)N
(C.6)
dt
∂t
~
R
C
andHapplying
H the result of the derivation of Euclidean curve shortening by Grayson [73]
∂
~ t , κN
~ > ds, where κ is curvature), we obtain
( ∂t
ds
=
<C
~
C
I
~
∂E(f, C(t))
~ t , ((fR (s) − g(s))2 − (fR (s) − g(s))2 )h(s)N
~ > ds
=α
<C
2
1
∂t
~
C(t)
I
~ t , (q ~ (s, t) − q ~ (s, t))N
~ > ds
+β
<C
R2 (C(t))
R1 (C(t))
~
C(t)

+β[

Z

~
R2 (C(t))

∂qR2 (C(t))
(x, t)
~
∂t

dx −

Z

∂qR1 (C(t))
(x, t)
~
∂t

dx] + γ

~
R1 (C(t))

I

~ t , κN
~ > ds, (C.7)
<C

where fRi represents the field estimate in Ri and h(s) is an indicator function that takes
the value of 1 when observations are present (i.e. when s ∈ U ), and 0 otherwise. The
~ is taken with respect to
negative signs arise from the fact that our outward normal N
R1 .
∂q

~

(x,t)

Applying Equation (C.4) to the two instances of Ri (C(t))
in Equation (C.7), and
∂t
assuming that b is symmetric (i.e. b(x, z) = b(z, x), which implies v(x, z) = v(z, x)),
we determine that
Z
I
Z
∂qR1 (C(t))
(x, t)
∂qR2 (C(t))
(x, t)
~
~
~ t , (q ~ (s, t)−q ~ (s, t))N
~ > ds.
dx−
dx] =
<C
[
R2 (C(t))
R1 (C(t))
∂t
∂t
~
C(t)
~
R2 (C(t))

~
R1 (C(t))

(C.8)
2

In the body of the paper, we have used a shorthand notation to write these two terms as simply R1
and R2 . Throughout this Appendix, we will be more explicit to make clear the dependencies of these
regions on the curve.
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I
~
∂E(f, C(t))
~ t , ((f ~ (s) − g(s))2 − (f ~ (s) − g(s))2 )h(s)N
~ > ds
=α
<C
R2 (C(t))
R1 (C(t))
∂t
~
C(t)
I
I
~
~
~ t , κN
~ > ds. (C.9)
+2β
< Ct , (qR2 (C(t))
(s, t) − qR1 (C(t))
(s, t))N > ds − γ < C
~
~
~
C(t)

~ t which yields the maximum decrease in < C
~ t , ²N
~ > is C
~ t = −²N
~.
Now, the choice of C
Our flow equation, written in expanded form, is
~
∂C
~
(s) = α[(fR2 (C(t))
(s) − g(s))2 − (fR1 (C(t))
(s) − g(s))2 ]h(s)N
~
~
∂t
Z
~ dx
+2β
D[f (x) − µR2 (C(t))
(x)]bR2 (C(t))
(x, s)D[f (s) − µR2 (C(t))
(s)]N
~
~
~
~
R2 (C(t))

−2β

Z

~ dx − γκ(s)N
~.
D[f (x) − µR1 (C(t))
(x)]bR1 (C(t))
(x, s)D[f (s) − µR1 (C(t))
(s)]N
~
~
~

~
R1 (C(t))

(C.10)
For computational purposes, we desire a discrete version of Equation (C.10). By defining
D to be a matrix approximation of the D operator, B a matrix approximation of b(x, z)
(which we assume to be symmetric), diag(w) to be a diagonal matrix with the vector
elements of w along the main diagonal, and f and m as the vector representation of
the discrete versions of f and µ, respectively, we obtain
~
∂C
~
(s) = α[([HR2 fR2 ](s) − gR2 (s))2 − ([HR1 fR1 ](s) − gR1 (s))2 ]N
∂t
+2β([diag(D(fR2 − mR2 ))B(D(fR2 − mR2 ))](s)
~ − γκ(s)N
~,
−[diag(D(fR1 − mR1 ))B(D(fR1 − mR1 ))](s))N

(C.11)

with variables defined as in Section 3.3.2.
Consider the special case where B is the identity matrix (in continuous space, this
implies that b(x, z) is the Dirac delta function). In this case, the curve flow can be
simplified to
~
∂C
~
(s) = α[([HR2 fR2 ](s) − gR2 (s))2 − ([HR1 fR1 ](s) − gR1 (s))2 ]N
∂t
~ − γκ(s)N
~.
+2β[(D(fR2 − mR2 ))2 − (D(fR1 − mR1 ))2 ](s)N

(C.12)

We can further specialize to the case (in addition to B being the identity) by taking
m = 0 and D[·] as the gradient operator. In Equation (C.7), we first observe that under
these conditions, qRi (C(t))
(x, t) = |∇fRi (x)|2 is not a function of t. So, the integrands
~
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of the region integrals (which contain time derivatives) are zero, reducing that equation
to
I
~
∂E(f, C(t))
~ t , ((fR (s) − g(s))2 − (fR (s) − g(s))2 )h(s)N
~ > ds
=α
<C
2
1
∂t
~
C(t)
I
I
2
2 ~
~
~ t , κN
~ > ds.
+β
< Ct , (|∇fR2 (s)| − |∇fR1 (s)| )N > dsγ
<C
(C.13)
~
C(t)

The curve flow obtained from Equation (C.13) in discrete form is
~
∂C
~
(s) = α[([HR2 fR2 ](s) − gR2 (s))2 − ([HR1 fR1 ](s) − gR1 (s))2 ]N
∂t
~ − γκ(s)N
~.
+β[|∇fR2 (s)|2 − |∇fR1 (s)|2 ]N
which agrees with the curve flow of Mumford-Shah as derived by Tsai [180].

(C.14)
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